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PREFACE-

Educational programming at best is a cooperative venture.

In addition, it is also developmental and experimental.

The realization of these.goals must involve all whp are a

part of the administrative, supervisory, and teaching corps.

It also must involve the recipients in planning these goals.

The Teacher Educati n Departmentet Shaw University is in

the business of training teachers fpr educational planning. The

University is concerned with providing opportunities for prospec-

tive teachers to participate in experimental programs that will

provide the expertise necessary for proficiency in planning.

The University is interested in providing a sort of team

relationship between the university and the public school

system. The team relationship strengthens both the educational

program of the university and the public school system. They

complement each other in program building.

This project could not'have been a success without the

cooperation of the Wake County Administrative School Unit.

We are deeply indebted to Mt. Aaron A. Fussell, Superintendent;

Wake County Schools, Mt. Carl Mills, Assistant Superintendent, Wake

County Schools, and Mrs. Caesarea D. Debnam, Supervisor, Wake

County Schools. Their cooperation, ideas,.and encouragement were

indeed.helpful in planning and promoting,this project.

We are ease indebted to Mr. M. Grant Batey, Principal,

East Garner Junior High School and Mr. Robert F. Williams, Principal,'

Millbrook Elementary School, -for their-cooperation, ideas and

encouragement in-proMoting and completing this project.

In addition, we are grateful to--the cpunselors and,teachers

-at the two-schools for their contribution to the development of

the project.

'TO the .one hundred students who participated.in the:Project,

we arO indeed grateful for their suppbrt, and may .we, o.ne day, see

and count thei in this great innoiiutive .arena of .teacher- education.
. .

They were indeed, a group of highly-intelligent, innovative.and
_

eager youngsters. .



INTRODUCTION

The Model: A Comprehensive Program for the Training of

Elementary School Teachers at Shaw University is a developmental

project designed to improve teacher education at Shaw University.

The model is focused on improving the proficiency of elementary

school teachers.

Criticism has.come thick and fast from all corners of the

educational spectrum that our graduates in teacher education do

not have the proficiency to cope with the tasks that unfold them-

Selves in their respective situations.

Criticisms reveal that teachers do not have the confidence

and expertise to participate in planning, developing and direct-

ing learning in their assigned positions.

In the development of this mOdel the Teacher Education

Department of Shaw University has perhaps discovered some justi-

fication for this criticism.

It was indicated above that the model has been developmental,

and it has. The project,began during the sumMer of 1969. The

project during the following year served as a background for

future study. The Teacher Education faculty studied nine (9)

models in teaeher education which were developed by nine (9)

different universities-

The project developed during the first year was: A Proposed

Comprehensive Pro ram for the Trainin of Elementary Teachers at

Shaw University.

This project provides opportunities for the faculty to get

experiencea in setting up a performance-based teacher education

program that will be more specific, directive and measurable in

terms of goals and purposes.

As a result of a series of meetings with other universities

and colleges in the consortium, improvements were made at this

developmental stage.

Part II of the project 2
which is an outgrowth of Part 1, is

an innovative project in helping seventh and eighth grade students

in selecting their own learning activities. This project brought

together public school officials, university faculty and students

on an experimental project providing seventh and eighth graders

with the opportunity to select their own learning activities.

The project was a success as indicated in this report.



Along with this project, the Teaeher Education Department
developed a module on Innovative Modules for Teacher Education.

This phase of the model indicates that the Teacher Educa-
tion faculty is ready now to move into a higher plateau of
eciucational planning and programming.

The model is based on the following assumptions:

1. That at present there are several individual
philosophies on what an ideal teacher education prce-
gram should be. We therefore, hold firm to the idea
that an ideal teacher education program should in-
volve students, college profeosors, public school
teachers, researchers, and laymen in the.formulation
of an effective teacher education program.

We believe that teacher education should be continuous

in nature and that teaehers should be educated to
participate in educational planning for a changing
society. Therefore, the teacher education program of
today must be prepared to train teachers to teach the

children of tomorrow.

3. We believe that an ideal teacher education program
must be flexible and must have aset of builtr-in

human values for the purpose of generating feedback,

that will make for a renewing and continuoTas program of

education. -

4. We believe that a teacher education program that is

self7renewing in nature must have eollege prpfessors
that are seIf,4enewing. This means that a:,continuous

in-service training program is,imperative..

We believe that the ideal teacher education program
must provide fcr individual differences. Therefore,

the program should Permit students to advance at their

own pace, and should contrb te to the ongoing progress

of the teacher education program.

We believe that the teacher education program az best

should make for the involvement of public school person-
ne2l other educational institutions, significant lay
personnel, and college students.

One of the inevitable features of our proposal is the concept
of inevitability of change. We believe that education must gear
itself to change and that'educational departments must participate
n the structure around which society must work and evolve.



To be effective in their participation, teachers must
behave and become at a level that makes for efficiency.- --
Teachers who must accept a lion's share of involvement in
societal educational structure, must be directors, consul-
tants, advisors, planners, leaders, and thinkers.

To do this the Teacher Education Department must specify
personal and professional objectives for the student on the
behavioral level. These objectives must and should be a part
of an instructional program. The program should be spelled
out into operational objectives, instTuctional situations
and criteria for the assessment of student performance. A
section of this model is a module on innovative Modules for
Teacher Education, and it sets forth Behavioral Objectives,
Performance Criteria, Methods and Materials and Evaluation
and steps in learning situations sequentially arranged.

The model program points up direction for the organiza-
tion of the teacher education program at Shaw University to
develop elementary teachers who will have the following
concepts.:

1. A positive concept of"self development
2. A strong value system
3. A sensitivity to the problems of the disadvantaged
4. The capability of motivating learners
5. A sensitivitytoprofessional ethics
6. Dedication to efficiency and:mastery
7. The commitment to get along with others with whom

they work-
8. Thecommitment to community development

-Thp teacher edudation program is composed Of the f011ow-
ing components.:

1. Methods andcurricu um
Child development
Teaching-theory and practice
Professional sensitivity training
Socio-cultural foundation

6. General studies program
7.- .Self-directed Programs

The model program hss been intentionally designed to make
initial use of many more promising ideas in the field of teacher



education. Among these are the following:

1. Professional sensitivity training
2. Micro-teaching
3. Simulation
4. Objective analysis of instruction
5. Largely self-pace0, modUlarized instruction
6. Video tape feedbadk of teaching behavior
7. Programmed instruction'
8. Resident service as a technique for initial-.

professional induction

The model has been developed through the cOncerted effort
of the members of the teacher education faculty and.the students
in the Teacher Education program at Shaw University. The groups
have been cogn#ant of the dynamic Boninl changeapliave been
sensitive to the needs of society and have -orked together in
the development of this model.
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SUMMOY OF PHA E I

OF

A-PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR THE TRAINING
OF ELEMENTARY 5tHOOL. TEACHERS AT. SHAW UNIVERSITY

/

INTRODUCTION

Phase 1 of/the project reviewed nine sets of specifica-
tions for compr/ehensive undergraduate and in-service teacher
education prog/rams for elementary school teachers and con--
sidered the i'Mplications for Shaw University of three of the
models. Thfithree models selected for consideration were de-
veloped by/

/ 1) Florida State UniNers-ity

2) University of Georgia

3) OOversity of MassaChusetts

As a p rt of Shaw University's plans to revise and update
ts teacher education- program, the nine models were examined and
an in=depth st4dy was made: ofthree of the model's. This exami-
nation i nc 1 Uded -seminars, works hops amd visits , to educational
centers by members' of the Shaw faculty engaged in the study and
visits to this institution by consultants.

This Project considered it most important that the teaching
faculty and other staff members of the total University be inform-
ed of the overall PorPose and procedures of the project. Infor-
mation was presented in orientation sessions of faculty and staff,
and progress reports were presented to the faculty at intervals
to evaluate the program.

.Wotkshops and seminars involving faculty mempers, especially
those assigned to ;the task of develoPing the Program, were built
into the projects. Phase I model consultants and resources were
utilized.

Contacts, through visits and reports, were made with other
institutions that are cooperating with the USOE Project.

The,Division of Teacher Education at Shaw University review-
ed its elementary teacher education program. This project pro-
vide&the resources required to study nine USOE Projects relating
to the' preparatiop,of elementary school teachers. The.nine-pro-
jects,,werec.cOMpletecrthroughr.contracts with-the Department of

-Illealthijducationand, Welfare by the,following-,institutions:

412



1) Columbia University

2) Florida State University

3) Michigan State University

4) Northwest Regional Laboratory

5) University of Pittsburgh

6) Syracuse University

7) University of Toledo

8) University of Georgia-

9) University of Massachusetts

These nine projects were considered by the teacher education
faculty at Shaw University to represent new approaches in the pre-

paration of elementary school teachers. The funds in the project
provided the resources needed to examine each of the nine pro-
posals for philosophy, concepts, and detailed approaches and strat-
egies which could be relevant in redeveloping the Elementary Teach-
er Education Program at Shaw University. In addition, three of

the nine proposals selected had concepts which could be applicable
and adaptable to & developing university like Shaw .

pecific Obje.-tives

The objectives

rocedu e

of thi's project were to'

Review the- nine'projects listed above.

2 Select the ideas which were most-appli-
cable in redeveloping the program for,
preparing elementary school teachers.

RroVide time and resources for a task
force -'studY of -tWe elementary-teacher

. .

ilrogram 'at'Shaw University and make re-
commendations for its development .

est the 'feasibility of parts of the
medel'projects =at a -developing institu-

. .

. A taSk foice'orteacher educators reviewedthe_nine Trojects
on:eleMe6tarVteacher,edbcation. 'Three=projects:"were selected for



detailed review and synthesis of ideas relevant to Shaw Uni-

versity. Orientation sessions, workshops, and seminars were
conducted to inform other faculty members of the purpose and
progress of the project. The members of the task force also
visited other institutions which had teacher education pro-
grams for preparing elementary school teachers.

Upon completion of its review the tasks force,prepared
a list of recommendations for Shaw University.

Use To Be Made Of Findings

This report will be disseminated, upon request, to all
colleges and universities interested in elementary education
at developing institutions. Copies will also be sent to the
U. S. Office of Education for further dissemination.



Section II

CURRENT PROGRAM FOR ELEKENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS

The Program for elementary teachers at Shaw University
was divided into two phases. In the first phase, a qeneral
education program was required of all students during the
first two years of their college program, irrespective of
their major field of study. The second phase covered the
last two years of their college program and concentrated on
the student's major area of specialization.

Phase One Of The Program For Elementary
Education Majors

(First two years is general education)

Their general education program consisted of three
courses in English which dealt with grammatical stucture and
semantic and expository analysis. Two courses in Mathematics
provided instruction in basic mathematical systems with ap-
plications in algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and calculus.
A course in Life Science, focused on biology, and one in Physi-
cal Science on science and environmental problem.

Three courses in Communications provided an integrated
background of theory and Practice to enable the student to be-
come a more effective communicator. The program also included
two courses in World Civilization, three in Afro-American Stu-
dies and three electives from the area of Urban Science. Three
terms of Physical Education also were required.

Phase Two Of The Program For Elementary
Education Majors

(MAJOr...CourSWfor_,All ,ElementarY Educattbn."Major.s-
-_,S0jeCt7Matter.Preparatton)

The subject-matter preparation for all elementary education
majors included one course in American Literature; Art Survey
and Drawing Courses; Music Essentials for Classroom Teachers and
Teaching Music in Elementary SchOol; School and Community Health,
Physical Education for Teachers,'PrinciPles and Methods of Teach-
ti.0 Health Education:_two courses in American History; Principles
of Geography and Regional Geography; and a Political Science
cours'e on U. S. Federal Government.; In addition to these subject
matter courses, elementary educa'tton majors were reouired to have
a concentration (18) hours in one or more of the following sub-'
ject areas: English, Mathematics, Music, Science or Social Stud-
ies.



PrOfeSsional Education Courses for Elemen_tary
Iducation Majers

The following were the professional education courses
that were required: The American School System; Child Psy-
chology; Parent-School-Community Relations; the Role of the
Teacher; Children's Literature; Multi-Media Resources and
their use in Education; Measurement and Evaluation; Teaching
Mathematics in the Elementary School; Teaching Science in the
Elementary School; Teaching Communication Skills in the Ele-

mentary School; Teaching Social Sciences in the Elementary
School; and a Correlated Course in Methods and Student Teach-
ing.



Section III

REVIEW OF SIX mop.us FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHER EmATIop

A careful in-depth analysis of the nine models: ColumbiaUniversity, Florida State University, Michigan State University,Northwest Regional Laboratory, University of Pittsburgh, SyracuseUniversity, University of Toledo, University of Georgia, and theUniversity of Massachusetts revealed the following conclusions:

3

Each model proposes a plan for preparing ele-mentary teachers-

Each model is built on the assumption that scschools will have to change.

Each model tends to move from course descrip-tions of teacher preparation toward the des-cription of specific competencies desired.Each model has built in segments with clustersof behavioral objectives grouped together.

Each model is pointing in the direction of afield-oriented approach to elementary teachertraining where the student will work withchildren.

Each model &ttempts to individualize the in-structional program. It is possible to holdone student on work that he needs while another.moves on.

Programs are' set up to help studentsadminister the -programs to himself.

.Proieved, this is known immediately

are designed. to get immediate
fe.e.dbacle.. If an objective- ts not beingach

The models are built around a beliefthat the teacher's knowledge must, of
necessity,become more specialized.

Each model requires considerable
plementation.



Section IV

REVIEW AND SYNTHESISAF THREE MODELS
MOST APPLICABLE TO SHAW UNIVERSITY

The following projects were selected as most applica-
ble to a developing institution such as Shaw University.
They were:

1) ,-Summary of a Model for the Preparation of
Elementary School Teachers, The Florida
State University-Project No. 8-9021, Con-
tract No. OEC-0-089021-33008 (010) U. S.

Dept. of HEW.

2) Aodel Elementary Teacher Program, Univer-
sity of Ma,ssa.chusetts. Project No. 8-9023
Gra:tit No. OEG-0-8-089023 (010)

Georgia Education Model Specifications for
the Preparation of-Elementary leachers, Uni-
versity of Georgia. Project No. b-9024,
Grant No. OEC-0-089024-3311-(010)

Each projected model of eleMentary teacher education was
considered in detail. The projected models contained both
similar and divergent concepts which were considered relevant
to redeveloping *the elementary 'teacher education Trpgram at

Shaw University. A synthesis of the concepts found in all
three projected models for elementary education can be sum-
marized as follows:

Some philosophical bases for elementary teacher
education at a developing in titution should in-

olude:

Preparation that . suffici ntly flexible to
equip teachers for teaching in various en-
vironments-

.,,,perfOrmance criteri.&:for.

ttUdents:.-

ProVision-* or-AtiOltiple tnsiructibnal ttra plies

There should be a more careful and earlier screening
of applicants' for teacKer education.

3) An emphasis on the ,ile'velopment of positive human re-
lations att tudes andbehavior is a requisite.

is'
7



There is an important correlation between teacher
education and teaching competence. These com-
petences shoUTd

a. Subject matter competency.
b. Presentation competency.
c. Professional decision-making competency.

5) New concepts in elementary teacher education should be
be utilized. These include:

a. Use of new educational technilogies such as in
microteaching.

b. Recognition of the value of staff differentia-
tion.

c. Provision for continuous in-service education.

6) The staffing of teacher education faculties will
require teachers capable assuming new faculty roles.
These roles include: administration-student per-
sonnel tasks, teaching-counseling taLks, and se-
lecting-producing materials tasks.

These concepts, effectively adapted and implemented can help
Shaw University to respond to the educational needs of society.



Section- V

PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ,

Pre-Servi e Experience

Laboratory_pgfriences Prior to StudentitkcjILII

The term "Laboratory Experiences" is used to
denote the experiences in which teacher education
majors are in direct contact with children and youth
in an instructional setting. The trend has been to
include more laboratory experiences before the student
engages in student teaching.

Prospective teachers in the professional courses
should be required to observe students in laboratory
situations. Frequently, the student should partici-
pate in tutorial experiences to further his understand-
ing of children.

In the au_s_ jial courses, students should be re-
quired to study individual children and record signifi-
cant data as well as develop an understanding of the
construction and use of sociograms and cumulative
_cord ana1ysis .

In the children s literature course, stddents
should conduct story hours in local situa ions for
children.

In the elementart education courses--language arts,
social studies, science-FeTT-6T(c=7-individually and in
snlall grouPs. ProsPective -teachers should frequentlY
observe- the respective subject taught 'by proficient
Public .school teachers, and these students should helP
prepare_ and aid in the preparation of materials to be
used- by the students, and frequently work with a small
grout).



Professional Lia_12(121IL ExperIences--Student Teachin

The general purposes and objectives of laboratory ex-
periences, including student teaching, include the following:

1) To provide an opportunity for the student to
define his own philosophy of education;

To provide for the acquisition of first hand
information concerning the principles of growth
and development, the various theories of learn-
ing and their influence upon the dai1y exper-
iences of children;

To provide an opportunity for student teachers
to show proficiency in working with children
and youth according to their individual ability
levels, interests and needs.

To provide an opportunity for the student to de-
monstrate his understanding of subject matter in
his iTiajor field and to see the interrelatedness
of subject matter;

To provide an 'opportunity for developing a more
thorough understanding of the principles: of mo-
tivating Children and youth to learn by putting
the' Urinciples into p'raCticeI.

To prbvtd.*- a -More thorough understanding of the'
value of- gebd organization' and presentation of'
subject matter materials and acceptable methods
of teathi ng -ch i 1 dren

,

To Provide an' understanding of the necessary 'ad-
ministrative control and classroom routine need-
ed for successful teaching; and

To proOde for the developMent of skills. in the
evaluation of educational materials and programs
as well as child gTowth and development throu0
the use of informal' and staildardized'methods.

The pre-service training of teachers is a continuum of
clinical and simulated experiences which begin shortly after
-the teacher education major is identified. Varying levels of
responsibility and participation, which provide the basis for
the student's teaching experienceo,are included.
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The beginning level contains routine duties that are per-
tinent to successful teaching. progressively more intensive
pre-professional experiences are reflected by the following
levels:

Level I Getting Experience In A School Setting_

Evaluating papers with a key

Supervising lunchroom, hallways, lay-
ground

Checking and recording. attendance

Assisting with A-V equipment

Preparing multiple copies of the teacher
material for student

Level II- Developing Initial Teaching St ategY

Tutoring

Administering tests

Conducting, story hours

Making instructional bullet n.board
display

Supervising study groups

Presenting pertinent A-V
class

Experiencing Small

-Making a lessbn. .

small group

a erials to

Group InStruttion

Plan to be .used With a

Teaching the plan
it was planned

EValuating
members of
Whole-

he

e group for hi ch

the, progress of 'the. individual
the group and the oro.up as a

Level IV- Experiebcfng

PlanDing for

TeachingtIi
for kt leas
-groups

e,

2

Total 1Group Instruction

one..._area wi h the total class

otal class grOup In one area
ne-week Aising two of thTee

11
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Evaluating progress of the small group,
total group and individuals

Level V - Participating as a Member of a Federal
Team--Getting Experience in Curriculum
Modes of School Inquiya

Analyzing the micro-teaching experiences
of peers and self

Analyzing classroom teaching-learning
situations

Evaluating classroom effectiveness

Level VI - Student Teaching

Carrying on an ins ructional program for six

--weeks or more

If the student is to become a competent teacher, help is

required; This model proposes to give this guidance through

the program discussed here.

During the student teaching experience; it is desirable
that the Student teacher:

1. Define his own philosophy of education;

2 Acquire first-hana information concerning
the principles of growth and development
the various theories of learning and their
influence upon the daily behavior of child-

ren and youth;

Develop and demonstrate proficiency in in-
structing children and youth according to
their ability levels of interests and needs;

Be PrePared to make decisions concerning
objectives and appropriate learnings to be

promoted;

Demonstrate his understanding of subject
matter in his major field and see the inter-
relatedness of subject matter;

Become proficient in motivating children and
youth to lea'rn the d sirable content informa-

tion.
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7. Become sensitive to the value of an need for
good Organization:An th-e -presentation of sub-
ject matter to a class ;

8. Use acceptable methods and_procedures in teach-
ing Children and youth;

9. Develop and use the ineCesSary administratiVe
controls that are needed for good classroom
organization and control;

10. Develop skill in the evaluation of educational
materials and programs as well as Child growth
and development;. and

11. Be able to use informal and formal s andardized
methods of evaluation.

Individual strengths and weaknesses of the trainees vary.
It is recommended that a built-in continuous evaluation system
be a part of the student teaching program. Supervising teachers
and college supervisors should provide a continuing diagnosis of
the needs of each trainee and work to meet these needs.

1. Each supervising teacher should submit at
least three evaluation reports of the stu-
dent teacher's progress.

2. Conferences should be held with the principal ,
the supervising ,teacher, and the student
teacher.

. Evaluations Of the student teaching program
should be Rassed in by student teachers ,
Supervising teaChers and the -college super-:.
;visors. These 'evaluative statements are com-
,piled and .

used for program improvement

In-Service

In=serviCe edutation is becoming TIOT-e and more important
each day. becaUse of' the large number .of young, inexperienced
teaChers -.'WhO enter th6 tPach,i e14- P rofesSi On' each' Year'. -With al 1

.the turMoil in edu.c.ati oh todaY,- the oigaerooS 'coil-11)1ex problems
having,.:teaoher training._ instttutions',' the newer trends in math-

ematies , social. Studies sctenceY-an&-foreign languages.; and-the
year-to-year' changes in- methodology, in:service education is a

mus,t,-F not onlY ,for the young, ine)(Perienoed teadlors, Oat also.
'fOr teadherS with..years -ef experlenee.

-model for- teacher. ''Odmo.a-ti On: .flor 'ShaW' Phi Verity
additien to -the -Modern 'In-sei'vtce-compl:ex. a' comprehensi ve pro-



gram is planhed for in-service workshops, professional con-ferences with emphases on the professional growth of teachersin service.
,

In-srirvice training for today's teachers is a vital neces-sity becr(ose efficiency and proficiency of the modern schoolprogram/ca-not afford to remain static. Based upon educationalpredict/ions for the future, teacher training will undergo amultiRlicity of changes, and it will be necessary for a publicscho0 teacher to be kept up-to-date on the many changes takingplace. We offer, therefore, a program whereby our graduates andthe/graduates from other schools come into the University at cer-ta.;:n intervals for refresher courses and up-to-date informationon the day-to-day and year-to-year changes. These courses in thevarious teaching areas are scheduled for late afternoons, earlyevenings, and Saturday mornings in order to make it convenientfor the in-service teachers to keep abreast with the many changesin education and technology. It is the purpose of the departmentof education at Shaw University o develop an in-service trainingprogram relevant to the changing times.

In the future it will be necessary for Shaw University toset up a specially designed center for in-service teachers. Thiscenter should be a part of the regular teacher education program;however, it should be under the supervision of a special directorwho is trained as a teacher, has had experience in the publicschool system and is aware of the personnel, facilities and sup-plies necessary for up-dated training of public school teachers .
lhis center would be opened from early afternoon until late even-ing and on weekends with a specially designed curriculum to keepthe public school teacher up-dated.

This center would be housed in the planned education buildingknown as the Educational Learning Center. The faculty would bespacious enough to have specially designed rooms with specialequipment for in-service teachers. These rooms would be used forregular students during the school day with the schedule so plan-ned that regular classes would terminate by 4:30 p.m. at the lat-est to make room for the in-service
teachers who would be comingin at that time. The curriculum of the in-service laboratorywould be designed to keep the teachers up-to-date on the currenthappenings in their particular field. This proposed buildingwould have at least three floors and would be spacious enough toaccommodate a minimum of 150 in-service teachers. For the con-venience of the in-service teachers, particularly the senior teach-ers, the facilities that would be used most would be located onthe ground floor.

The building weUld be so cOnstructed that the semtnar roomsand laboratories would be surrounded by the classrooms,- so thatany professor wishing to Set up seminars on wishing to go intothe learningflaboratory. room would' be only steps from either



facility. In this way, it will always be convenient for the
professor to set up his experiment, plan his seminars, arr-
ange his seminar tables, etc., for the convenience of the
;n-service teachers and himself. The final plans for this
building would contain the thinking of the school architect,
an outside agency, experienced in school planning, members of
the department of education at Shaw University, the general
faculty, public school teachers and administrators, superin-
tendents of schools and representatives from the State Depart-
ment of School House Planning. In other words, this building
would be designed in the best manner to make it possible to
serve the entire public school system.

The center would have a full-time staff trained in the
public school disciplines. Their main function would be to
plan, to design, and to implement a program for in-service
teachers. As has been previously mentioned, this center would
not be designed exclusively for Shaw University graduates. In

addition to those who graduate from Shaw University in teacher
education, the center would be open to all teachers- in the sur-
rounding areas. This means that all the teachers in commuting
distance could come to the University for refresher courses.
The center at Shaw University would also contain a media center
with a micro-teaching laboratory, a laboratory school, and a
complete computerized service. If this computer system would
work a financial burden on the University, then we would at-
tempt, through proper channels,to work out a cooperative pro-
gram with some local university whereby complete programmed and
computerized services would be made available to all in-service
teachers in the surrounding areas.

The micro-teaching laboratory is located in,the Art Theater,
which is in the Learning 'Resources Center. Shaw University does
not have a library per se. for-verio6s.-reas'ons. InStead, it has.
a Learning Resources 'Center. It is_ known: at .a Learning Resources
Center becaUseAt,was,felt that Shaw should .move away from what
has been previously-known as:theald,' traditional library, which
contained stacks 'of- bo-oks, periodicals, and newspapers_ In' ad-
dition to periodi.cals, books, and newspapers, the center con-
tains a micro-teaching laboratory, a Dial Access.Retrieval system,
a Dukane -Reader, a.radio.broadcasting station, and a learning
laboratory.

The ,micro-te-atking leboratory contains I cOnbord video-tape
recorders', a ,TV .moniter, TV cameras, oVerhead'iirOjectors, and-
standard- srreens'..,,Jhe'microrteaehinw_laborator,y. is desi gmed', to
teach -the'steChnical skills af.teachfilg,.to-- the ,,§tuclent.. Tbe .
principal aim.-,ofthe-miiro,teathinq.laboratorY in:the'model is to
provide training for:,the.iri -service teache'rs and to aid in-service

.

teachers in- Opcoming profiçent in the .coMponent skills of, micro -
teadling laburOqry is-It644,11:-a minimum of-six TV oaTeras. a 35:-



millimeter camera for colored filmstrips, a speed graphic press
camera, and several inexpensive cameras with wide angle lenses
to be used by the beginning students. As the program expands,
additional overhead projectors and screens will be made avail-
able.

The Reading Clinic is a part of the Learning Resources Center
and houses equipment for approximately 300-400 students. This
equipment includes Craig Readers, Rheem Caliphone Consoles, con-
trol readers, tachistoscope, and several tape recorders. The pri-
mary purpose of the reading program is to help the in-service
teachers to develop a program wnich will enable them to reach a
reading level commensurate with their training and intelligence.
The program is designed to train the in-service teachers to work
with their students in overcoming deficiencies in basic comprehen-
sion, faulty word identification, and poor oral reading.

With the new certification requirements in the State of North
Carolina in which all in-service teachers are required to return
to school at least one time within a 5-year period, the center
services a dual purpose; that of up-grading the teacher and at the
same time meeting tkie certification requirements for the state.
It is hoped that through some foundation, either private or public
funds can be made available to bring many of these in-service
teachers in each year without cost to them.

Also Shaw University envisions a Master's program which will
take the teaCher beyond the minimum requirements and at the same
time offer an advanced degree. In other words, this specially de-
signed center would be a part of an educational complex planned
and implemented to up-grade principals, teachers, and non-teaching
staff.

PrciVi,.iing_ a Methodology and Strateay. in Teaching

, As never before, teacher trainers are faced with the inescap-
Ole responsibility of preparing, creative teachers who through
their competency and Oaptability to' revolutionary cha-nges will
, provide the necessary learning experiences for effective citizens.
The demands that are placed upon youth and adult citizens are in-
creasing. 'The skills that are needed for fruitful living are
likewise i ing.

The teacher trainers, therefore, must proVide those experi-
ences and components.for the teacher,education trainees that
emphasize and prOmote academic Proficiency and personal and pro-.

fessibnal coMpetence.

Behavior chalige, se f-renewal -and competency should very
well be those -.componentS that would receive priority.



Once it has been accepted that the goal of teaching is to
promote learning, it becomes necessary to construct certain guide-
lines for the teaching and learning experiences that will help
prepare teachers for the responsibilities that they will assume
in the schools. All valuable instructional techniques and strate-
gies must be employed.

Methods and Content

The trainees should develop teaching behavior which is com-
petence-oriented and which comes under the control of complex
cognitive structures involved in methods and planning.

Planning for competent teaching demands the organization of
information that lessens the complexity of the material by giving
it a surrounding cognitive structure. This planning then means
that teachers must use those methods that are characterized by dis-
covery.

We speak then of the importance of structuring course content
or knowledge so that the student can find meaningful relationship
among ideas rather than struggle with facts in isolation. Teachers
must be concerned with how the students are gaining proficiency.

Devices must be built in that will arouse motivation and pro-
mote a sense of accomplishment. Recapitulation and sufficient
transition between topics and units of work must be exercised.

One of the more serious problematic areas in planning and
methods is the practice of many teachers of relying upon students
to be their own critics. We want studen s to be productive, im-
aginative and exploratory. At the same time, we want them to be
evaluative and reflective.

We are speaking of those abill.ties and skills needed to gene-
rate.new ideas and thought ccimbination and then subject,them to an
almost simultaneous series of tests and evaluations. Teachers
must continually remind-themselves -that the Characteristic of com-
bining these-skillsAemands ,exceptionallymature-and:efficient
thinking-- The emPh&sis4here is that-competencies 'a.nd skills are
oftenin Opposition in each otheryand the behavior tendencies-that
result therefrom present real ,and.genutne-!problems for even the
more mature students.

Teaching must be geared ,not,,,siMpiy 'to the t,ranSfer ofNinfor-
mation nor to the 'develoPment of inSight. Teaching methods must
be geared tcothe developMent of thse.cOmpetenctes that .have 'been
i4entifiad as those neces5ary for effective teaching and learning
experience.-inl!rie plementaryschool. . For the goal ()-f teaching'is



Our aim in content s to preserve knowledge and foster its
growth. The desired s udent competence in this regard is for
him to be able to make sense of public knowledge in his own
terms.

FTamework for a_ Te_atillnA-Le_avning Unit_

I. Introductory statement

A. Outline the specific understanding which students
will develop.

B. State the specific skills which students will acqu re

Outline the specific attitudes which students will
develop

II. Objectives stated as un'erstandin s which students
will develop.

A. Outline the major subject matter content, or

B. OUtline the problems to be solved, or

C. Out1ine a series of projects to be cOmpleted.

III. Content Outline

A. Outline the major sUbjectmatter c_ntent, or

Outljne the problems to:'-be solved-, Or

C. ',,Outline aserfes-of_:-projec s to be,=tompleted

IV Atti-Vities in whith students will engage

Initiatory activities

1. Outline a series of activities which will get
the students off to a successful beginning.
Indicate the sequence of these activities on
the basis of your ideas as to how to indicate
a good teaching-learning situation.

2. Indicate the time that will probably be re-
quired for initlating the ,unit.

Developmental activities

1. Outline the activities in which the student's
Will engage to develop understandings, skills
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ancLa titudes'.' Indicate sequence in terms of
the order in which you think these are learned.

2. Estimate the time needed to carry out this plan.

C. Culminating activities

1. Outline a summarizing activity or group of
activities to which each student can contribute,
to which the whole group will direct its effort
during the major portion of the learning period,
which will best satisfy each student's need for
approval from classmates and others, and which
will promote good attitudes toward classmates,
teacher, school.

2. Indicate the estimated length of time necessary,
for this phase, allowing for appropriate student
participation.

V. Materials and resources

A. Locate reading materials, audio-visual materials
and demonstration and experimentation materials
which are needed to make the activities worth while.

B. Locate and outline facilities in the school (outline
the classroom and in the community which will be used.)

C. Revise procedures for bringing people from the commu-
nity to the classroom and for taking the students into
the community.

D. When it is necessary for students to make contact with
persons outside the classroom or to secure materials,
outline the procedures you will use to facilitate these
activities.

VI. Evaluate procedUr&s.

Outline_the procedures,you will eniploy
stUctenis are when theunit starts

Outline the methods you will
measure their own progress .

determine where

use in asisting students

Outline' the procedures you will use to.measure student
growth in understandings, skills and attitudes during

. _

the .entire unit.



Methods Courses Professionalizing Experiment

The big problem in education today is not,how to increase
the absorption of discrete packages of learning, but how to
develop the desire to learn and a sense of commitment to knowins
and understanding oneself and relating that self meaningful to
American civilization and-to* the world.

Teacher educators are investigating and evaluating every
part cf their programs in order to make learning in their campu
classrooms more relevant, challenging, and lasting in its effecl
upon their students' teaching. Shaw University is no exception.
Serious consideration has been given to many innovative ideas
and proposals. Listed among these are the following, as stated
by Dr. David Willis:

1. Having students of teaching become involved
earlier and mere intensively in every part of
the instructional programs of the schools;

2 Study of the teaching act in a wide variety
of simulated and actual c assroom situations;

3. Sensitivity training;

4. Student teacher analysis of their own behavior
in video-taped micro-teaching micro-training
situations; and

Self-instructional systems in which they learn
to perform various,teaching behaviors according
to predetermined performance criteria.

The educational experiences of courses prior te the methods
courses must provide for personal growth in a realistic fashion=
There must be a shift in emphasis from a curriculum characterize
by-prescriPtion to one characterized by self-discovery; from one
characterized by reliance on external responsibility fer growth
to one characterized by personal responsibility for growth; and
from courses characterized by talking about ideas, values, and
qualities through personal involvement in real and open relatior
ships and experiences.



Area 1 Subject Matter Competency

One of the major goals of instruction requires that a body
of knowledge be transmitted. In order to achieve this objec-
tive, subject content knowledge must be assimilated into the
teacher's cognitive structure. The traditional method by which
the teacher trainee acquires this knowledge has been throggh
formal lecture courses outside the division or school of educa-

tion. This model suggests that, with effective development of
performance criteria, a variety of instructional modes may be
utilized to meet the criteria. Subject content knowledge that
is central to subject matter competency may be effectively ac-
quired through closed-circuit television broadcasts, programmed
instruction, including extensive usage of computer-aided in-
struction, independent study, and seminars, as well as formal
lectures.

Area 2 - Presentation Com.etency

The possession of adequate subject content knowledge is a
necessary but pot sufficient condition for effective teaching.
The teacher must acquire appropriate behavioral skills in order
to translate the subject knowledge into a teachable form.
Learning theories have suggested various conditions under which
the acquisition of knowledge takes place more effectively. The
technical skills approach to teacher training translates these
principles of learning into principles of teaching. Examples
of technical skills which have already been developed and are
particularly relevant to the presentation of subject content
include: set induction, closure, clarity of communication,
control of participation, reinforcement, repetition, and use of
examples.

At least seven components of presentation competency include

the following which must be evident in both the faculty and the
finished Product the teacher trainee:

1.- Specifying-learning goals
Assessing .pupil.achievement
ef learning_go4ls
'Diagnosing:learner characteristics

4. iflanning long=term and short-term
Hearning programs and 'pupils

5. Guiding puoils'. with their learning tasks
Directing offta'sk pupil behavior

. .

EValuating the learner

Again, we recognize that a,variety of possible instructional
experiences exist which can pr.ovide the teacher trainee with the
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necessary Mastery in presentation skills, Micro-teaching is a

particularly effective technique for this purpose. Alternative
experiences include class:room observation,- viewing of videotape
technology'as a meanS of.indivi-bijalizing:instruction. Videotape
is used as:

1. A powerful means of Rroviding feedback to teathers
on their performance in the mitro-tpaching and re-
gular classroom tetting..-

. A research tool for the analYsis of teaching be4
havior.

Area 3 - Professional Decision-Making Competency

The model presented here presumes that one of the most
crucial aspects of teaching is that of professional decision-
making. The teacher is the decision-maker in the classroom.
In order to meet his instructional objectives, the teacher
must utilize knowledge and skills from all three performance
areas--subject matter content knowledge, behavioral skills, and
humanistic skills. He must decide what material is to be taught,
how it should be taught, and what techniques should be employed.
He must further consider the very important personal and stylistic
variables which might affect the outcomes of instruction.

In addition to possessing skills and knowledge, the teacher
trainee must have practice in facing the situations that require
these decisions. The kinds of activities which allow for thi.s
practice include: classroom simulation experiences that require
the teacher to face, analyze, and solve problems similar to those
faced in the classroom; mitroteaching experiences; observational
experiences (both live and using videotape); small group work;
and student teaching.

.COMPETENCIES REILIIRED IN WORKING WITH THE DISADVANTAGED

It is an alarming statement, but it must be noted that despite
the tremendous advancement in edUtational technology over the past
two' decades , school s h aVe fai led= misera6ly in meeting the needs
of a large segment of the population, naMely, the_diSadvantaged.
There is lamentably little, rec000,tion'of this crisis in. education.

By one report of educational rea'rch Personnel it has been
said: ".By all known criteria',' the majority of Urban' and;rural slum
,schools are failures.' In 'neighborhOdd after neighborhood-across
the cOuntrY, mare . than haif.of eeth,age.group lails to tomplete
high school; and,five percent,Or fewer go on to sbme form of higher



education. In many schools the average measured I.Q. is under 85,
and it drops steadily as the children grow older. Adolescents de-
part from these schools ill prepared to lead a satisfying, useful
life or te participate successfully in the community.

Who are the children so poorly served by the most affluent
nation in history? The term "disadvantaged" generally refers to a
group of people who differ from each other in a number of ways, but
have in common such characteristics as low economic status, low
social status, low educational achievement, tenuous or no employment,
limited participation in community organizations, and limited po-
tential for upward mobility. Variously referred to as the "cul-
turally deprived", the "socio-econamically deprived", the "socially
and culturally disadvantaged", the chronically poor", the "poverty-
stricken", the "culturally alienated", and so forth, these are people
who are handicapped by depressed social and economic conditions. In
'many instances they are further handicapped by ethnic and cultural
caste status.

In presenting the goals of the disadvantaged, we should be
conscious of the Negro peoblem. There is a "Negro problem" in the
United States and most Americans are aware of it, although it assumes
varyina forms and intensity in different regions of the country and
among diverse groups of the American people. Americans have to react
to it, politically as citizens, and when there are Negroes present in
the community, privately as neighbors.

To begin with, the Negro is a problem to himself. The con-
tented Negro whose mind is at peace on the race issue, is rare. The
Negro protest has been arising for a long time and the recent war has
caused an even more rapid increase in the discontent and protest.

The white man worries about the Negro problem too, and not
least when he wants to convince himself and others that it is settled
for all time. The problem has varying degrees of importance in dif-
ferent regions, depending partly on their historical backgrounds and
partly on the number of Negroes in the area. However, even in those
Northern states with few Negroes, the Negro peoblem is always present,
though there is little excitement about it. Nearly everybody in Amer-
ica is prepared to discuss the issue, and almost nobody is without
opinions on it. Opinions vary. They may be vague and hesitating or
even questioning, or they may.be hardened and articulate. But few
Americans are unaware of the Negro problem.

The American Negro,problem is a problem in the heart of the
American. It is there that the decisive struggle goes on. This is
the central viewpoint of this study. Though our study of the disad-
vantage includes economic, social and political race relations, at
the bottom the problem is the moral dilemma of the white American--
the conflict between his moral values. The American dilemlia is the
ever-raging conflict between, pn one hand, the values of individual
and group living, where pereonal and local interests; economic, social
and sexual jealousies; considerations of community prestige and con-
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formity; group prejudice against particular persons or types
of people, and all sorts of mistellaneous wants, impulses, and
habits dominate his outlook.

In light of current assessment of teachers and teacher pre-
paration, and of the education goals for working with the dis-
advantaged, the following objectives have been identified for
Shaw University's teacher education model:

1. To help prospective teachers develop a

sensitivity which will enable them to
appreciate and understand disadvantage
children and youth.

2. To train prospective teachers to respect
the potential strengths of the disadvant--
aged.

To train prospective teachers to know how
to communicate to broad segments of the
society. At present many pupils are vic-
timized because the teacher is unable to
speak their language. Teacher preparation
must include sensitizing to a variety of
legitimate linguistic usages and patterns.
A teacher who is ignorant of linguistics is
not a good teacher, no matter what his area
of competence.

4. To train prospective teachers to make school
and scholarship an exciting experience for
anyone.

5. To provide prospective teachers with the
tools required: to help the diaadvantaged
with self-help'and ego st-engthening incen--
tives.

To train prospective teachers to be able
to help both the advantaged and the dis-
advantaged to appreciate the importance of
democratic institutions.

7 To train prospective teachers to share valu-
able knowledge and eXperienc6. Tite teacher
must show:the student that what fie has to
Offer is valuable; Also, the teacher must
liave ,that which he-_is asked tO share-.

-To--provide pxospective--teachers With- the
_necessary:guidance skill4mhich will enable
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them to help the disadvantaged to become more
aware of the nature of work and the career
choices they may make therein. Career choice
is vital for disadvantaged youth.

9. To train prospective teachers to help students
to become able to:

a. Choose, perform, and enjoy a viable
vocation,

b. Exercise the complicated task of
democratic citizenship,

c. Engage in satisfactory inter and
intra-personal relationships and

d. Engage in culture-carrying activi-
ties

In the context of these four objectives, the disadvan-
tage can be defined. Everything that is learned in the name
of education must be judged by whether there is clearly cur-
rent or future use of that learning in making choices.

Teachers Should Be Prepared to Teach and Life in a
Multi-Cultural, Multi-Racial, and Multi-Class World.

Feelings of hopelessness and despair are common. We need
teacher education programs today which are truly relevant with-
in the nature of our 'society from which they take their meaning
and in which we make our commitments to freedom, individualism,
and rationality. A relevant teacher education program in the
1970's should not only prepare teachers to be effective in the
1970's but also in the 1980's. Teachers should be innovators--
to produce and accommodate new ideas, to change when community
needs and children change.

We need to move away from the single-dimensional to the
multi-dimensional teacher. Not only must the teacher be multi-
dimensional in the types of growth he seeks to promote, but he
must have vertical dimensions in that he sees himself as having
responsibility for working with any child at his own achievement
level and taking him as far as he can along the continuum of each
type of growth.

To adequately meet this mul i-dimensional task in teaching,
teacher must have those .competencies which include:

1. The ability to relate to the learning of a
student; this includes diagnosis and in
dividual instruction. The teacher must be
trained to be-an educational diagnostician;
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2 The ability to analyze group development
and interaction and perform a leadership
role in a group;

The ability to communicate fluently both
with individuals and groups;

4 The possession of a body of specialized
skills and knowledge essential to the per-
formance of his job.

The ability to structure and restructure
knowledge. This competency will enable
the teacher to choose from his specializa-
tion the type of knowledge that is import-
ant to a given individual or group and to
res,ructure it so that the individual or
group may investigate the knowledge in terms
of its own motivation.

If these are the kinds of competencies we want teachers to
develop in this training model at Shaw University, we should
declare this fact to the University-wide community of students,

faculty and staff. Anyone 00 selects the Shaw University pro-
duct should expect to obtain a teacher with these competencies.
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Section ,vr

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM
IN 'ELEMENTARY EDUCATTON

The development of a Master's Program in Ele-
mentary Education was seriously considered and under-
taken. Its need as an integral part of the Shaw
University Teacher Education Program has been
recognized by both administrators aad faculty
particularly if Shaw is to provide the necessary
and beneficial services to society that are reeded
in the areas of education.

In response to that need a master's Model Program
was designed.

Design

Shaw University's Master's will begin its first

year of operation,as soon as funds are available.
When established (with foundation aid), the program
will be open to college graduates desiring a program
of teacher education for the elementary school.

The Plan

Master's
Program = The Student

Cooperating Liberal Arts
School College

The Plan as a whole is designed to bring toget-
her the undergraduate college student of Shaw
University, selected cooperating schools and the
Master's Program in a joint venture to prepare the

student for effective teaching. Each element has
significant responsibilities, each must understand
the role of the other, and each must realize that

none can do the task alone.

The Liberal Arts College prepares the student
in various subject matter areas, with emphasis on
his chosen area. The Teacher Education division
provides wide experiences, and professional courses.
The cooperating extra-classroom activities provide
the student with clinical experiences.

The philosophy of the Master's Program in Ele-
mentary Education is reflected in the cours s to be
offered. These are listed in the following sections .
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Cuidelines for M.A. De ree
in E1ementar Education

Guideline 1: The program should broaden the
teachii7Understanding of the purpose and
role of the elementary school. Appropriate
courses:

Ed. 511 - Introduction to Education
Ed. 518 - Cultural Constraints in

Educational Development
Ed. 520 - Schools and Schooling in

Cross-Cultural Perspective
Ed. 527 - Contemporary Educational Issues
Ed. 528 Parent-School-Community RelatiOns

Guidel_ine 2: The program should extend the
teacher's understanding of the nature of the
learner and learning process. Appropriate courses:

Ed. 516 - Learning Theories and Patterns
Teaching Strategies

Ed. 519 - Child Study and Guidance in the
Classroom

Ed. 522 The Educational Diagnostician
Ed. 523 - The Psychology and Education of

Exceptional Children and Youth
Ed. 524 - Teaching and Disadvantaged

Guideline : The program should assist the
teacher in gaining greater insights and skills
in the use of the techniques of research and
in designing and carrying out research projects.
Appropriate courses:

Ed. 525 - Curriculum DeVelopment and
Educatien Innovation

Ed. 529 - Educational Research

Guidelilie A: The program should extend and deepen
the teacher's abATity to work effectively with
the content areas of the elementary schobl
curriculum, Appropriate courses:.,

Ed. 517 Innovations in Inst uctional
Technology
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Ed. 521 - Diagnosis and Remediation of
Reading Difficulties

Ed. 526 Seminar in Expository Writing

Guideline 5: The program should provide for
concentrated study in one or more of the
instructional areas of the elementary school
curriculum. Appropriate courses:

A. Ed. 512 - Seminar in Communication Skills
Ed. 513 Seminar in Social Studies Education
Ed. 514 Seminar in Science Education
Ed. 515 - Seminar in Mathematics Education
Ed. 530 Elementary School Practicum: Art,

Music, Physical Education

Or five elective Courses in a subject matter
a-rea (appropriate to the elementary school
curriculum ) for concentrated study.



Conclusions

Courses in Phases I and II should be examinedto determine their feasibility and relevancein the education department.

Professional courses should be studied todetermine if all the needs of prospective
teachers are met.

Behavioral goals are important to programplanning and program development.

ProgramHOlanning is at its best when studentsparticipate and become involved in program-
development;_ however, nastery and proficiency
at each stage it a demand if effectivenessis to be assured.

Program development is at its best whentrainees are not slaves to traditional mores.
4. Some type of screening program for applicantsis necessary. Data and other results from ascreening device should reveal aptitude forteaching and interect in the filald of edu,;ation.

Self-adjustment on the part of students admittedto the program is necessary for educational
maturity. Guidance services geared to self-adjustment will insure educational maturity.

Individualized instruction is also pertinentto program planning and program development.Individualized instruction enables a studentto become an independent partner in program
planning and development. Individualizedinstruction must make for program evaluationwhich makes program planning continuous in nature.
A good teacher education program must containthe following competencies: evaluation of learn-ing goals, a knowledge of pupil achievement levels,and understanding of the learner's characteristics,long-and short-range planning techniques andself-development techniques.'



TABLE I

A SURVEY OE LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN'SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

I

like
it

I

do not
like it

It makes
no differ-

ence

No re-
sponses Total

1. Do you like films,
charts and such as
a way to learn about
health and physical
education

42 2 4 2 48

2. How do you like the
inspection period
(that is someone
taking a check on
you each morning).

3 19 27 1 49

3. How about sex educa-
tion in the class?

35 2 12 1 49

4. How about creative
dancing? ')3 10 16 1 49

5. How about games with
a large number of
classmates?

28 13 8 1 49

6. Games with a few
classmates?

31 5 13 1 49

Any other thing you
would like to say
about this subject.



TABLE II

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

ART AND MUSIC

YES NO
No

response Total

1. Do you like your Art period? 41 9 0 50

2. Do you like music period? 34 14 2 48

3. Do you enjoy singing in class? 25 24 1 49

4. Have your music lessons in
class been a help to you? 17 30

.

3 47

5. Do you enjoy drawing and
sketching in class? 44 5 49

6 Can you play an instrument? 24 25 1 49

7. Would you like to play an
instrument? 32 15 47

Any Other thing you would
like to Say about this
subject.
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TABLE_III

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

LANGUAGE ARTS

YES NO

Do you enjoy your reading period? 43 7

2. Do you enjoy your Language period? 30 20

3. Do you enjoy reading stories? 48 2

4. Do you enjoy reading animal stories? 31 19

5. Do you enjoy reading adventure stories? 48 2

6. Do you enjoy reading stories that involve a ience? 22 28

7. Do you enjoy reading about stories of great people? 28 22

8. Do you like stories about fairy tales? 17 34

9. Do you enjoy writing? 41 9

10. Do you enjoy writing letters? 21 30

11. Do you like to write stories ou make up? 26 22

12. Do you like your spelling period9 28 22

1 . Do you like spelling drills like spelling bees? 43

14. Any other thing you would like to say about this subject.

Reading is one of my most helpful subjects
it relaxes me and clears my mind if I'm mixed up.
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TABLE IV

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND.DISLIKES cT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

MATHEMATICS

Do you like your mathematics period?

YES

14

NO

2. Do you enjoy mathematics? 15 4

Do you think your matnematics text is too hard? 5 14

Do you like worded problerts in which you.must
do a lot of thinking to solve the problem? 12

Do you prefer drill problems better than
problems with no words? 10 9

Do you knoW the difference between old
mAthematics and modern mathematics 15 4

If your answer is yes, which do you like
better?

. Do you like to compe e zth others in
mathematics classes? 12

. Is the mathematics class dull to you? 14

10. Any other thing you
this subject.

ould.like to.say about
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TABLE IVa

A SURVEY Ok LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A kND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

MATHEMATICS

like
it

I

do not
like it

It makes
no differ-

ence

1. How about mathematics from the
prtmary grades up to now?

29 4 15

2. How about your home work in
mathematics?

16 20 13

3. How about modern math atics
problems?

20 8 12

4. How about the way your teacher
presents problems?

26 16

Any other thing you would like to
say about this subject.



TABLE V

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

SCIENCE

Please check yes_ or _no

YES NO

Do ou have a et at home 40 9

2. If answer is no would u like to have one? 16 0

3. If your answer is no, would you enjoy working with
a class pet? 11

4. Have you ever studied animals in school? 46

5. If answer is yes, did you 1 ke the experience? 40 6

6. If answer is no, would you like to join a group
that would study animals? 12 6

7. Do you understand any of these terms? 30 0

Compounds x

Elements

. Parts of Wate x

d. Humidity___________________

e. The maki of rain

The inakin of snow

Fzz_IsHmation of fuel

7? 23 26S. Do you enjoy studying about the information in it

9. Do you enjoy working with plants 33 14

10. Do you like science experiments? 39 10
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TABLE Va

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

SCIENCE

I

like it
very
much

I

Lila
it

do not
like it

It makes
no dif-
ference

I have
not had
the ex-
perience

1. How do you like your.
science .eriod? 15 14 11

2. How do you like your
science text book? 6 2 11

3. How do you like to
work with science
equipment (apparatus ) 19

4. How do you like to
make science field
tri s? 4 11 2 .

5. How do you like to
work with animals? 27 17

6. How would you like to
watch plalits grow? 12

18

22

19 1 11Science activities

8. Planning the program 12 16 5 12 1

9 Parti ation 20 21 7

10. Any other thing you would
like to say about this
subject.



TABLE Vb

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

SCIENCE

keeping with your thinking.
I be-
lieve

I do
not be-
lieve

Not
cute

1. Bad luck 22 20

2. Good luck 28 12

3. A broken mirror will bring bad luck 4 42

4. Thunderstorm will sour milk 0 47

5. Some other superstitious ideas 12 30

_.6 Black cat 8 39

7. Any other thing you would like to say
about this subject.



TABLE VI

A suavEy OF LIKES AND DISLIKES OF JUNIOR HTCH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

SOCIAL STUDIES

YES NO

1. Do you enjoy history? 36 14

2. Do you enjoy geography? 26 23

3. Do you like civics? 21 28

4. Do you like to study the life of great people? 34 15

5. Do you like to study about citizenship? 28 22

6. Do you know much about your gove nment? 30

7. Would you like to help plan your lessons? 40

8. Would you enjoy cooperating with,your classmates
in planning and working in class? 49 1

Do you understand a road map?, 45 4

10. 'Do you Understand a political map? 33 15

1,1.' 3o you understand A physical 741 9 42 7

12. Any other thing y u would like to say about
this subject.



TABLE VIa

A SURVEY OF LIKES AND DISLIKES' OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN SCHOOL 'A AND SCHOOL B CONCERNING

SOCIAL STUDIES

I

like
it

I

do not
like it

It makes
no dif-
ference

1. How do you like your History period? 33 10 5

2. How do you like your History text
book? 30 14 5

3. How do you like your other His ory
books? 20 10 17

4. If you have a Ceography text book,
how do you like it: 1 14 12

5. Do you enjoy studying about your
government? 22 12 14

6. How do you like the new State House? 31 2 14

7. Social Studies Activities 37 6 5

8. What would you like to add or
subtract from the Social Stud es
(History) Program? Select one
and comment.

19 2 9

Planning the Program 31 4 11

10. Participation 40 1 4

1 . Any other thing You would like
say about this subject.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION OF TABLES

The following summaries are significan

1. Junior high school students in project schools expressed a strong
liking for films and c'harts as learning media in health and
physical education. There was a strong dislike for the traditional
inspection period in which students make daily health checks.

Sex education and creative dancing were highly favored as an ad...-
tion to the regular program of health and physical education.

Students favored games of low organization and games of high
organization as a part of their physical and health education program.

2. The vast majority liked the music and art period. One half of tha

students do not like singing in class. The majority of the class
liked instrumentation and most of them could play some kind of

instrument.

The vast majority of students enjoyed drawing and sketching.

3. Although most of the students enjoyed the Language Arts Program in

general, a sizeable number did express a dislike for le reading

of animal stories, stories that involve science, the writir.g of

letters and the reading of fairy tales. The ruauing of fairy tales

received the greatest number of negative responses. A sizeable

number expressed a dislike for writing make-up stories. The

majority of students expressed a dislike for the spelling period,

however, the vast majority said that they do like spelling drills
like "spelling bees."

4. Although most students expressed a liking for mathematics they did,
however, Say.that their textbooks were too hard. They expressed

a dislike for wordyprbblems and instead they preferred drill

problems.

There is no appreciable difference between the number of students
whp dislike and like homework. The vast:majority of students

liked modern Mathethatics.

The vast majority of students expressed a liking for animals and

enjoyed studying and workin6 with animals. Similarly, the vast

majority enjo:ed working .with plants. MoSt of the students ex-
pressed a like for science experiments. They seened to under-
stand the common terms used in science vocabulary.

The vast majority Of students expressed a ,liking for science
period, scienee text,- science eellipment 'ield trips, science
activities and 'program plOining.

8. There was no.appreciable difference between the number of students
who did n t.believe in had luck and those who did believe in bad luck.2 .



9. There is no appreciable difference between those students who
expressed a like and those students who expressed a dislike for
social studies. The majority of students did not like civics,
but they liked to study the livesof greet people. A sizeable
number indicated that they did not know about their government.
Most of the students enjoy pupil-teacher planning. Map-reading
seems to be understood by most students.

10. Most of the students expressed a like for history period, history
textbook, and other history material. A majority of students
expressed a dislike for teaching methods. Same said "I really
hate history."

CONCLUSION

The following conclusions are presented:

1 Students rebel against traditional teaching methods and
techniques. They prefer innovative methods as techniques.
Students desire a diversified program in physical education.

2. There seems to t. very little motivational technique employed in
the teaching of singing during the music period. There seems to
be a need for a broader scope in the fine arts program.

The program structure in the Language Arts program does not seem
to meet the total needs of students. The Language Arts program
-with respect to stories seems to be traditional. The methods
used in teaching spelling are not accepted by the students with
one exception: the spelling bee technique

4. The techniques .of teaching mathematics do not seem to inv lve
concrete:approaches to.the.teaching of mathematics.

5. That the science program seems to be meeting the science needs of
students is perhaps because the met ods and techniques are ex-
perimental in nature.

6. Ih the social studies area it seems that the teaching of civics
.is more textbpokish in nature and does not involve enough.
innovation.

Students seew-te abhor the teaching methods and techniques
employed by the teachers of history,



RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are herewith presented:

1. That the teacheIl of physical education and health consider
a study of new techniques and methods for teaching physical
education based on mt_ting.the health needs of students.

That teacher workshops be set up in fine arts for the pur-
pOSO of increasing the scope of the program and improving
the techniques of teaching. That personnel from the fine
arts department of the State Department of Public Instruction
be employed as consultants. Further that music and art be
integrated into content subject matter areas of learning.

3. That a study be made of new textbooks and supplementary books
with stories whose plots are geared to the experiences of
students in our modern society. That faculty workshops in
the teaching of spellip3 be set up that will tend to improve
teaching techniques.

4. That a workshop in the use of concrete material for
mathematics be established. That a study be made of the
present practice in the teaching of modern mathematics to
determine its effectiveness.

That more field trips,designed te helP students to understand
local, state, and national government be made. That innova-
tive classroom experiences be a part of teaching tectedques
for civics and histery.
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REPORT ON S.R.A. TEST SERIES DATA

INTRODUCTION

We realized in the beginning that test data considered
alone was just a number and as vague in meaning as a we J
read out of context. We were also conscious of the fact:
that the context of szores is made up of such information
as the curriculum, equipment, students' educational history
.abilities, environment, instructional procedures and, in
general, the educational philosophy of the school.

The major purposes of the S.R.A. Tests and the testing
program were:

1. To enabl_ teachers and counselors to keep
intimately and reliably informed of the educational
development of each student.

2. To provide an objective and comprehensive descrip-
tion pf the!educational development of groups of
students.

3. To provide a means for curriculum evaluation and
planning.

The entire battery serips was not utilized4n our program
at the two schools in our project. The multilevel series
Was used which embraced grades 4 through 9. The norms on
this battery extended from grade 3 through 12 levels.1

The S.R.A. Achievement Tests were administered in
November and March to determine if and to what extent progress
was achieved during the interim.

1How To Use Test Resultsi Multilevel Edition, Form C and D, SRA
(Chicago-, 1964), p. 2.
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INTERPRETATION OF TABLES

In interpreting test results, we were concerned with the
many variables that may make hard and fast conclusions invalid.

In interpreting the tables in this report we tended to
compare the test norms from the November setting with those of
the March setting. Some of the students who participated in
the November setting might present a different emotional
situation during the March setting. Some of the students who
participated in the November session might not have been present
in the March session.

We realized, as we have always in a standardized testing
program, that norms are comparisons with the performance of
national sample of studenta-tested in the standardized program.
Shaw University's education-department regards norms only as a
point of departure in assessing whether goals appropriate to
the situation are being met. In evaluiting these goals we
show what the student is capable of doing. For example, an
average ranking may be commendable for one student, yet
represent only mediocre performance for a more capable
classmate.

Another possible-variable-that we should consider as we
interpret these norms'ls the possibility of difference between
the curriculum emphasis or sequence between the two schools in
our study and schools used in standardizing the Lest. -We know
that in science and-social studies-there is less-unanimity
in the curriculum of various-grade levels than in other areas.
It was hoped then that the faculty of the two-schools in our
study would examine the content covered-by the testin relation
to the school curriculum before deciding-whether a given-result
of a group represents good or poor performance. This-was-the
crux of the entire testing program, for we think administering
test and putting the results away is a waste of time .and-money.

It should be emphatically noted here that there ia a grave
danger of a type of an interpretation'in which the faculty
laments, or rejoices, in the test results to the extent that
they proceed to teach the test or teach in order for students
to rate higher on certain tests. In this case, the goals and
philosophy of the school are narrow and the whole-child concept
is sacrificed to the desire of having "walking encyclopedias"
with little else accomplished.

VII Irepresents a teat data in average achievement
in 'tudies and Science 0.-7 the two schools in question.
It 71-1)1.: be noted that the eighth grade in School A made much
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more of a significant growth in Social Studies than the seventh
grade. In science, the growth status was not qu'.te as sharp.
Table I also reveals that there was a sharp decline in the
second semester of the seventh grade in science. The eighth
grade in School B indicated a slight increase in Science and
Social Studies. The system in the eighth grade (combination
of the two schools) represented a sharp increase in Science and
Social Studies. A striking feature of Table VII is the decrease
in growth status in the seventh grade in social studies and
science in both schools. There was a sharper decline in science
in both schools.

Table VIII Presents a general increase in all categories of
the Language Arts program at both sahools. The eighth grade
exhibits a sharper increase at both schools than the seventh
grade. Spelling in the-seventh grade stands out more forcefully
than the two categories in the seventh grade.- At the same time
spelling in the eighth grade also stands out. It should be
noted that the category-of capital letters and punctuation stand
way out front from the other categories in School A in both
grades. However, grammar usage indicated a growth that rated
lower than the cther categories.

It should be pointed out that for the total system the
average grade placement for all categories was above the eighth
grade level.

In Table IX there as a sharper increase in reasoning than
in any other category. There was an increase in growth status
in the system in the area of concepts in the seventh grade; how-
ever, School B showed little or no growth.

The eighth grade showed a sharper'increase ingrowth status
in the systet than the seventh grade. It is noticeable that
doMputation in both grades showed a lesser increase in growth
status.'

It should be noted that in Table X, the seventh grade
exhibited a greater decline in both categories in the system*
than the eighth grade. In the eighth grade, the increase in

*Both project schools;
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TABLE VII

THE AVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT-OF TEST DATA WITH
DIFFERENCES IN GRADE-PLACEMENT FOR SOCIAL STUDIES

ANDSCIENCE IN SCHOOLS-A and B
THE SYSTEM OF. THE SRA ACHIEVEMENT SERIES FOR NOVEMBER AND MARCH

SOCIAL STUDIES SCIENCE

GRADE NOVEMBER- MARCH GRADE NOVEMBER MARCH

School A 7 9.1 9.5

*

+ .4 7 9.1 9.7

*

+ .

8 8.7 9.8 +1.1 8 9.2 9.9 .7

School B 7 8.2 7.6 - .6 7 8.9 7, -1.0

7.9 8.7 + .8 8 8.4 8.7 + .3-

System 7 8.7 8.6 - .1 7 9.1 8.8 .3

8.3 9.3 +1.0 8 8.8 9.3 + .

*GROWTH STATUS
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growth sitatus in both categories was the -ame. Of the two
ategories, vocabulary showed a greatw, ...1kness0

A glance at Table VII A indicates vividly the decided
increase of growth status in the Language Arts program at
School A. In Table VII A the increase in growth status is
not as sharp and it denotes some decline, expecially in
the arithmetic area. Table IX A reveals an increase in
March with the eighth grade standing out strikingly.

ITEM ANALYSIS STUDY
SRA ACHIEVEMENT'SERIES

Earlier in this chapter it was pointed out that teachers
in forming judgments as a result of standardized test data
should first examine the content of the test and compare it
with curriculum content of the school in qaestion. A teacher
shoul.' also examine the philosophy of the school and consider
his own philosophy of education before making judgments.

We are concerned at this point with how to use the S.R.A.
Achievement Series in teaching and learning situations.

In order to reap the most benefits from the series, tests
should be administered twice per year using different fo:ms.
One setting should be in the fall and one in the spring.
After studying the difference between grade placement levels
which is the growth status as exhibited in Tables I through IV,
a teacher will get some idea of the status of her class with
respect o curriculum items of the series. Therefore, a
teacher's judgment should be based on these variables.

Another step is to compare curriculum items of the series
with curriculum of the grade under study. If the two curricula
are in harmony, remedial programs may be considered if test
data so signifies.

A look at Tables VII through X reveal that students'
achievement levels based on this series, form -C and D, rank
from one to two years above the national norm.

A teacher, as indicated earlier in this report, should
not rejoice necessarily but rather study closely the section
of the Series titles "Item Analysis." This section is de
signed to compare the number of responses that are correct in
each item with the number of students taking the test during

66 65



the standardization of'the series. In other.words, a percent
of responses: in the group is compared with a percent of
responSes'in the national group

In Table XI one item description is taken from the
Social StUdies section of "Item Analysis." Table X1 reveals
that in PlaceGeography, item nutber ID, twenty-four responded'
correctly to this item'. Reading acrossthat repreeented 86%
(24 out oP 28) of the group selecting cOrrect alternatiVes and
85% of the national group selecting correct alternatiVss.
This means that in this one item the clasb group in School B
ranked higher than the national group.

It should be noted in Tablz XII, which has to do with
Language Arts (punctdation), the school,group ranked 100% in
item 42B, while the national group ranked 91%.

In Table XIII (Language Arts) it should be noted that the
school group ranked 04% in item 4B anci the national group
ranked 20%. In this case a teacher perhaps would like ex-

amine this item for remedial purposes. If he desires to do
this he should note first that item 4B has to do with recogn:kz-
ing improper nouns in general. The next step is to refer to
Multilevel Edition Form C of the S.R.A. Achievement Series
item 4B on page 32 and study the content. This item has to
do with setting off one part of a sentence with a comma. It

points up then that this class in School B needs renedial
training in setting off parts of a sentence with a comma.

The teacher may like to compare this item which deals
with the use of the comma with this section of the Language
Arts textbook used by the class. If the phase in question is
in harmony with school curriculum the use of this phase of the
series is valid.

1,

SUMMARY

The eighth grade in both schoola made a more significant
growth in science and social studies than the seventh
grade in both schools. There was a sharp decline in growth
status in science in both-schools in the seventh grade.

2. The Language Arts program at both schOols showed'adefinite
increase in growth statua. The eighth grade eXhibited a
sharper increase'in groWth status:in both sthohla than the
seventh;,however, Spelling in the seventh grade showed a
sharper increase than any other:category in the seventh
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grade. The same is true at 'zhe eighth grade in both
schools. Grammar usage ranked lower than any category
in both schools. The average grade placement in Language
Arts in both schools is above the national norm.

3. In arithmetic there was a sharper increase in growth status
in reasoning in the eighth grade in School A than in any
other category. The system showed an'increase in growth
status in concepts in the seventh.grade.in School A and.no
growth'in the saMe.categoty in School B.

4. In reading the seventh grade showed a greater weakness than
the,eighth grade.in both schools. The.category vocabulary
showed-a greater weakness in both.grades and.in both schools.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The.scienceq)rogram for the seventh grade in both schools
does not:lend itself to growth according.to the S.R.A. Series,
as well as the science-program in the,eighth grade in both
schools. .The social studies program in both schools seems to
be'in.harmonyiath the social studies curriculum of :the.S.R.A.
Series.

2. The Language Arts program in the eighth grade at both schools
is more in harmony with the Language Arts curriculum of the
S.R.A. Series than the seventh grade curriculum in both
schools. The teaching-learning activities in both schools and
in both grades are superior to the teaching-learning activities
in the other language arts categories stated in the S.R.A.
series. It is quite evident that the teaching-learning
activities in the seventh grade grammar usage category ar, n-
ferior to the other language arts categories in the S.P..
Series in both schools.

The category reasoning in arithmetic in the eighth grade in
School A is in much harmony with that category in the S.R.A.
It appears that the category concepts in the seventh grade in
School B are not as much in harmony with the same category in
The S.R.A. Series as is the seventh grade in School A. Seem-
ingly, the seventh grade curriculum in both schools, is less
in harmony with the S.R.A. Series than the eighth grade
curriculum in both schools.



A. The reading program in the categories in questicn is less
in harmony with S.R.A. reading curricula in the same
category than in the eighth grade in both schools. The,

teaching-learning activities in vocabulary seem to be weak
in both grades and both schools according to the S.R.A.
Series.

The following recommendations are herewith presented:

1. That a comparative study be made:of.bOth the SJ1..A. andSchool
Curriculum in-Science in: the seventh gradedn both schools. That
a Study be,made:Of the.teaching-learning activities dn seventh
gradeScience in both schOolS:

2. That a comparative study be made of both the S.R.A. and School
Curriculum in Language Arts in the seventh grade in both schools.
That a study be-made of the teaching-learning activities in the
seventh grade Language Arts in both schools. That a special
study be made of the grammar usage category in the seventh grade
in both schools. The procedures utilized in Table XII and XIII
above are recommended.***

3.. That especial study be made of the.categoryconcept in'SohoolB.
in the:seventhgrade. ,Thernethod of approech illustratedjn
Table XII end XIII above lb reComMended.*** That a;CoMparative
.study:::be:Mede:Of boththeiS.1.AandSChOol:CUrrituIuM:An arith
matio: in the,seVenth.grade:in.bot4.Schoela.

4. That-a Special-consideration be giyento an.indepth Study of,the
'basic readingjitogram-with special attention given,to vocablaary
and comprehenSiOn in the:,eeventh grade,effboth'schools. "That-,
Special studies als.O be madeOf vocabUlery in,theeighthgrade of
both sChools:.

***Refer to Table XIII Interpretation, p.

11
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That a workshop in techniques of planning behavior goals
and performance criteria be held for the faculty of both
schools.

That special conaideration be given-tothe repott.-

of scoreau-Tof the test results Of tha_SAUA. Achievement
seriea for indiVidualized:Anstrtction:and/or a:tutorial
programfor students: whorank low.

'It has:been recommended above'that a study.bemade of the
school program'and.the'SR.A A.ChieVeMent curticula tn:deter-
mine to what extent they ate in harmony.with each other. This
was recommended:in order to help the teaChet make valid judg,
menta.concerning test data. It was also recotmended for the
purpose'ofdeveloping a broader.perspective perhaps on program
content.

Important Information Regarding SRA Achievement Test Series
for Proiect Schools

The-S..R.A. Achievement Seriea can:be.used as a guide in
-teaching-and learning with.emphasis on thetest-curricula
included. It .can also .be.'Used- as:a. point of-beginning -into'a

broader accipe'in teaching and-:learning..-.It is-aUggeSted her
that teachers,inthe project sdhoolamake a-study of.the test
curricula.that-will be found in this report.

7 E.
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2
A DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL TESTS IN THE MULTILEVEL EDITION'

A brief description of each test should assist in program
planning:

The Social Studies Test measures understanding and application
of representative principles drawn from geography, history, govern-
ment, and the other social sciences; for example, there are items
dealing with communication3, educntioa, manufacturing, pivotal events
in human development, and contributions of great leaders. A further
breakdown of the content of the test indicates items that have to
with Place Geography, etc.

The Science Test measures the student's knowledge and under-
standing of certain representative facts and principles of science.
It stresses those concepts, generalizations, basic classifications,
and cause-and-effect relationships customarily presented in elemen-
tary and junior high school science courses. Items sample learning
about a wide variety of subjects: plants, animals, climate, weather,
conservation, astronomy, simple machines, electricity magnetism,
light, sound and scientific method.

The Language Arts Test measures a broad spectrum of skills in
the use of language. The capitalization and punctuatic5n.subtest
measures the use of capital letters in proper nouns, abbreviations,
and book titles, or apostrophes in contractions and possessives, of
quotation marks, semicolons, and hyphens, Usage items involve common
grammatical errors of tense, redundancy, double negatives, subject-
verb agreement, case of pronouns, and homonyms. The Spelling subteJt
measures mastery of the basic knowledge of word structure by means of
recognition.

The Reasoning, or problem-solving subtest of the Achievement
Series uses a story format to measure understanding of the logical
and mathematical steps that lead to the solution of arithmetic

Problems. Problems require the students to identify the facts
ralevant to a solution, select Om arithmetical process to be used,
and carry cut the computation necessary to arrive at the solution.

The Reading Tests of the Achievement Series use complete
stories to measure reading ability in typical situations. The

tests were constructed after carefully surveying children's reading
interests at various grade levels and studying the types of
materials they are commonly asked to read. All subtest vocabularies

2
How To Use Test Results Multilevel Edition, Form G and D, SRA,
(Chicago, 1964)) P. 5.



were.carefully chedked for appropriations of difficulty level
by reference to (1) Henry D. Rinsland, Lkassicarocabt
Elementary School Children; (2) E. L. Thorndike and I. Lorgo,
The.Teadher's,.Workbook,of 30 000 Words, and (3) A. T. Gates,
A Readiagimar.Grade.

The reading selections are drawn from thefields of social
studies, sCience and literature. Items following the selec-
tions measure the student's Ability to,understand the overall
theme:of the story, identify the main idea in paragraphs, infer
logical, ideas, retainsignificant details, and understandthe
meaning of Words in tontext HOther'readingskills, such as the
ability to retain'ideas well enough to make comparisons andH'
the ability:to read at a reasonable rate, are also called into
use.

Two precautions should be observed in interpreting grade-
equivalent scores:

1. Ayerageserformance at a given grade level constitutes
a range rather than a single grade-equivalent score.
If a class is tested at the beginning of the seventh
grade, should students with scores of 7-2 and 7-3 be
considered above average and those with scores of 6-8
and 6-9 below average? Decidedly not. If the
definitian of average performance is restricted to
those students whose grade-level scores exactly match
their grade placement at the time of testing, only a
small percentage of a class would ever rate as average.
Average performame should be considered a range, not
a point of value.

The conclusion should-not alwa s be drawn that the
student can cam etewith students at the level indicated
,IyalIELAtedel-egirlyaleir score, .'D.Or examp....:, a b,egiuning

fifth-grade 'Student's glade-equivalent score of 8-1 on
'all'arithmetic-sibustsdoes.mot indicate that he should
be attending eighth-grade arithmetic classea, or that he
knows the atithdetic ,concepts and skills that would be
taught in'grades 6 and 7. The score indicates that he

:has Mastered what has'been taught in the first four years
of,sthool in an unusuallythoraugh way.



SRA ACHIEVEMENT TEST CONTENT

Teachers may be interested in knoWing the general Content

of test series, Although'thiS test series la Tram Cof the

IAultilevel EditiOn, it Should be noted that information iS

general and thereforetest items In-all forms ate selected

from cOntent mentioned below.

Categories Content

1. Word Meaning

2. Paragraph Meaning

3. Spelling

Language

. Arithmetic Computation

. Ar thmetic Concepts

General vocabulary, science, social studies,
literary background.

Main idea, important details, organization
and sequence, vocabulary, inference, compre-
hension of stated content balanced subject

matter content.

Words frequently used, errors that are most
common, as sUbstitution for vowel phonemes,

variant consonant, schwa-sound variants,
final.e, doubling final:consonant, adding -ly,
plurals, .prefixes with assimilated doubles,
ie-ei, omitted syllables, miscellaneous.

Psagepunctuationi capitalization, sentence
sense;'dictionary 'skill'smultiple meanings,

lojeafj tans, diacriUcal marks, and
syllabication,

Fundamental .operations with whole numbers,
cammon -and decimal fracfions, average,
changing .units Sf meamuie,, simple per cent,

clifficulties.and clreful sampling of other
Computation types.

rannding numbers, geametric con-
cepts,, meaning:f fractions; meaning of per-
cent, Roman numerals, interrelationships af
the Operations.



7. Arithmetic ,Area, volume, ratio, graphs, tables, scale,

Application per cent, business activities, average, circle
problemS,'geametric figUres everyday-problems,
mathematical Oodel'selection.

8. Social Studies Content-7-economies, history, geography, govern-
.

ment; Study Skills--tables and graphs, maps And
glObe,-; political pOSter.

9. Science Air and weather, astronomy, chemistry, elec-
tricity :and Magnetism, energy and machines,
light and sound, earth:Science, animals,.plants,
conservation, health and safety, everyday and
judustrial applications, scientific method.

SUGGESTIONS FOR REMEDIAL IIISTRUCTION

Remedial instruction is-a COmplex and highly individualized
form of teaChing which cannot easily be reducedto a list of
specifics; of this the authors Of Ptanford AchieVement Test are
well aware.' But they are:equaX4 'aensiticre t(the great.need

f9r.sOmeM:ie4#P. auggestionathat will::,'aidthe teacher in
:meetingtheVariouS individU4L:needsand eVen tht. needs
of thecleas.

The following suggestions will serve this purpose.

Word Meaning.

4. Encourage analysis of multiple meaning of words.
. Encourage muCh reading.

c. Make.yord study_a 'claSs hobby,.

= EncCurage:nse.of wordsthat,:p4ils.find: in their'reading.
Pnew" or, "interesting" words On the chalkboard.

f. Dittate:a iaaeage and then see him pupils can Change the words and keep
the SUbstance.

-In grade 6'Iclassify.
'foreign origin, etc .

h. conduct.exerCises in
Write an-antonym for

i.. Make individual desk'
each pupil.

Paragraph Meaning

Work-tYiae Radilag

words by subject, part of speech used, root,

-writing a synonym -for each of a list of words.

dictionaries a potent source of education for

Havel:Trills wr.ice a'

-headlin'is,a good:o
Have .pUpils'suggest

Have tinpil-Sanggest

17(1

fteadline' for a paragraph. Ask why,the

'different titles for an-article.
Subtitles for the ma4t.ideas in a passage.
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d. Have pupils preview a passage, Observing its title, subheadiUgs,
conclusions, charts., and the like.

e. Ask'questions'abdut.details.
f. Ask for a list of events andof objectE Which appear in a passage.
g; Ask pupilelto read a sentence Whith verifies a statement made.
h. Have pupilS select the essentials ne-ded to ansWer a question,

prove a point, deacribe a place or an event.

2. Increasing S eed

Slow reading may result from poor ability in word
identification or from slow comprehension of the meaning.
To increase speed is difficult and not always advisable.
Some pupils may, on the other hand, have developed a casual
approach to reading. Have these pupils read with time
limits set. Check their understanding.

3. RealAIng the School Subjects

The most importapt factors in reading in.a school subject
are (1) ability to camprehend in general as one reads and
(2) knowledge of the vocabulary, symbols, and content
specific to the subject.

Of:less importance than thetwolactors mentioned
aboVe:are Certain readingtasks which characterize one.:
subject more than another,-. kith as: the followingl

Reading a drama or a poem with expression..
11.isualizing,.the way a,machine works as one.reads about it.
-F9llawing-4etailed direptions-in..PerfOrming an.experiment:
loll-owing a,iagiCai.sequence Of stePP ih science as:one
.appIie3,a prinCiple.

Judging. the logic of conclusions frum a variety of facts in,
.

acience.

Differentiating in the social studies between facts opinion,
and propaganda.

.

. Reading social.studies data from mapo, charts, photographs,
cartoons, and political posters.

. Translating a problem in mathematics into one's own language
and then into a mathematical sentence.

Performing some function while being guided by a detailed
explanation of it.,



Spellirlg

Five types of spelling difficulties may be defined roughly
as followe0

Gross errors, such as oargs for orange, ourevabe for
everybody, and dysadid for decided

2. Errore in using the wrong variant spelling of a phoneme;
fone for phone, danse for dance, and declair for declare

3. Errors made in structure, such as those made in forming
plurals and in writing inflected forms and derived words

4. Lack of a clear perception of a word in written and
spoken form, such as preform for perform, and probly for
probably

5. Careless errors made while being preoccupied with the
ideas about which one is writing.

The following suggestions may be helpful in aiding pupils
who make errors of the types listed above:

TypesA,and.2. Discove: the degree of inadequady in phonics
by dictating 20:to 30 synthetic.or imaginaryHWords, SUch as bez,

tiemel,BCore any reasbnablezApeiling assatisfactory.

at this level:will,siill need assistande with
phonicsch exercisepasthesewillaidftheir49.0t4ng of the
spelling ofthe:sounda:

Have pupils writethe:.first(or last) letter (orj:Ilend) o.
words-4hich yoU,pronOUnce,

Have. pupils' write synthetic 7words which: you create such as

skove,;, stane, flimpiAmms',hdnft,'dwinka, twarge, etc,
You.,OanAmakewordsbY, CoMbining,the.161164ing blends,with Vowels

dr,.dw, fl, fr, wh, (hw), kl
(cl),-kr'(er), kw, (quit),'.10-9 pr, ak, (sc), al am, sn,
swtr, tw, thr

.-Final Blend,. A.b, rb, ldh, nch,-rch, 14, nd, rd, lf,,rf,

lge (bage),,nge, rge, lk, nk, rk, sk, sl, rl, 1m, rm, zm,

ln, rn,-1p, mp, rp,ap, fs, ks, ls, ms, ns, ps, rs, ft, kt, lt,
nt, pt, rt, st, sth, fth, lth, nth, rth, lv, rv

Type 3.. 'Give unnsnal.,words'Which invcalle.ate adding of end-

ingap, as adding 7ad, and -ing'tO tan) stoke-, hail) crash) regret,
arrange,..barter, defer; :-.1y-ti:Cable frank and ordinary. Write
the:toOt word on the dhalkbo44'firSt.



Type 4. Develop practice experiences in pronunciation and
in spelling by syllable.

Tyne 5. Require prOofreading and encourage use of-dictionary°
Test the Very SloWlearners with worde.selecttd from theapelling.
books of grades 2 And:3. .-Dictate them in groups of:30 and have
pupils keep in notebooks the words they misspelL Use a test-k_
correct-test prodedtre.

le.4.1132.424.

Remedial instruction in usage comes slowly. "The suggestions
which,follow help in the improvement:of language°

a. Continually set up goals of good usage.
b. Discuss commonerroria.
c. Repeatedly correct written work. Have pupils analyze

their own errors.
d. Have pupil's construct sentencesOrally..and-then wtite

these sentences in good forM. AnalyZe.the sentences.
JOictateto theslow learnersseries of short,para.
graphs WhiCh1tivOlvepunctUation,ThenbaVej>UPils

_

rewriteeaCh tineandtliangethe jentenCeStructUrefas
_ .

:theYr4Ti#e

Arithmetic Computation

A tabulation of the errors for each item will.,/;eveal possible
deficiencies in-computation. Remedial procedures can be deVelpped
as these error6 :are reVealed.

j'oor facility with the nuMberfacts,can.be.checkedby dictat-
ing 25-fact,questionsat.5-secondAntervals,. as-.4 7ii(9

x 5. . .,.9 x,6,
answers on an "aneWer strip'" 'a piece of ruled--.napir,2P

'Present examples with Zero. difficulties reinfprce knowledge
.0f-place value as.

405
r318,

630

7-527.

113 10102
-8347



Arithmetic Concepts

Concepts_in mathematics at grade 5_and. 6 extend over a wide

range of:MatheMatical principles. 'specifiC 'remedial sugges-

tions can bel Made,: Otherthan'tO Cheek EpeafiCaliy fot under-
atanding[:Of'SUch OnnCepti-as-the:folloWing:

Meaning of nurnbervs. numeral

Jlace value in notation,

Roman and Arabic numerals

Decimal notation;:exaMination,o other Oases:,
, _ ,

Expanded notatiOn

Role of zero andof one

Meaninvof fractions

Meaning of equality as different names for,the same:OUMber

Meaning of the 'OperatiOnsi sUbt1744ion as the inverse Of additiOn and

division as theinverse',of MUltiPlication'

Properties, of the OperatiOns

Relation of,exponents,to factors and tO place value

bleaning,'Of scieriiific:, notation .

Seeing geometric figures as pOinta, lines, and Planes'

Understanding measurement as camparison

Seeing if-then relationships

- r - -

FacilitywithriUdber sentenc'es, 'or4r of Operations

'Solution:of equations

Arithmetic Applications

problem-1:;91V#gabil#7 /12,439?!_JI4PrPved bY .d4s three7;istep

prOcedUre: 4)::Underitand fUlly:,whit :the prOhleci:la;, (44ans-
.lace thei)roblem,into meaningfulAterMa, and it'in-

4.maPhematiCal seiatenceor'mOdel

,DeVelop a backgroUad for understanding:the setting in Which
a mathematical appliCatiOn is being made,:

80":'
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The following techniques may aid understanding:

a. Have pupils express, solutions without using any numbers.
(For example7-the difference in height0 will :be the
measure of the taller, minus theMeasUre of the shorter.)

b. HaVe pupils choose among postible equations for the
correct eolution,

c. HaVe pupils judge by estimation the reasonableness o

a derived ansvier.
d Have:::pupils write problems of their own.

e. GiVe partial data and aak upon-what :additiOnal data the
answer depends, .

f. Have pUpils diagram application situations,
g. Have pupils-label: all ansWers and tituatione,

Social Studies and Science

Social ttudies and science are commonly classified as
"content" subjects. Each has, howeVer, some uniquenesa of

approach. Sciende in Particular ,is chatafterized by what it
referred to as tbe scientifid method,. 3he method is not well
defined at :thip leVel and it May be as Characteristic of study
in the:..tOcial ttudiesav in sciende The following objectives_ .

shOuld thatacterii0--t400 t00:*0I04ts:

4.040isit.ion::pfknOW1e4gp :$..oth Of faCts as We now conceive

themind generalizations

-Recognition:Ofithe;:thanging natureHof knowledge, and .an

appreciation of the way6' in whiCh nevi knowledge uhfplds

Ways of elialgating truth vs. faltity

Elementary detignt to discoVer::knowledge new to the pupil

4:eagernett tOlearnnew knowledge

Systematic organization .of study: an efficient study plan,
, .

a. get-right-to-work attitude, -a knOwledge of resources, a

good dictionary habit, etc.

An open Mind on issues; a willingness to look at the data

An emerging set of values by .which a pupil lives

A growing vocabulary in each subject as the means of
thought and comdUnication,
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REPORT OF GRAY'S PARAGRAPH READING TEST DATA

The Gray's Paragraph Reading Test was given to 100 selected

students in November and March of the school year of 1970-71 in

the project schools of this report.

Table XIV does not reflect the growth status of all students.

The Table only reflects the growth status of 23 selected students

out of the 100 who rated seventh grade and below in November. The

growth status reflects the algebraic difference between the place-

ment received in November and March.

Table XV reflects the grade placement in months and years

with the frequency representing the number of students in each

class. For example, Class 1.0 through 0.5 months has a frequency

of 4 which means that there are 4 students in the class (group).

It should be noted that 10 students which represent about

half of the students rated a grade placement from 10. to 1.9. It

should be noted that 13 students, which represent over half of

the number selected, had a growth status from 1.0 to 3.0. The

following summaries are herewith presented:

Twenty-three students out of 100 were selected as indicated

in Table XIV based on the number of students who received a grade

placement of 7.0 and below in November.

Thirteen students received a growth status of 10. to 3.0

All students showed some growth with one exception as reflected

in Table XIV.

The following conclusions are herewith presented:

Significant growth in reading was made by 23 selected stu-

dents listed in Table XIV. We assume that this growth evidently

was due to stepped,upprograms that were provided by the project

along with the normal program carried on by the school itself.

The following recommendations are herewith presented:

That the Gray's Paragraph Reading Test be utilized to measure

students for group techniques in the teaching of reading in the

seventh and eighth grade at the project schools.

The test can be easily administered, scored and interpreted,

therefore; can be:used in grouping techniques, especially in the

Language Arts area.
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'NOVEMBER AND MARCH SCORES OF 23 SELECTED STUDENTS OF THE PROJECT
AND THE GROWTH. STATUS* or EACH STUDENT

November Score

4.9

5.9

6.1

.9

4.

5.4

7.3

7.7

TABLE XIV

March Score

5.2

7.3

8.0

8.0

8.0

3. 0

8.0.

8.0

Growth Status

*Growth Status: Algebraic. difference between,November and March Scores
.s41



THE GROWTH STATUS* IDENTIFIED BY GRADE PLACEMENT OF 23 STUDENTS AND
FREQUENCY IN EACH CLASS OF STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED THE GRAY'S PARAGRAPH

READING TEST IN PROJECT SCHOOLS

TABLE XV

Months Frequency

0.1 .0. 5 4

0.6 - 0.09 6

Years

1.0 - 1.9

2.0 - 2.9

3.0 above

10

2

*Growth Status: A1gebtaic difference btWeen November and March Scores



REPORT OF CHARRETTE EXPERIENCES

INTRODUCTION

We define, a charrette as a g/ _p with common interests
gathered together tO consider problems coMmon,t6:the group,
It is,designed to air problems in an attertiptito find :solu,
tions that Will:Make for futUre-prograa planning and
deVelopment I

The Junior High School Charrette composed of.students,
teachers, supervisors, counselOrs and administrators of the
4illbrook Junior High.:School.and the Garner Junior High
School of, Wake.County, North:Carolina, was held on the campus
ofShaw UniVersitY in March 1971, The Charrette waS struc,tured to get theopinions of the Studentsregarding the
innoVative :project and to acquaint students with probleMs
invOlved inythe echication of.students'

students were given the opportunity to be critical of the
educational program they were receiving and of he attempts
Illd:110.111mtelllit.ia project t° Provide e°me leadership in educational



%LLCU.tL%.iJ. liaA)..1. 1:11A.Z...1:11.1%.,11;Jla

(SUmmary)

A. Written Expressions of Opinions

1. Everytime I try to improve my school work something or someone
stppa me.

The-majority:of:the stUdents indicated that sometimes this
happens 1,14 '10t Very often, A Sizeable:number indicated that
thiaWas'nottruefor, them.,

2. In thinking About what willliappen when:Igrow up.

IlOst of _he students sAid that,they weresure:that
turn out Well for theMi. A large number.had soMe doubts about
.their Success,

3. The things which I do in School that I am most proud of.

Get good grades on my report card stood way out. Ee'ing well

liked byall the:students Came in second:. Nothing that I -do
in SChoOl makes me:prOud received_the smallest number of votes.

4. Dur1n6: the last two or three years, it seemed to me that.

School.is much more directly telated:to Iife Outside the:School
receiyed-the highest number,of votes, About half,of the stUdents
expressed the factthat séhool has.littla relationship with lif0
outside theschOol and a sizeable hUmber felt that much of what
:they-hear in schOol is contradictOrytO Whatthey see an&hear
,outside the school.'

During,the past sChool year, did .you ever:stay:aWay frpm.aChoOl
just-because you didn't want to came?

The Vast majority indicated NO. Only a few::Stswered YEE.,

6.',Does your'teacher understand children?

The Majority said'sometimes. A siZeable number indiCated never,.

14hen thin:sp.:Ago wrong at:school, I usually:

Try,to see why,things went wrong and-work herder:to correct them,
reCeiVed:;the :largest nUMber of:Votes. A Siseable:nuMber pf stu-
dents indiCated that: "the teacher is treating me unfairly."
QUite:a fewstudenta Saidthat: "they'wish that I were Mitch older

:..abd:Aidn"t haVetOgo_to

Which one,of the foilawing.best describes the;waTyou feel when the
teacher. doesn't likelghat-You have,done:

The majority of students indicated that I try to find:out what the:
teadher wants-,so I-can' do that. A large number of stUdents:Said
that I,don't:Care.what:the teacher thinks.

8'7 -130.



9. libur often do you and your parents talk abou' your school work?

The mPjority of students indicated that jus about every day. A
si%eable nuMber said-never, or hardly ever.

10- During the past year or,two has your mother ar father visited
school during the time that schoOl was in ser-Aon?

The majority indicate that "Yes, mymother lad father haVe visited
at Ieastonce in the past two years." A lame number sai0. that I
don't remember that my mother or father have visited School at one
time during thei3a6t.twO years,, A sizeablelmoMber elk) said my
mOther or father:haVe,'ViSited School but not ,dUring Class time.

11- Which of the f011owing Statements dO,you thiuk is most nearly true?

The majority indicated that adults usually do what they say they
will do. A large number said that adults sometimes donot do what
they aay they will doi A siteable nuMber said that adults very often
do not do what they say they will do.

coNdtusION

It, seems:that:interruptions ofthejearning process in #w projec
*hoou does not seem to'be a time.factor.

It seems that the majority of students at the Mb schools are
optimistic aoout their future. However, too many students seem to
be uncertain.

The ultimate goal of the majority.of students seemaito be that of
Y'grades and ,acceptability'asoppOsedtO-the. total deVelopMent ofthe
WhOie person.

It':seeMs'ihat the Students in the project schooISthink blast educa-7
tiOn should, extend beyond the'boundary of the, &minis. Since a
:.Signifitant number expresied the OPposite nOtiOn, education, Con7
fined to the campus iS a faCtor that should be considered.:

The majority of Students enjoy going to school.

The students in both schools are concerned about the attitude of
teachers towards them. There seems to be a strong feeling among
students that some teachers.are nbt attuned to the welfare of the
students.

It seems that most of the students under study are willing to make
changes for the,good within the framework of the school system.
There also seems to b'a'a conflict in at(..itudes between a, significant
number of students anetcaohers. This may have something to do with
the large number of ctudents who indicated that they would like to
$eCop school.

8
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8. There seems to be cooperative understanding between students and

teachers, however, a significant number seem to be indifferent

towards the attitude of teachers.

9. There seems to be rapport between parents and students for the most

part; however, a significant number of students seem to be in-

different towards their parents.

,

10. It appears that the majority of the parent6 Show seme concern for

theeducation of theit Children; however, a Significant,numbet of

parentsshow littlejnterest, in the eduCation of their Children.

11. It appeats that the:majerity of students under study respect:the

integrityof adults; howeyer-'a significant !limber do not reaPect

the integrity ofr.adUIts::

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That a special study be made to discover students with low ambition

and that the counseling services be enriched and broadened to make

for a more definite decision on the part of the students concerning

their future. Further, that guidance would include group discussions,

the showing of films and the making of field trips that tend to point

up information that will help students make specific decisions con-

cerning the future.

That a study be made by the staff to consider the opinion of students

regarding teaching emphasis on grades. Further, that the results of

this study be used to evaluate the program of learning at both

schools by utilizing the whole child concept as a criterion.

3. That the staff study the present program in light of the transfer of

learning theory; in other words, teachers should know what phases of

their program have carry-over values beyond the campus. Further, that

the staff give due consideration to educational relevance in their

planning and programming.

4. That the administration of both schools consider setting up workshops

designed to better the relationship between students and teachers and

that students be permitted to participate and to erpress their

opinions in these workshops. That workshop recommendations be organ-

ized for serious consideration. Further, that a study be made of

potential drop-outs to determine its seriousness at that point.

Further,,that parents participate in the workshop and that parental

attitude be a part of the workshop agenda. That parents and students

to participate be selected at random.

8



A SUMMARY OF CAUSES FOR JOYLESS SCHOOL MOMENTS

Problem 1--Joyless School Moments

SOme Students coMPlairithat'there aremany.:dull:'MOMentS:in

school. Schools are not joyful acOording tx(theOpinion of some
students. .They are happy:When thetime cOmes to leave school:.

,

If you are conScious of this situation or:if, you have heard

students eicpress these opinions', what do-you think are some 'Of

the causes? List these causes. List some sugLestiOns for

improvement.

The following cause seems paramount:

1. Some textbooks are,boring with little interest on the
part of some teachers to revitalize.-

2. Inflexible schedule.

. Inadequate field-tripS And nontommittal-learnings.

4. Teacher domination of teaching aad learning.

5. The lack of motivational techniques.

6. The lack of relevant homework as opposed to busy work.

7. Th'a lack of personal interest in students on the part
of teachers.

8. Inadequate breaks during the school day.

9. Lunch breaks too ahort.

10. 'The isolation of slow learners in some cases.

11. No student lounge.

12. Some teachers don't have a sense of humor.

13. 'Some of the subjects are dull and listless with no
meaningful objective.

14. A few students utilize time which does not give others
a diance to eipress themselves.

15. Inadequate repair services.

16. Some students are afraid of teachers.
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17. Some teaChera are too Old-fashioned.

16, Students get tired of doing, the. Same thing all the

19. The teaCher does the' scheduling.

20. SOMe teachers are prejudiced, and'are toO hard on
students.

21. 'Spine te:achers doWt Care,fPr:the welfare of . stidenta.

estions' for Improvement

1'. Education should involVemote Hee* educa.4on.

2. More adequate school facilities,

3. Better textbook material.

. ClaasrOOM,14.Ork should be-More underatandable and
'interesting,:

. More younger teachers betWeen' the ages of 21 and 4

6.' ,ClasSeS should be more informal'.

,

7 :More puil-teacher planning.

8. More time in the cafeteria.

9. A free period sometime during the day.
..... . ..

:The 'followin conclitaiOn' ishereWith resented:

That there are joyless school .moments" and for some students
these Moments might .be; co*dored. :to '1?e, a large part of the,
:schoOl c*.: That th40 moments ate joyless, becanae :not enough
attention iias been giiieik to cangeS.: Further, 'that these causes
are not unreasonable aiid many of them can, be corrected if a
positive apProach is' given. due Consideration.

The 'follow-in recommendation 'is hetewith resented:

That the administration provide the opportunities for teachers
to study the causes listed in this .report and to consider the
suggested improvement measures as listed by students in this report.
Further, that teachers consider innovative teaching and learning



situations that make for subject-matter enrithment motiva7
tional techniques, and puPilteacher Planning.

Problem 2.--7-Social StUdita-Learilink

In Cur schools today, Social Studies.are taught in two
differentways: (1) memorizing dates and accumulating facts;
,(2) whilejearning facts, aCtivities are provided that will
help students to learn bow to 1:.qe with Others and how to

. live in the society in which thcq find themselves.

Which One do you prefer for studeots? -Why?

10.1 stUdenta selected number two ,(2)-and they listed-
the following responSes.'

....

13A8poriSes

1. Prefer number two because memory work is outdated,
takes too long and is boring.

Number VRO makes change more interesting.

3. The second because it'makes studying more

4. No. 2 because you get to hove:an active period; work
better with students.

interesting.

5. No. 2 because No. 1 you just memorize dates and
.accumulata facts.

4--

6. Preference #2 because it breaks the routine, easier
to lePrn, more movies, grOu4a.CtiViiiea, and memoriz-
ing 4casn'tstay'with a4person.

7. N6-.- 2_becaVse dates,g4 facts- aren t important; they'
'are'on.record'and'don t.involve our lives.

. NO. 2 because it giVes stUdents more freedoMito Voice
their own opinions.' '

1

9. No. 2 while learning facts, activities are provided
that will help students to learn how to live with others
and how to live in the society,in which they find

. No 2 dipenda =the person himself If he'memorizes
'dates or facts, he.:bhoUldprepare himself, tO'liVe.

,

?



The following conclusion is herewithmesented:

That students in the project schools are in rebellion against
the memorizing technique as stated in problem 2. They seem to be
more interested in relevant learning activities.

The following recommendation is herewith presented:

That teachere consider:,e more meaningful use of:detes and
facts, and that Some ConsideratiOn be'given:to a reConsideration
of the learning procese ae it perteins t.p, present day living.
Further,' that an in depthetudy'be Made Gf the..4i0s end Objectives
of educetiOn, especially eleMentary:edUdation ae hasbeen.seen ty'
durrententhorities and:,reee.4*,1100FUr007,=., that *-:StUdY be *ade
of pilot projectOsi education andedUcatiOnalModele4Sprepared
by-various UniVersities(eee chepter:,On-evalUation in this report).

Troblem'3-,Classroa6 Management

Imagine that you are a teacher. Describe the classroom you
would have. What would be yOur attitude toward fast and slow
learners?

SumMary

1, Integrate sloW leerners end fast learnere and eet up
teaching procedUresthat willCoMpleMent ea:cli. group.

2. Teaching Should'be 6UCh oar etUdente can:learn at
their own rate.'

3. Would includemOre'Mapeand fiiMe.

4.
,

.

Would set up claseroOM goals.

5. Woulct.spend more time with. slow learners.

. Would provide group organization for teaching.
. .

7. 'WOUld.proVide a bright and inviting classroom.

8. .WoUld getnew fUrnitureHfor clageroom.

:9.: Would ProVidebright and lively colors fOr classrooms.

10. Would provide periodic changes in classroom scenery.

11. Would haVefSs studente helping slow students,

12. Would have discipline:but in:a.friendly atmosphere.

13. Would haVe free disdOesiOns,
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14. Would see that slow students would not hamper fast

students

15. Would treat all students equal.

16. Would have patience- withs students.

17. .Would provide opportunities_for students to share ideas.

The following conclusion is herewith preSented:

It seems that many of the students reject Many phases of the .

present system in some Classrooms:in #e project schools. Further,

it seemS that some of the ageold tlassrobm'Management problems

may reach a critical pdint.

The following recommendatiOn is herewith presented:

That the faculty and staff make a oritical analysis of,the
classroom manageMent problems pointed up by students in the report.
Further, that a workshop be set up in which selected students
.(random) might participate for the purpose of considering new and
relevant apProaches to classroom manageMent.

...... . ...

Problem 4--*-Demonstrations

Several outside teaChers'have been, in yourschop1Hthis year to
demOnstrate, SOMe teaChint.techniqUes in aneffort to try out some

T!Lem(wayS of teaching ancilearning. They are ankious to know what

yot:think of Some of'thesemonstrations.

Bake a group report on reactions to these demonstrations.

SUMMArr

The'following responses were given by students in the project:

1. Some exPressed.the fact that'some.demonStrations were
boring and.some.were interesting.

IOme.demCnstrations didn't:provide:for Student' participation
andmany:students expresSed the fact thatthey thought it
;shOUld.!'

Some deMOnstrations provided opportunity fOr student parti
cipation.; students expressed eheir enjoyment of this type

ofAembnstration.

4. :Vlore time should haVe.been.alloted for demonstrations.

5. There should have been more deMonatrations.
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6. We like the demonstration for it helped us to see how
other teachers teach.

7. It gives us the opportunity to hear other teachers for
.weget tired of listeningto one:teacher all the time.

'The follaWing conchision is tereWith resented:

It seeMt thatmOst of the: stUdentsin the li,rOject welComed
,

and enjOyed deMonstrationa.' gowever, thOSe demonstrations which
did not inyolvestOentparticiPation seemed, tO:be 1:11,0#4g.. It
seemed that-the stUdents:liked,detonstrationsbecauSethey pro.7
vide an Open doOttO'ne*:NriataS of learning.' :Pia60 Vistas could
proyide excitement:and-mbtivatidt of two teOhniques so needed in
educational pursuits.

'The'f011oWitg:recOmMendation is herewith presented:

That more deMonstrations:be provided by outside personnel
and that these,demonStrations_be.designed for student participa-
tion. Further, that ampletiMe te_:.41.0ed for demonstrations
that will make fOr:,Understanding and:continuity.



THE CHARRETTE EVALUATION

Elsewhere in this report mention is Made of:the charrettethat was held at 8haw.University for aeVenth and eighth gradestudents of the project. ,

One gOaLof thethartette waa to provoke StUdenta in theproject to express
themseives,Concerning the work that waadone for them thrOugh

Shaw:Univeraity°a-specialeducitionproject.: "innoVative selected
learninvactivities for seventhand eighth giade atudents

One week folloWing the tharrette, students Were asked toevalUate:their eXperience.

It should.be noted that the StUdent expressions are here-with presented in the same manner as listed on the question-naire. Very little, if any, changes are made in style ofexpression.

The following is a result of the evaluation:
I. Do:youthink the charrette.-*a Worth the time 13uspent:at

ShaW:UniVetaity,on Fabruary .5, 1971?
The following

are sample:OomMents frot the answer YES.
1. T liked.the way ,we told What we liked and dis-liked about:the subject.,

2 _TheaUnch:was enjoyable...

3. .We could saTwhat.we wanted to.

4. I-think it was. very:educational.-

5. I
foundOut:.about:teachera! problems..

6. I learned a' lot abOut'students' problems with.teachers.

7. It helped the teachers understand more aboutstudents.

8. I think it was very exciting and I would like forit to continue.

.9... For the first time I got a chance to expres0; my

10. It gave us a chance to
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11. Write one idea you gained fram the experience.

The following are samples of expressed ideas.

1. We learnedHhow to workaa_a group.,

141e learned hpw mast:young people:feel:about schoo.l.

3. We learned the value of teaching ourselves.

4.- studerts like:for the school to

make Changes.

5. That us kidacan say what we want to withouti,eing told that
we're wrong or-that it is:a bad idea. :

6. That students.:when they want tc can came up, with pretty good
speeches.

7. The idea that teathers have it harder than we think.

8. I learned how to amderstand the teacher and her teaching
methods.

That teachers have a hard,time teaching-when:students are
talking.

10. I realize how the teachers feel when the class of'about
thirty7five_studenfs start.talking. and interrupting her.

11.; I gained'the idea that if you re.nipe to People,, they will
be rate tp. you .itr.t return .

12. I got to see what a university looked like on the inside.

13. I learned about people fram other students.

14. None.

everything:on the:teacher:which I think is

III. What anevord would-you use to describe your feelings about the

charrel:te.

The following words were used by students t describe their feelings about

the charrette:

'interesting, niCe,.great, WOW,. inapiring, good, delicious (food),
learn through:experience,. fun,' educational, alright, cool, wonder-

exatingitremendOuS, fine,'fantastic,' enjoyment, stupid, OK,
Worthwhile,' excellent,:aincere, honesi,,helpful, understanding
groovy.,



The following are reasons as Answers to the question why.

1. I like the firat One and, it:helpedme,

2. ':Because it enable&Ine to'expres*iny own feelings about school.

3. It was fun.

Itlelped me tO learn:the tethOds of other teachers.

5. Because it talked about things that. I could change.

6. I like the experience.

7. I can eXpress myself without being held baCk.

8. It's a great experience.

9. I can get out of school.

10. We got somewhere.

11. -Thia:gaNie yon-'YoUrchande to tell aboUt your Own experienOe.

12. I learned about different people and different races of people.

13. I had a chance to express mys:alf 4.then someone. would listen to n

16. It's interesting to know how to experience a real group
discussion.

17. I would like tdmake more cannents next thne.

The following are reasons for NO answers to the question why.

2. I really did not learn that muckfrom th chartette.

Do you think the StUdents were SinCere in their reaponses?

All said YES.



VI. If you had the opportunity to appear in another charrette,
what is the one thing you would like to talk about?

The following are things that the students would like to talk

about.

1. The problem of money for students fox more equipment, etc.

2. Our teachers.

3. Modern math.

4. HoW students Can plan and. :control a school for one week
under the superVisiOn of a teacher.

InCompetent teachers.

6. To talk about the way students are treated.

7. The way teachers teach.

8. Sex education.

9. Why the student should participate in many other
activities.

How to .get homework.:,

11. How can students, improve:teachers.

12. ,Lunch. period..

.13. DrUgs in the a chool,

The school ,.bond issne.

15. Human .relations.

16. Environmental probleins

17. Punishment.

18. Life after graddation.

19 . Bat tet sUbj ecta at s chool .

20. ,Dull classrooms.

21. Student pa7:ticiPation and response in class.

22.. Teachers standing up talking, the wholFt, period while we
COuld.be :reading and asking 'them questions.

23: ,Boats.

. 24. Studentitqacher 'reintionsh4.

25.. Studnt rights..

26. Making school mote interestin
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VII. Would you like ta have this type of experience in your
classroom? Yes. Why?

The following

1.

2.

are reasons for YES answers to the question why.

Because a lot of people don't know about sex.

To see what the reactions of the student would be.

3. I think everyone would benefit.

4. Because it is more fun than the drab aid everyday subjects.

5. It might Whelp others in their work a lot.

6. I learned more.

T. It may help solve problems of schools iWhen everyone's opinion

can be heard. Also thoughts will be brought out by students

that may otherwise be,suppressed, a ilgid, ''go-by-the-book"

classroom.

8. Better than doing Classwork and its I;nn as well as getting

something done in the way of education»

9.- Because I could talk about Otherthings which-1 could change.

10. I like it, sChool need6-t

11. So everybody can get the same experience wc:got

12. You can ,expresS yourself, its-Feallygreat,;: no

13. To see if my classmates haVe the eame'ppiniOns
questions as I do..

14. For better comMunication

When we went.

one laughs at you.

about these

15. Let other studentt enjoy' the sameexperience,

16. The class WoUld learn toO.'

BecauSe.we shOuld 'talk about things in schoOlthat.we are in

or take a part of.

18. Because I think the teachers woUld njoy it as much as the

students,

19. To findout hiow,my other classmates feel AbOut these sort of

things,

20. Everyone in'the ClasS couldpartiaiOate in the didcussion .

to diiireS6 theMseives.
, .

It16 nice to talk-n.bbut stUff.



23. To learn about teachers', friends, and everybody's way of

learning that is best for them and teachers can improve

themselves.

24. You are:able to'getacquainted with expressing your feelings

in:a large group.

25. In your Claspreamyou'aremore open to discussion.

26. It is ',better than the same routine everyday.

27. Maybe my teacher would wake up to some of her lousy teaching

techniqUes.

28. I think itmight end uP togive us a little more freedom.

29. Would be an tiperience tO cherish.

The following are reasons for NO answers to the question why.

1. I denthink people would get sincere enough about their

. I. just didn't like it.:

No comment.

The class might get out of order.

The folloWing, summaries are herewith'presented:

Most Of the students enjoyed the opportunities they had for

free expression.', Many of them thought the experience was educa-

tional, and exciting.' Many of them felt that they learned more

about the problems of students .and teaci,lrs in teaching and

learning situations. A. large number of students,felt that the

experience helped the teachers to better understand students.
A few indicated that the eXperience gave theM a chance to get

out of'schoOl.

The majority of students felt that they learned::how to.vork

as, a group. Many of them indicated that they learned how to be

. leadera and teachers themselves They also felt that the
charrettetypeof-exPerience:prOvidea for:±toHjerforMance of
studentS. Meny,Of 0*§Oderisszinehe ideaTof the value of
intergneUpand interratelatiOna. Quite a'feW indicated
..that:.theyWerehaPpytoSeeAeinside of:a uniVersity.



.

The vast majority of students described their feelings about

the charrette as outstanding. A small group indicated they felt

dvt the charrette was stupid.

The vestmajority of the studentswould like to participate

in anothertype ofc:narrette experience. Most of_the reasons

were the fact that a great deal of:progress was Made in student

participation, leadership, self-expresaion, 041.1 responses and

intergroup relations. A few indiCated they did not like it.

All atUdents indicated that they thought that students were

sincere.in their tesponaeS.

The Tast majority of studentOelt that they would like to

experience another charrette. Many studentslelt'that theY

would like to discuss the schoOl bond isaue and other problems

solvingschool finances. 'Many students felt that they would

like to discuss school administrative problems and teacher com-!

petency. Many of them indicated thatthey would like o discuss

the treatment bf studerts by teachers, teaching methods,-and

sex. education. A large number of students listed homework and

drugpas topics to be added to the next charrette. Aluman rela-

tions, environmental problems, lift: after graduation and dull

"classrOoris were:high on the list for:a Oroposedagenda .for the

next charrette.

The vAst.:majority of students felt that.the charrette type

of experience should be Psrt of their classroom activities.

The'vast Majority thought-that everyone would benefit because

fun will enrich drab school subjects.. The vast-majority felt

that thig kind'of experience would'help solve the problem of

schOOls because the opiniOn.of atudents can be heard.

;

tuny, etudenta felt that_this type of experience makes for
.bettercommuncation and.more student .participation. A large
.nuMber,of:students :felt that:the teachers would.also enjoy,:

PuPil-teAcber et4tudee.. A few
said that .th'ey. Would,not like to.

The following conclusions i..1.,..tl_p_.....____Iresentedare-heret:

It seems that moat of,the students-were concerned With free

expression. Student-teacher relationships served to be promi-

nent in the thinking of mo4-students.

Evidently, students learned much about the value of group

dynamics in teachin&and learning. Leadership training, which
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is a part of group dynamics, seemed to have been an exciting
experience. It also seemed that they felt top student per-
formance can best be,gained .through group dynatics. It als0

seemed evident that they felt that:Intergroup and inter-
racial relationacanbeStbe exPerience&through grodpeCtion.

Evidences are prevelent:among the Studenta:that
charrette type Of teaching1earningexperience iS outstanding.

Student partiCipation, leadership:,training self-expression,
pupil responses', intergrouprelatiOnsbeem:tO :stand out'in stu-
dent thinking ab theY rehaah the Charkette eXperience

Sincerity was also in evidence.

In their desire to have other similar experiences, it seems
that wider and deeper problems involving education are promi-
nent in their thinking. Evidence indicated that problems
pertaining to school finance, administration, methods and
techniques of teaching seem paramount. Also such current issues
as environmental problems, drugs and human relations seem
eminent jn future planning.

Evidence is very strong that students feel that this type
of teaching and learning should be a part of classroom experiences.
These issues and problems so closely allied with their living,
should be substituted for what they call "drab" curricular offerings.

It seems fhat they were of the opinion that this type of
teaching and learning will open up lines' of communication between
students and teachers which in their opinion will make for improved
student-teacher relations.

The following recommendations are herewith_presented:

That the administration and faculty of the project schools con-
sider more group dynamics as a part of the teaching-learning program
planning.

That the curriculum will be enriched to include problems that
are closely allied with everyday living anClearning.

That if needeii,'IaCUlty'WOrkshOPs be...heIhat Will proVide
training-and experience in curriculut enrichment and group dynamics.

*NOTE: Students made refeience to their knowledge'of teacher problems
with resPect tO discipline. Students .were selected to play the role of
the' teaCher.. Members of her grouP wereinstructed mot to cooperate

by talking and doing:other, nndisciPlined Measurea.qhere were five (5)
groups enjoying in this tyPe-Of role-playing. The teaCher has e diffi-
cult tite trying to' get,order tn.begin her role. The piOt was
revealed and discUssion:enWi,ed.
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planning :

SUMMARY OF INNOVATIVE PROJECT

The planning for the,Project "An Innovative Projectto
Motivate Seventh and Eighth Graders in Selecting Learning
Activities" initially began on the campus of .Shaw,University
by theteacher,education faculty. The groUp,agreed upon pro-
cedures which led to the succeasful conclusion of the project.

The prOcedurep through which theproject was piloted
follOwed the lineHandetaff-organization pattern of the Wake
County:Public School .Sgratepi. The administratiOn,'superviaOra,
teaChers :and:pupils inschools peleCted:fOrtheproject Were
cooperatiVe and helpful'.

'Testing

The-administered.tepts were limited to the Gray'r.s Paragraph
Reading Teat and the S.R.A. Achievement Seriea for the ,elementary-
grades The:Titay tst-7t"0:*-6.44 that wherein most Of:the stu7
dents were:good readers, there Were a -significant nOmberwho

".14realOw7readera. TheHadMinistering.of thetw&-,:teata reVealed
that significantgrowth in reading toOk place during the:interith

the two testing periods.

The growth status data of the S.R.A. Achievement Series
pointed up outstanding growth in pupil achievement between the
November and March interim.

A)leMOnattatiOns

Demonstrations:in teachingtechniques and methoda were pre.7.
aented'by personnel in:the*aw. UniVersity education.depattment,
also peraonnel in the Wake County PUblic SChOol system and the
State Department ofIjublic Instruction:

ThedemOnstrations included innovative techniques and methods
.

in teaChing 'and learning, a breadth of resources and group re's,'
ponse and reactions that made, for excitement and groWth; '

,

. 'Student eviluation revealehatatudents for thelflost part
enjoyed-demonstration experienCes and:asked for more;

.InVettory-Inatrutent

HiInventory inatrdkent revealed the likes and dialike of stu
'.dents with respect ta-subject:Matter areas. The dislikes,were
the-culls, an irreleVant featUre of eubject matter areas;:: They
.seeM to have' been the ones least likely to provide the enrich-
Ment and meaning to life.



The likes, in subject Matter areas that students checked
were generally those phases of the curriculum that were mean-
ingful and developmental in student growth.

One can find similarities in the likes that students
checked from the inventory and the testing curriculum of the
Sal.A.'AchieVement SerieS.: In sOMp..,deMOnstrations-Which
studente were teluested to *list:What they:wanted to :know, the
infOrmation,receiVed-.frOm thiS:eXperienCeCoMparedj.favOrably
with textbooks., suppleMentary and libiatyinAL:t7ial,with the
S.R.A..Achievement Test SerieScurriCUlum and the:likes as
expressed by students in the inventory instrument.
-------- ....... -

The Chartette

Students were requeSted to express fieely, orally and in
'writing, their feelings Concerning teaching and learning situa-
tions. Students were prOVided with instruments to direct their
.thinking.(see appendix). Role playing experiences were pro-
vided in which selected students were placed behindthe desk
as teachers. Students were instructed to provide negative ex-
perientee,and the reaCti,P4P Oftb.e StUdent teachers were:
observed This waS'dOn&forthe PUipOie Of getting students to
.appteciate.the role,Of the:teachet in the ClassroOm.,

'Chattette E.tralUation

AahOrt time after the charrette, the students participating
in,the.Charrette were askedAo evaluate.the charrette boWin
.writing and.oral expression. A tape:recording was made of. the
.oral eXPression and the Written expression was tabulated and::
appraised:.

They were aSked.whatthey Conceived the purpose, of the
charrette to be? TheY.werealSorequested to give the weak and
strong points of the Chartette arid What their:feelings 6f the
experience.Were.

The vast majority of the students provided favorable res-
ponses. The responses were glowing and overwhelming.

The students also provided suggestions for the improvement of
future chatrettes. It should be noted that-their responses
included such items as school bond issues, administrative
problems and educational planning.

CONCLUSION

Planning.

Togetherness in planning on the part of the working staff
provides direction for elreOncerned. FUrther, line and staff
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planning is a major factor to be considered in the 6uccess of
the project,

..TEEting.

Based on the-growth status of the S.R.A.Achievement Series
and Gray's Paragraph Reading:Testi it seems that the educa-
tional program reCeived by the students during the interim pro-
vided significant growth for' the.vaat majOrity of students
selected for the project.

DemOnsttation

lt.seems that from the reactions and responses of the stu-
dents that demonstrations enriched, stimulated and provided
Some guidance for teachers .which made for the incease in
growth status of the students in the project schools.

'Inventdry. lnattuatent

That StUdent input is reliab.le in sound prOgram planning
and alsO.as a motivation in setting up teaching techniques

The.Chartette

That student input in reliable in evaluating educational
programs.

Thattette'Evaldation

.Charrette-type experienCeashould be included in education
program planning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

'Planning

.That planning procedUres as stated in this report are to
be considered in future educational projects that involve
students outside the university community.

Testing

Due to.the breadth and depth of its curricula, the S.R.A.
AchieVement Series is recommended as a good instrument for
measuring.achievement and as a.guide for remedial instruction.

Tue.to its simplicity in administering, the Gray's Para-
graph Reading Test is highly recommended in organizing classes
for reading-groups.
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Demonstrations

According to the enrichment values of demonstrations as
expressed by students in this project, it is recommended
that demonstration be conaiderea in,prOgram planning in the
public schools and that'the aervices 'of the Education Depart-
ment of Universities and CollegO, az well as the State
Department of Public..Instruction ancLapecial area teachers
from the local sChOol systemsJoe- utilized

Inventory ' Ins trument

That student inventory be considered as a part of the
learning process in educational planning.

The Chartette and Cherrette EvalUation

The Charrettetype of eXperienOe ShOuld be considered a
part Of the learning,-Process inedndationaI planning.
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DEVELOPING AN HIERARCHY OF CONTENT SUITABLE
FOR ACHIEVING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

INTRODUCTIOE

To say that elementary education is at the crossroads in
educational planning and programming in America does not say
enough at this point; yet at this stage of our, national life
it does say something. One only needs to listen to the echoes
from lay groups, who are impregnated with adverse criticism,
to realize that elementary education is at the crossroads.

It should not be comforting to educators to face the fact
that all institutions in our society that are associated with
man's' development are at the crossroads in programming, because
education in many ways determines the course and development
of these institutions in as much as they touch the lives of its
planners and developers. The politician who structures
political idealogies and sets forth politiCal theories, the
religionists who shape religious thought and action, the
sci.entists who operate in worlds beyond, all are touched in
some way by the educators.

Modern educators cannot nestle themselves totally in educa-
tional theories of the past as important as they are; rather,
they should concern themselves with the changing and shifting
times and analyze the demands of our present society as they
plan for today's children and youth.

It has been clearly stated that man made more progress in
technology, scientific knowledge, etc.) during the past fifty
yearo than all the years previous to that time. The last de-
cade has witnessed phenamenal changes in our world society
that are staggering and almost inconceivable.

The educator in planning and programming must cope with
these changes. In order to do this, we need to add other
dimensions to the changing structure of our society. We are
faced with rapid increases in population, changes in medical
codes and ethics, increased nobility of class structure, ahift-
ing population trends, economic instability, change in
political structures and Supreme Court decisions.

Above all, the educational planner is faced with children
and youth who have been advanced in intellectual growth and
hence are based in institutions that are hanging on to archaic
and traditional structures. Therefore, Campus unrest, racial
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disturbances in the schools, increase of crime among sub-teens,
should be high on the agenda of planners of education. The
hue and cry is for relevance in education.

The educational film "The High School," created no mean
stir in lay circles all over the United States. The film was
an unrehearsed, on-the-spot, documentation of teaching techni-
ques utilized by teachers and administrators in a certain
school. Additional dehumanization tactics included outmoded,
irrelevant and dead content matter that were prevalent through-
out the school. Stern disciplinary techniques were put in for
good measure. Many lay personnel who saw the film indicated
that the students were actualll dehumanized in that school.

To what extent this dehumanization is duplicated in the
schools from kindergarten to university across the country is
evidenced by demonstrations on the campuses, increase in the
drop outs in elementary and secondary schools, rising crime
rate among youngsters, and "hooky playing" as a result of sheer
boredom. Recently the press had referred to these institutions
as "joyless schools."

The irony of the situation is that no one knows where to
place the blame. No segments of our educational hierarchy would
like to take the blame for such a dilemma in education. The
educators can place the blame on the lay public for nonsupport.
Support fez education is of prime impoi race. There is little

doubt in anyone's mind that this is not true. For some reason,

unknown to us, the lay public does not realize the value of
support for education.

We take the position that poor teaching is promoted by poor
teachers. Many of these teachers are the "culls" of our teacher-
training institutions of higher learning and hence they settle
for the low salaries the lay public has provided. Garbage collec-
tors, welders and other similar wage earners receive as much and
more by way of salaries than some public school teachers.

In order to squeeze out a mere trickle of support, arms
have to be twisted, heavy lobby tactics areeemployed and in
several cases, teachers strike and boyc(Jtts prevail.

If a question is raised as to where most of the blame should
be shifted, our circle would point to the educational administrators.
These are the directors, for the most part, of learning in an educa-
tional system. The major tasks of implementing educational objec-
tives are assigned to this group.

We are willing to admit aad will attempt to prove later in
this paper that educational objectives for American schools ;Ire high
and noble. We will present whatJ,we see as a step-by-sl:ep progres-
sion of educational objectives as found in educational literature.
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In the second phase.of our presentation, we will point Upsome objectives of various:areas Of learning based on studiesmade by the North
Carolina7Department of Public Instructionand based on our observations Of student behavior, especiallyas we have observed themin our demonstrations and observations.

AN EDUCATIONAL' INDICTMENT

We are wining to stick our necks out here and indict thearchitects of educational structures, the administrators, forignoring the objectives of elementary education which we havealready said are high and noble and if followed, we believe oursociety will receive the benefits.

Our society must share some of the blame, especially the
It

upper crust" of which boards of education attempted, in theirplanning, to carry out their objectives rather than the objec-tives that came out-of educational
research and planning. Thisis the main cauee for our dilemma.

Instead of planning to fulfill the major objectives re-ferred to above the 20th Century architects of educationalstructures spent their time struggling with plans that wereconcerned with gerrymandering population, planning inferiorsystems, separating students, setting up track curricularsystems fox Che purpose of providing inferior programs; pro-viding guidance practices and services geared to nothingnessand chaos.

These architects are quick to shift the reason for crimeon someone else. Some of these architects have attempted tosubstantiate their shifting through the use of standardisedtest data. Many of these architects have placed students ininferior programs, administered tests aild attempted to jvatifytheir acts by
comparing disadvantaged studerts with suburbanstudents. As a result of this planning, wh-ch is and has beenprevalent for centuries, we have too many schools that aredead, listless, dull and "joyless."

Testimonies from collegestudents who re from the disadvantaged areas reveal hooky-playing tactics of pupils in these areas who are forced toattend the "joyless" schools.

The few who come to college are the more favorable victimsof this system of educational
structure and their testimonieswill reveal what happened to the other victims who were notso fortunate.
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Juvenile crime has beCome a monster in our society, an
uncontrolled giant that Is constantly gaining statute and
strength. It has becOme a "proverbial albatross" around the
neck of the American society to the extent,that it has moved
further and further down the educational ladder and is now
common in the lower grades in many schOol aystems. The
architects of the schoola of tomorrow must unite their be-
havioral objectives in terma of perfOrmance of:the children
of the future.

There may not be any cure-all in any institution designed
to improve society, but we take the position that educators
should take a hard look at the educational objectives as set
forth by educators who feel that education could solve many of
the ills of our society through a positive approach to the
solutions.

We believe that once these objectives are studied and
honest efforts are made to reach these objectives through
cooperative planning and programming, at least we can start
in a direction that will benefit the greatest good.

--

We feel that the following are some advantages of be-
havioral objectives thatplanners ofeducation should:consider:

1. Improves the instructional process in any classroom
organization..

2.. Leads to greater:individualizatiOn Of instruction.

Helps prograrkindividualstudents through certain
eXperienceS irClightoftheir objectives and. needs.

Leads to:the development of a-lerner7based curri7
learner-baSedteaching methodolqglea, 6411ful

diagnesis:and:preadription,and open7end curricula,
all contrihute to::continueus progressive education.

5. In classea'Where pupila are grouped on thOlasis of
maturation, interests pr 1:eVel of sophistication,
the teacher can lise behaVioral objectives'to Oide
these groups as well as through progreseive sequences
of factsf concepta, and skill acquisitions..

6. An-important aspect of both heterogeneous and
speCially grouped claases, is pupilteacher planning,
in which pupil and teacher together formulate.be-
havioral objective's..

7. Ideally, educational objedtiyes result from and should
represent the synthesisof those ideas Most conducive
to the beat possible develbpment of the individual
and to the Improvement of Society.
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8. Behavioral objectives should be in terms of what the

learner is to be able to do as a result of instruc-

tion, starting with the learner and his needs to

modify his behavior.

WHY WS CARE ABOUT OBJECTIVES

An objective is an intent communicated by a statement des-

cribing a proposed change in a learner--a statement of what the

learner is to be like when he has successfully completed a learn-

ing experience. It is a description of a pattem of behavior

(performance we want the learner to be able to domonstrate.)

The statement of objectives of a training program must denote

measurable attributes observable in the graduate of the program

or, otherwise it is impossible to determine whether or not the

program is meeting the objectives.

When clearly defined goals are lacking, it is impossible

to evaluate a course or program efficiently, and there is not

sound basis for selecting appropriate materials, content, or

instructional methods. After all, the machinist does not select

a tool until he knows what effects he wishes to achieve. Similarly,

a builder does not select his materials or specify a schedule for

construction until he has his blueprints (objectives) before him.

Too often, however, one hears teachers arguing the relative merits

of textbooks or other aids of the classroom versus the laboratory,

without ever specifying just what goal the aid or method is to

assist in achieving. We cannot emphasize too strongly the point

that an instructor will function in a fog of his own making until

he knows just what he wants his students to be able to do at the

end of the instruction.

Another important reascal for stating objectives sharply

relates to the evaluation of the degree to which the learner is

able to perform in the manner desired. Tests or examinations are

the mileposts along the road of learning and are supposed to tell

the teacher and the student the degree to -which both have been

successful in their achievement of the course objectives. But

unless goals are clearly and firmly fixed in the minds of both

parties, tests are at best misleading; at worst, they are

irrelevant, unfair, or useless. To be useful they must measure

performance in terms of the goals. Unless the programmer himself

has a clear picture of his instructional intent, he will be unable

to select test items that clearly reflect the student's ability to

perform the desired skills, or that will reflect how well the stu-

dent can demonstrate his acquisition of desired information.
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An additional advantage of clearly defined objectives is
that the student is provided the means to evaltats his own
programs at any place along the route of instluction and is

able to organize his efforts into relevant activities. With
clear objectives in view, the student knows which activities
on his part are relevant to his success, and it is no longer

necessary for him to "psych out the instructor. As you know

Leo well, considerable time and effort are frequently spent
by students in learning the idiosyncrasies of their teacher;
and, unfortunately, this knowledge is often very useful to the
student with insight. He may breeeze through a course armed
with no more than a bag full of tricks designed to rub tne
teacher the right way.

PREREQUISITES DESCRIPTION OBJECTIVES

what a learner what the course is
has -to be 'able aboUt
to do to
qualify for a
course

what a successful learner
is able todo at the end
of r.rmrse

Whereas an objective tells what the learner is to be like
as a result of some learning experiences, the course description

tells only what the course is about.

The distinction is quite important, because a course descrip-

1

etion does not expla n what will be accepted as adequate achiev-
ment; it does not cinfide to the learner which field he will be

playing on, it does[not tell him where the foul lines are, Where
the goalposts'axe lOcated ,

Or hOw he will know when he has scored.

THE QUALITIES OF MEANINGFUL OBJECTIVES

You already know that a statement of an objective describes
a des;-:ed state in the learner. You also know that you have
successfully achieved your objectives when the learner can demon-
strate his arrival at this state. But how do you write the ob-

jectives to maximize the probability of your achieving it? What

arc -,e characteristics of a meaningfully stated objective?

Basically, a meaningfully stated objective is one that
succeeds in cammuniCatingo the reader the writer!s instructional
intent.: It is meaningful to the extent it conveys to others A
picture _(of What aancOesafUl learner will be like) identical to

the picture thewriter has'in mind, Since a Statement of an ob-

jctive.i.S a Collsction of Words and syrat,b113:, it iP clear that
various cOMbinatiOnS:MaT,be UseO eXpress a given:intent. What
you are searching:for isji.that group of Wit& and symbols that will

cadmimitate yOr intent exactly as YOU Understand it, For example,
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if you provide another teacher with an objective, and he then

teaches his students to perform in a manner that youaug_a is

consistent with what you had in mind, then you have communicated

your objective in a meaningful manner. If, on the other hand,

you do not agree that these learners are able to perform accord-

ing to your intention, if you feel that you "had something more

in mind" or that your intent was "misinterpreted," then your

statement has failed to communicate adequately.

A meaningfully stated objective, then, is one that succeeds

in communicating your intent; the best statement is the one that

excludes the greatest number of possible alternatives to your

goal. Unfortunately, there are many "loaded" words, words open

to a wide range of interpretation. To the extent that you use

ONLY such words, you leave yourself open to misinterpretation.

Consider the following examples of words in this light:

Woras Open to Many
Interpretations

to know
to understand
to appreciate
to fully appreciate
to grasp the significance of
to enjoy
to believe
to have faith in

Words Open to Fewer
Interpretations

to write
to recite
to identify
to differentiate
to construct
to list
to compare
to contrast

What do you mean when you say you want:a learner to "know"

something? -f-Do you mean that you want hiaLto be able to recite,

to solve, Ot to nonstructl 'Justto :tell.him you want him to

"know" tellS:him little--the word can mean many things.

Though it is all right to include'such words as "understand"

and "appreciate" in a statement of an objective, the statement is

not explicit enough to be useful until it indicates how you intend

to sample the "understanding" and "appreciating."

Until you describe what the learner will be DOING when demon-

strating that he "understands" or "appreciates," you have described

the terminal behavior of the learner well enough to preclude

misinterpretation.

How can you write objectives that will describe the desired

behavior of the learner? Well, there must be any number of schemes

for doing so; but the method that is described on the pages that

follow is one that is known to work, and it is the one that we

have found to be the easiest to use. FIRST, identify the termInal

behavior by name; you can specify the kind:of behavior that will be
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accepted as evidence that the 1earner has achieved the objec-
tive. SECOND, .tty to definethe desired-behaVier'fUrther by
describing the important conditions Under which the behaVior
will be expected to occur.. THIRD, specify the criteria of
acceptable performanCe by describing hoWWell the learner
Must perform to be Considered aCCeptable.

Although each of these items might help an objective to
be more specific, it will not be necessary to include all
three in each objective. The object is to write objectives
that communicate; the characteristics described above are
merely offered as guides to help you know when you have done
so. You do not work on an objective until it demonstrates
these characteristics; rather, you work on it until it clearly
communicates one of your intended educational outcames--and
you write as many statements as are needed to describe all
your intended outcomes.

You can test whether a written objective clearly defines
a desired outCoMe by answering-"yes" tO the following question:

Can anOther coMpetent PersOnaelectaUcCesSfuI learners
in terms of the objective so that you, the objective
writer, agree with:the'selectiOns?

IDENTIFYING THE TERMINALBEHAVIOR

A statement of an objective is useful to the extent that it
specifies what the learner must be able to DO, to PERFORM when
he is demonstra-ing his mastery of the objective. Since no one
can see into another's mind to determine what he knows, you can
only determine the state of the learner's intellect or skill by
observing more aspects of his behavior CT performance (the term
"behavior," as used here, means overt action). Now, the be-
havior or performance of the learner may be verbal or. nonverbal.
He may be asked to respond to questions verbally or in writing
to demonstrate his ability to perfoym a certain skill, or to
solve certain kin s of problems. But whatever method is uused,
you (the programwer) can only infer the state or condition of his
intellect through observation of his performance.

Thus, the most important characteristic of a useful objec-
tive is that it identifies the kind of performance that will be
accepted as evidence that th& learner has achieved the 'objective.



For example, consider the following statement of an
ob ective:

To develop a Critical understanding of he operation
of the Target Tracking Console.:

Though this might be an important objective to reach, the
statement doesn't tell what the learner will be doing when he
is demonstrating that he has reached the objective. The words
that come closest to describing what the programmer wants the
learner to be able to DO are "critical understanding," and it
is doubtful that any two people would agree on the meaning of
this term. Certainly, the term does not tell a learner haw
to organize his own efforts in order to reach the obiective.

Here is an example of the more appropriately stated
objective:

When the learner completes the program of instruction,
he must be able to identify by name each of the con-
trols located on the front of the Target Tracking
Console.

What words tell what the learner will be doing when demon-
strating his achievement of the objective? The words "identify
by name " The objective communicates to the learner the kind
of response that will be expected of him when his mastery of
the objective is tested.

The way to write an objective that meets the first require-

ment, then, is --(3 write a statement describing one of your
educational inteuts and then modify it until it answers the
question:

What is the learner DOING when he-is demonstratin: that
he has achieved the objective?

SUMMARY

1, An instructional objective describes an intended outcome
rather than a description or summary of content,

2. One characteristic of a usefully stated objective is that it
is e!.ated in behavioral, or performance, terms that describe
what the learner will be DOING when demonstrating his achieve-
ment of the objective.
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3. The statement of objectives for an entire program of instruc-

tion will consist of several specific statements.

4. The objective that is most usefully stated is one that best

communicates the instructional intent of the person selecting

the objective.

Exam les of Educational Ob'ectives

1. Write a composition with a single tonal base.

2. To know how Greek civilization has affected the contemporary

world.

3. To know how militarism and imperialism have been of causal

importance for the world wars.

To develop a knowledge of how hereditary and environmental

factors interrelate to influence the development of the

individual.

5. A knowledge of the forces, past and present, which have made

for the increasing interdependence of people all over the world.

6. Knowledge of the features of various forms f business ownership.

7. Knowledge of the techniques and methods used by scientists in

seeking to answer questions about the world.

S. To become familiar with the plant illustrations of the

principal laws of heredity and evolution.

9. To understand the structure and organization of Congress.

10. Skill in interpolation where there are gaps in data.

11. The ability to differentiate value judgments from predictions

of consequences.

12. To develop some skill in applying Mendel's Laws of Inheritance

to experimental findings on plant genetic problems.

13. Ability to distinguish a conclusion from statements which

support it.

14. Ability to.distinguish .cause and effect relationships from

other sequential relationships.
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15. Ability to recognize the point of view of a writer in an
historical account.

16. Ability to tell a personal experience effectively.

17. Ability to write simple material compositions, as in settAng
a short poem to music.

18, A sen3e of responsibility for listening to and participating
in public discussions.

19. Develops a tolerance for a variety of types of music.

20. Listens for rhythm in poetry or prose read aloud.

Above taken from: Taxonam of Educational Objectivesj Bloom,
Masia and Krathwohl.
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II

A HISTORICAL APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

The history of education in the United States which is
European oriented, is wcal known by all contemporary American
educators.

We admit that many contemporary educators have little
patience with a study that digs intc, the past to reveal somethin
we already know. However, many principles and objectives set
forth by the early architects of education are quite modern and
should be considered in modern planning techniques. For example,
Froebel, Rousseau and Pestalozzi's fundamental principle was that
the child, just as a plant, unfolds from within, provided it has
the right environment to guide its growth.

Froebel was strong in his concept of the unity of the
individual's self with society and the universe. He placed the
chief emphasis on children's spontaneous play in which they ex-
pressed themselves actively, combined with games, creative work,
imitation of adult activities, songs and stories. Although
Johann Friedrich Herbert was a German professor, many American
educational heroes like Frank Murray were influenced by his
approach to educational objectives.

His approach included the cultivation of character and a
sense of social morality. He rejected traditional approaches
in favor of the unity of mental activity, stimulated by presen-
tations as ideas which are apperceived or assimilated to existing
ideas and ruach out for new ideas. The process of apperception
as he believed, could only be started if the pupil was motivated
by interest; the educational tasks of architects of educational
structures, then is to promote many-sided interests. To realize
these objectives according to Herbert, the teacher is the director
of learning. Mental activity rather than memorization must be
stimulated through the harmonious development of interests to
strengthen the intellect, will and emotions, as the foundation of
social character.

May we reiterate here that the purpose at this point is not
to present a mere historical analysis of education in the United
States or elsewhere, but rather to present educational objectives
as discovered through research and study by the thinkers in educa-
tion who attempted to influence educational planning in the
United States and to show how the architects of educational
structures strayed away from these objectives.

We take the position that many of these objectives are modern
and sound; that we need to reach back in the bag of objectives
propounded by these thinkers and utilize them to help set up
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philosophical patterns by which we can proceed to set up modern
behavioral objectives for today's elementary child.

May we reach back in the old bag and pick out the work of

G. Stanley Hall, who was perhaps influenced by Wilhelm Wundt of

the University of Leipzig who was an experimentalist in

psychology.

Hall's interest was in the individual child and his own
interests and ability.

This does not sound like early 19th century
it sounds like a 1970 conference on children and
individualized instruction would be the topic.on

studies; rather,
youth in which
the agenda.

Hall's work was devoted to concern for the national and
economic well-being of the child. He waged war against mere

accumulation of unrelated and meaningless facts. His work

concerned itself with the learning process in which the educator

was to study Jie child and to understand the nature of learning.

It was concerned with meeting the needs of the child by studying

his behavior and thus setting up behavioral goals. Should not

our modern objectives do the same?

Some modern educators will disagree with John Dewey and many

of his contemporaries also disagreed with him.

We adhere to the premise that there was not too much

afference in the general Objectives of Dewey and his contemporaries
or perhaps some would say his adversaries. The differences perhaps

lie, for the most part, in their procedures.

Dewey.felt that educational objectives could be readhed through

the free and natural development of the child according to his

interests. ,

In our opinion, wp feel that many deserving and well-intended
planners of education misunderstood Dewey at this point. This was

interpreted by many to mean, let the child wander into meaningless,
patternless journeys in planning, direction a-d objectives.

We believe much time is lost in the latter approach through

aimless wandering and do-nothing experiencPs that lead to know-not-

where.

We do believe that Dewey meant this, for he iterated that "all

education proceeds, by the participating of the child in the social

consciousness of the race." Many of us remember his philosophy of
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pragmatism which he referred to at times as instrumentalism and
experimentalism. His interest in individual child development
was paramount. He felt that education is life and should not
merely be preparation for life. He was against passive rote

learning.

Dewey's criticism of his own philosophy bears out what was
said earlier in this discussion of Dewey; however, again his
criticism was centered around procedure and approaches rather
than objectives. His criticion, as most of us remember, brought
into focus the community school concept.

We believe that an in-depth study of Dewey's philosophy and

ideas will help in our concern for enabling objectives and changes
in educa:aonal objectives.

During the 1940's and 1950's, criti "P ;;ainst education be-

gan to fall thick and fast. Some critics Dewey for weaken-

ing the school systems with his progressive educational philosophy.

The efforts of Bruner (Process of Education). with his concern
for the learner's understanding and appreciation of tLe idea of
"concepts" and "principles" moved teachers to take a new look at
both curricula and instruction. The impact of Bruner was felt in

the rewriting and revamping of teaching.materials in such a way
that they were individualized to meet the capacities and different

abilities of learners at different grades in the schciol. At the

same time, educators were beginning to take a deep look at and
appreciate the Studies and works'of the noted Swiss child psycholo-

gist, Jean Piaget, and his obServations of young children and their

development of intelligence. Further translations of these con-

cerns for individuality and the human personality were later seen 1.n

the efforts of educators like Bloom and Krathwhol to develop the

concept and rationale for'behavioral objeCtives" in all areas of

the childrens' curricula.

In 1957, Sputnik I shook-our nation to its boots. It struck,

temporarily at least, a death-knell to child-centered objectives.
It finally aroused the pUblic and hence the National Defense Educa-
tion Act was quickly passes in 1958.

Federal grants provided money for equipment, supplies and
additional personnel needed for.education.

We feel that at this point educational objectives began to
shift back to subject-matter centered situation. Educational objec-

tives were concerned with science, mathematics and foreign language.

The United States' chief, concern was e race with Russia. The United

States felt that it would be disastrous to let ':'ussia get to the

moon and the public began to put the blame op the schools.
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The rallying cry was. for pursuit of excellence by educators.
Many people took that to mean heads stuffed with facts or the
preparation of walking encyclopedias," the ushering out of
scientific and Mathematical geniuses. Educational objectives
were concerned with education for the gifted, the academically
talented.

The average student and the slow learner were not entirely
forgotten, but their concern was diminished.

Although American education, a s'.iad, is heavily European
oriented, the disadvantaged began to r. A it, since it was void
of decent references to the contributio- of blacks in America and
Africa. In fact many blacks contended that, much of American
history was not only offensive but ridiculous. It revealed, they
say, a glowing and beautiful picture of exploitation and pillage
in areas where Europeans had no business. Words like "Discovery,"
"Exploration," "New Work" were utilized to cover up Imperialistic
practices of Europeans.

The hue and cry was for black studies. Educational arChitects
began to alter their objectives to include black studies. The
pressure was too great not to consider, though token it was in many
places. Today in many school systems, the black studies program
has gradually moved to the elementary schools.

Black students and black educators began to wake up to what
had happened to them. They sem their condition, though rather
late, which was administered In track-centered schools, industrial
schools in the North, one and two teacher school programs by women
in the South

The press began to reveal comparative data results of black
and white institutions of higher learning without presenting the
causes.

Itshould have been mentioned .earlier,and perhaps may not be
out of place)iere to mentionthewritings of Booker T. Washington,
which were rejectedy so many blacks.

The entire program of Black Studies has been inadequate. All
of the textbook materials in the public school needs to.be re-
written to present the historical truth to the pUblic of the'
contributions and achievements of all peoples.
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MODERN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Educational objectives in the United States which we have
observed here have undergone phenomenal chapgas; let us consider
some modern educational objectives.

Since we have accomplished one of our national goalsand we
believe we did this in spite of our quest for excellence approach-7-
that is getting to the moon; and since we seem to be on our way
to other planetary worlds, we believe education is slmdly returning
to the child.

We can see this in the federal free lunch programs that will
encompass-more children deep in the heart of disadvantaged
America. Our emphasis on child-centered education since our "law
and order" deal seems to be failing. Drug abuse crept into our
elementary schools while we were preparing for moon trips. The
1970 census revealed a population jump and the President of the
United States haa signed a bill to reduce the population, since
birth control methods sucki`as pill pushing efforts in the black
ghettos are not working.

We believe that elementary educational objectives should be
as follows:

1. to attain wholesome physical, emotional and mental
health for each child;

2. to became efficient in the tools of learning--to
to communicate and to think intelligently;

3. to grow in the understanding and meaning of democracy;

4. to learn how to analyze critically democratic institu-
tions and the promotion of democratic institutions;

5. to understand the social and physical environment of
which he is a part;

6. to meet and solve problems intelligently;

7. to develop worthwhile recreational and creative interests;

8. to develop his best powers and potentialities.
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The above stated objectives were influenced by the
Educational Policies Commission in their "Purposes of
Education in American Democracy." These objectives were:
Self Realization, Human Relationship, Economic Efficiency
and Civic Responsibility.

All students in education are acquainted with thes
objectives and they are mentioned here as a guide for area
objectives as we believe them to be.

As stated above, these objectives are , esented as a
result of in 'depth studies of educational c jectives as
viewed by our department; as a result of studies in child-
hood tehavior through lesson demonstration.

We were sensitive to the needs of children as we
observed them and have geared these objectives to them.
Our studies have revealed students' potential and their
ability to share in planning, to create and to aid in the
enrichment of their own lives.

Elen_jentarLicier_ase

In our consideration for science education for the
elementary schoo,1 child, we have discovered the trends
in science teaching which are focused on the why of science
rather than the what.

The -7.eason, perhaps, for this trend is due to the rapid
explosion of scientific knowledge or information and the ex-
panding computer industry.

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives in Science:

NaMe five principal parts.of the huMan Cell.and give
one function of each part.

. 2. Cite at least six reasons why our government (federal,
state and local) is concerned about the problem Of
air pollution.

3. Demonstrate by a drawing or experiment how the buzzer
on our classroom door Works,

The following six emphases in science education tie in with
the general objectives of science education for the elementary
child as discussed in politics for science education:
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1. To help Children develop concepts, principles and
realizations of value to them in the understanding
and solving of their problems.

2. To help children cultivate scientific attitudes,
such as critical mindedness, willingness to act
and seek reliable evidence, and intellectual honesty.

3. To help children acquire or develop scientific ways
of working, including planning intelligertly, observ-
ing carefully, and forming tentative conclusions.

4. To help children explore new interests which will
lead to the satisfactions of discovery.

5. To help children acquir '-hose skills and techniques
necessary to gain furth Information, such as read-
ing science content with understanding, making accurate
observation of events, and performing various science
activities.

6. To help children develop social attitudes and apprecia-
tions needed in a democracy, such as growth in social
behavior and willingness to assume adequate roles in
present and future society.

Language: Arts

The 4nguage'Arts.Program issequentially structured in the
elementary sChP0,1- POS*4mJormost of the schools ,in North Carolina.
It is repetitive,andrecognizes the existing differences in
linguisties. It:alSo accepts the language:of theindividual child
and alloWs him a Place in theixrogram. irrespective 0.1 his level of
achievement.

We feel thatthe above statement should be traemore with
language than perhapswith other phases'of the Language Arts Program;
other phases being reading4::writing,Hliterature, cOmpOSition and
spelling,,-speaking and,listening.We suggest:that trithese cases,
a plan be set:bp to'determine the level of ihe Child and that the
teaching prograM start with 'where he is at that levelHand move to
another level:at his own pace. This will call for group and
individualized instruction.

Illustrative Behavioral 012.te_c_tivesiraeArts:

1. To be able to give an oral report concerning a selected
book recently read.

2. To take an active role'in a dramatic play.

3. Write a letter of application for a selected Joh.
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Health Education

We take the position that Health Education deals with the
total child--physical, mental, social and intellectual. In
other words--it deals with life.

We feel that the program must be comprehensive, concentrated,
and based on needs, interest, and developmental levels of
students. The three broad areas include health instruction,
health services, health environment and safety education.

Illustrative Behavioral Ob'ectives in Health and Ph sical
Education:

1. Explain the proper first aid procedures to use with
your friend who has just received a severe cut on his
left thumb.

2. Execute twenty-five push-ups by January 15 of the
school year.

3. (Health permitting) Participate as an active player
in basketball, acccmdiilg to the ruThs of the game.

itysical Education

We believe that Physical Education should be a sequential
program in the elementary school. The program, we think, should
be purposeful activities based on the developmental level, needs,
capabilities, and interests of all students involved. The pro-
gran should be designed to help each child develop and maintain
skills, concepts, and understandings which wi:" enable him to
function efficiently and effectively in,all a s life experiences.

OhjectivesI

To provide opportunities for cooperative planning of
develOpmental:activities which provide opportunities
for each student 1.o achieve his full pOtential.:

2. To provide opportunities for maximum participation
in an instructional skill program which is appropriate
for readiness, interest, and ability levels of all
children.

Mathematics

Mathematics is a good medium to develop the intellect. To
make for growth in living, the individual needs to acquire the
art of thinking and planning.
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Illustrative Behavioral Obiectives in Mathematics:

1. Put the follawing worded problem'into a formula and ex-
plain how you would solve the problem as you work to
arrive at an answer:

"We traveled 350 miles of our trip the first day in
61/4 hours. How long will it take us to complete our
total trip of 1235 miles?"

2, Solve this problem: pick took a trip with his parents
to Death:Valley,. California. A sign there said that
the desert plant called Inesquite" will grow in soil
that.has up to 0.5% salt. How muah salt would there
be in one ton of soil with this much salt?

3. Explain and illustrate the following formula b which
we find the volume of a box:

V 1 xw x h

Illustrative 3ehavioral Ob'ectives in the Fine Arts:

1. Name five compoSers of classical music in the twentieth
ceatury, and give the name of one work for each
composer named.

2. Illustrate a knowledgeand skill of perspective through
one free hand:drawing :Or painting.

3. Write the musical notations on a scale for 4 swig which
you compose yourself, and write aim stanita af lyrics to
accampanythe.song.-

Social Studies

We think that the Social Studies area is the one area in
which all other areas mentioned in this report can pivot. High
correlation of values are a part of the Social Studies area.

The scope 0,:f thia area is broad gad eon:duel:Veto citizenship
ttainiag. It makap for groupplanningpupil-teacher planning,
research, character:edUcation and has high creative' and correla-
tive values.

We recommend the unit plan of teaching in this area more ao
than any other; mainly because of its uniqueness; its quality for
pupil growth and maturity and its possibilities for self-
discipline and individualized instruction.

The scope of teaching in this area and the utilization of the
unit plan are broad enough to provide latitude for the gifted to
grow and provide opportOnities for the slaw learner to develop at
his own pace.

-
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We highly recommend the self-contained classroom as the bestmeans through which the objectives of this area can be implemented.We believe that thc self-contained classroom programs are more con-ducive to a child-centered
emphasis.

Illustrative Behavioral Ob'ectives in the Social Studies:
1. Explain in writing the Bill of Rights of our Constitutionin terms of what it means to education in our country.
2. List at least six ways in which the executive branch ofour federal government is like the executive branch of theNorth Carolina state government.

3. Write a creative term paper on your
reasons whx, or why. notthe President's Cabinet should be reorganized according tothe suggestions of President Richard M. Nixon.

We 1ieve that, though much of these suggestions may beirrelevant for our times, salient features are quite modern and work-able and further, we suggest the adoption. We have utilized many oftheM in this report.

We recognize the outstanding
contributions of other eCucators,not recognized in European and American historical literature in acourse called, "History of Education" but whose works are outstandingand helped us to organize

some objectives in this raport that we feelimportant.

We agree with the Task Force on Environment and Natural Resources*
on the definition

of behavioral objectives: ".6ehavioral objectives are
a clear statement of specific behavioral changes which the teacheris attempting to bring about in students through instn7uction, andparticipating in the appropriate

activities."

Az background fOr obtaining some of the objectives, we determinethe behavior of students through observation
and demonstrations. Thiswas done to establish

heeds:-

Finally, an in depth Study of literature froM the. Sfate
.Department of Public Instruttion of North Carolina andother re-
soUrces helped us tOraise the level of objectives, as we-seethem,..fOr

various al-pas Of learning in the eleMentary scheol.and
in agreement With these in Our propoSal.

*Teacher-Guide.for Environmental Education, prepared by-The Task-Forceon Environment and
NaturatResources in .cooperation with the North .Carolina.Department.of .Public Instruction, .197C1, p. 4.
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INTRODUCTION TO DEMONSTRATION

Since we believe that behavioral objectives are aims at the

main target, our demonstrations were set up to develop them and

to gear the performance tasks to the realization of these

objectives.

We also believe that the accomplishment of the behavioral

goals make for the accomplishment of the objectives.

The consideration of salient features of objectives of ele-

mentary education as presented by researchers in the field both

in Europe and Africa, along with the study of objectives as

presented by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

have enabled us to promote a child-centered philosophy respon-

sible for organizing behavioral objectives set forth in this

report.

Our philosophy is opposed to subject-matter centered pro-

grams for the elementary child, since we believe they make for

dull, listless, joyless, drab, stagnant programs. Subject-matter

situations, we believe, emphasize drills, recitations, rote

teaching, memory techniques. This program is a teacher-telling,

teacher dominating,
learning-for-learning sake type of experience,

and we believe such a\sitUation contributes to "drop-outism,"

crime and neglect.

The demonstrations herewith presented were geared to excit-

ing behavioral performances that developed interests, motivated

thinLing, improved the intellect and body. They also made for

citizenship training and a desire for the continuation of

individual efforts.

Cooperating teachers were helped and many students asked

for more demonstrations even though our time limit had expired.
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DEMONSTRATION I

Lesson I--Presenting an Approach to a Unit and Pupil-Teacher
Planning Experiences

Grade--Eighth

Area--Social Studies

General ODiective--To motivate students to assist in the
planning of unit.

Behavioral Ob. ectives

1. Select three books out of the library and with their
use write a seven-page research study on one of the
.following topics related to the period of our study:

a. Life on th1e Frontier

b. Farming Beyond the Mississippi

c. New Inventions During the Birth of our Republic

d. Transportation in Frontier Days

2. Using five minutes, give an oral report of the story
you prepared in one above.

3. With four or five othet students on your Project
Committee, prepare a ten minute skit. Try and make
your presentation as realistic and authentic as you can.
The Project\Committes will be evaluated in terms of
(a) the nar ation of the skit, and (b) presentation of
skit before the total class.

Background Activities

Sub-topics:

1. A new Republic is Born
2. Life on the Frontier
3. Land Beyond the Mississippi
4 Settlers in the Far West
5. Expansion and Exploration
6. Trouble with Other Nations
7. New Inventions Start New Patterns
8. Moving Westward
9. Beyond the 1-Utisissippi

10. The Push to the Pacific
11. Factory, Farm and Plantation
12. Expanding Democracy in the 4gof Growth
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Step I. The Approach--The showing of a film titled "Life on the

Frontier."

Step II. Planning Period

Performance Task One.

Students were requested to think and to raise questions.

Questions like, "What more would you like to know concerning

the growth of America toward the West?" The question was put

more simply into a series of smalit-:-r questins.

The response was great. About 40 questions were raised

(Questions in Demonstration Two).

A student was selected to write questions on the chalkboard.

One was selected to record questions.

Performance Task Two

Students made records of questions and statements,

Outcomes

1. Response great.
2. Eager-beaver attitude was developed.

3. Students' questions were in line with material (Texts,

Supplementary material and library books and materials).

4. Questions were in-depth and changes were at a minimum.

5. Teacher direction was helpful.

DEMONSTRATION II

January 6, 1971

Grade--ighth

Area--Social Studies

General Objectives--To teach students how to organize material for

individual and group action and to provide opportunities for

pupil-teache-2.- planning.

Behavioral Ob 'ectives

1. Select at least three books in the library and use them in

writing a seven-page report on one of the following topics:

a. Farming in the Early West
b. Transportation in the Early West

c. Communi= in the Early. West



d. Community Life in the Early West

e. Indian Life in the Early West

2. ,Orally, give a prepared five-minute report to your

class of the written report you prepared in one above.

3. Present in writing to your class planning group a list

of the points of interest you would like to take in on

our Williamsburg field trip.

4. Travel with your class to the North Carolina State

Museum and view the Indian artifacts and folklore thare,

and in class the next day present in writing a two-page

report of your evaluation of the trip.

Procedures

Step I. Recall the film that was shown at the last class meeting.

Step II. Browse quickly through the books and chapters on the

subject. (Teacher will indicate chapters.)

Step III. Add some statements or questions you think we omitted.

(Read first the ones we did in the last class meeting).

Step IV. We will spend five minutes to list more.

Step V. Let's divide questions and statements into large areas.

Step VI. Let's divide ourselves into groups according to our own

interests.

Performance

A. Criteria

1. Participation
2. Group action
3. Interest
4. Vigorous response

B. Performance Task One. Students were requested to do

steps 1 - IV and think how large area topics can be

developed. The instructor prepared the first one as

a guide and direction.

1. Topics developed by the teacher and class

a. Farming in the Early Waet (suggested by teacher)

b. Transportation and Communication in the Early.West

c. Community Life in the Early Weat

d. Indian Life in'the EarlyWeW



C. Performunce Task. Two, Step VI was performed. Pupils

divided themselves into five groups according to

intercst: Students selected the group they wanted to

serve on as far as possible. After the organization,

everyone seemed happy with his selection.

Performance Task Three. Step VII was performed.

Students were requested to consider the materials and

visualize bow they were to accomplish their performance

tasks. They listed "things we would like to do." This

required much thought, planning and group action, some

long ranged and some short ranged.

4oup, Two

We would like to make a large pictorial relief map

showing land-water routes out of paper mache.

Group Four

Take a trip to Williamsburg
Make a small town scene
Examine different thipas
Take a trip to Old Salem

Group Five

Make tepees
Visit museum
Make Indian costumes
Make reports on Indian life

Performances Planned

Topics assigned to groups (topics were d etloped in

Demonstration I and organized into areas n

Demonstration II).

DEMONSTRATION III

January 6, 1971

Grade--Eighth

Area--Physical Education

Lesson-Rhythm and Creative Dancing
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General Objective--To provide opportunities for creativity in

rhythm and dancing.

Behavioral Objectives.

1. Demonstrate with your class the minuet to the accompani-

ment of music provided by the music teacher.

2. Describe orally to the class the minuet and tell five

events in its early historical development.

3. Write a comparison of the minuet with any two styles of

dancing today.

Procedure: Read a Historical Development of the Minuet

A brief Historical Development of the Minuet

The Minuet is a graceful and stately dance of Freuch origin,

the name of which derived from Menu, small, was suggested by the

little steps.

The Minuet was introduced in Paris in 1650. It was first a

gay and sprightly dance; but after appearing in Court it became

very dignified.

The Minuet was a great favorite of the Court of Louis XIV, and

was equally popular in the conteuporary Court of Charles II in

England.

The Original Court Minuet was a simple dance, although it did

not retain its simplicity for long; it was elaborated and molded

into a beautiful cultivated form--the perfect expression of an age

in which deportment was carefully cultivated, manners were polished

and bodily grace developed to the highest degree. The many slow

graceful movements, the bows, the pauses to be filled make for a

beautiful dance.

Performance

A. Criteria

1. Participation
2. Group action
3. Interest
4. Vigorous response

B. Performance Task One. Listening Skills

Students were requested to listen to the entire selection

first. Students were asked if they could recognize

movements.
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C. Performance Task Two, Thinkin& Skills

Students were asked to think of the steps they could

develop. Selection was played over and students were

asked to raise their hands at the end of the first

movement.

Students were requested to suggest steps for the first

movement. Students performing at the record player,

were requested to repeat movements as students listened

and thought and a student leader (boy) emerged and

demonstrated some steps and movements. He was an

excellent leader and he exercised his creative skills

well. The leader asked for volunteers to join him. One

girl joined him. Later two more and later two more.

The six or more students presented an excellent demon-

stration in coordination, rhythm and steps. The bell

rang and this prevented others from joining. Students

requested a continuation for the next day. Teachers

were enthusiastic and kept the record.

Outcomes

Body coordination was enhanced. Thinking, listening and

imagination skills were developed. Rhythm, attitudes, leadership

and followship skills were enhanced.

DEMONSTRATION IV

January 7, 1971

Grade--Eighth

Area--Physical Education

General Objective--To provide more opportunities for creativity in

rhythm and dancing.

Behavioral Objectives

1. Participate in dancing the Minuet with two groups of

people in your class.

2. With three other students you select in Class, create a

dance pattern out of the Minuet. Demonstrate the new

pattern and describe it orally to the class.

3. Bring to class one of your favorite dance records, and

with other students demonstrate your interpretation of

the Minuet to your selected recorded music.
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Lesson Approach

The leader told the teacher that he had tnought out some mare

patterns and wanted to teach them to the class.

Performance Task One
_1

Students were arranged in a dance pattern thought out by them.

Performance Task Two

Other dance pattern arrangements were developed.

Outcomes

1. Response exceptionally good.
2. Some boys were shy. Some boys and girls did not choose to

participate.
3. The majority of the c1s reaponded.

Evaluation

1. Som students begged for more experiences of this type.

2. They wanted modern dance records.
3. They wanted faster music for more vigorous steps and

exercises.
4. This should lead to more planning with students.
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IV

HIERARCHY OF CONTENT FOR PHASE II OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROJECT

Our interest in Part II of the Educational Project, "An

Innovative Project to Motivate Seventh and Eighth Grade Students

in Selecting Learning Activities," grew out of our study over a

two-year period of nine models dealing with elementary education.

Several of the models were closely related to our selected

innovative !; oject.

In Part I of the Educational Project, we developed a model

that was specifically related to the elementary education program

at Shaw University. The most practical and saleable features of

the nine models were used in its develoynent.

As a result of an in-depth study of the nine models, it was

decided that teacher competence and teacher performance can best

be realied through.pupil-teacher planning and selection'of learn-

ing activities. "An Innovative Project to Motivate Junior High

School Students in Selecting their own Learning Activities," was

launched.

After some consideration and long discussions on the organi-

zation of the school systems in surrounding areas, it was decided

that the project should include only seventh and eighth grade

students.

The rationale for this model was drawn from features of the

models studied. An individualized approach to meeting the educa-

tional needs of learners is a demanding pursuit which requires

the skills and resources of the entire profession. Unilateral

action can no longer be tolerated. It demands a new coalition

and team partnership of all educational resources including school

districts, universities, teacher organizations, the community, and

state agencies. An individualized approach in accommodating the

human variable in learning demands an effective partnership between

the learner and the teacher, and requires more interaction between

the two in terms of affective factors. Present signs of alienation,

rebellion, discontent, boredom, and apathy clearly point.to a

serious need to provide an educational practice more compatible and

consistent with what we now know about human nature and learning.

Thus, this project gives credence to an individualized approach in

education which treats people as people rather than as objects, an

approach which relies more on intrinsic motivation and self-

discipline rather than extrinsic controls and stimulation.

This project supports the challenge to practice individualization

in a fashion that will encourage learners to be planners and directors

of their education. Implementation of this project further supports

the practice not only of individualizing instruction but of

utilizing a procedure of working with learners in planning, executing,

and evaluating their total learning experiences.
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The rationale underlying the decision of the project personnel

to deal with the individualized approach has much support from
empirical evidence gained from studies of learning. Such empirical

evidence reveals that individuals tend to learn,better when they:

1. 'Actively participate, rather than passively receive
the learning experience.

2. Have an opportunity to participate in the selection of

what they learrt.

3. Have an opportunity to know the results soon after their

responses are made (reinforcement and motivation studies

further support this).

4. Experience success which is most likely to occur when
learning tasks are matched to the individual's capabilities

and need fol. challenge.

5. Are expected to succeed.

6. Work on learning tasks which are matched to their dominant
learning pattern and style.

7. Work at their own rate or pace.in which they have an
opportunity to determine.

In designing and planning this project, project personnel felt

that the choice of planning with learners requires a great deal of

trust in them. They also were of the disposition that learners like

to work when their goals are relevant and worthwhile in their percep-

tions, and when they are not externally pushed and forced in order for

them to grow and develop. Project personnel also believed that the

learners will be (or will become) rational avfl objective in analyz-

ing and assessing their strengths and weaknesses and in choosing those

experiences to fulfill their potentialities when they are given the

opportunities. For ages now, educators have been strong on dialogue

but weak in practice in espousing this concept.

This project proposed to bring about a greater awareness of both

learners and teachers and school administrators of the need for in-

dividualization In the performance of the sudents1 total learning
processes and experiences, and to propose some strategy by which
educators in the schools can go about planning and working with each

student's program of study, and day-by-day experiences, which are

taillored to suit the individual student in a performance and compe-

tence based program. In terms of this project, "individualization"
was understood to mean planning with students, rather than for them,

as part of their own self-development through which they gain new
insights into their own behavior and where the elements of self-

respect, self-awareness, and confidence are emphasiv,ed as they

relate to each learner's unique interests and needs.
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Based upon the premise that an individualized approach to

meeting the educational needs of our youth is related to all his

experiences and not just those confined within the classroom or

school, this pxoject was designed and implemented by a coalition

and linkage of many resources in addition to the traditional

formal school, including personnel and resources from the Shaw

University, the Wake County Board of Education, two public junior

high schools, and state and federal agencies.

Several strategy meetings were held to decide upon the

hierarchy of steps to be followed in enabling project personnel

to meet the following objectives which were chosen for the project.

1. To provide an experimental approach to teaching and

learning.

2. To help teachers to provide enriched learnings to

seventh and eighth grade pupils.

3. To help teachers provide learning experiences that

will make for maximum growth and development that will

lead to life adjustment and life enrichment.

4. To provide learning experiences which will help pupils

discover their talents and share them with others in the

making of an improved society.

5. To help students to discover new and untried learning

activities .which will lead to wholesome attitudes, good

human relations, and maturity in living and learning.

The hierarchy of steps identified to meet the objectives of

this project were included in the total package and are fully

described in the completed model of Phase II.

After endorsement by the administrators of Shaw University,

contact was made, with officials in the Wake county Public Schools.

After meeting with the Wake County Superintendent and Assistant

Superintendent and discussing the objectives of the proposal, the

project was given full endorsement. At this point, the County

Assistant Superintendent set up a series of meetings with the

Central Office supervisory staff', and the principals and guidance

coulselors from the two schools chosen to participate in this

project. It was recommended by the principals and the supervisors

that the ijnstruinent referred to in the above hierarchy steps be

developed cooperatively by, Shaw University staff and public school

personnel. A committee was then appointed to develop an instru-

ment to b4. administered to the one hundred students discussed in

the project proposal. This committee was Composed of one person

from the Wake County Schools' Office, the'two guidance counselors

from schools, a counselor ,from Shaw University, the principals

from the two parteleiting schools, one member of the project
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committee and the project director. Further, meetings were held

with the teachers, guidance counselors, supervisors, and project

director.

Plans were made for the administering of the S.R.A. Achieve-
ment Series Test and Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs.

After studying several sample instruments for the purpose of
getting at the Interests of students in the schools' educational
programs, an interest inventory was designed (see Appendix 'A' for

a copy of instrument). The curricular areas included in this

inventory are: Mathematics, Science, Language Arts, Social Studies,

Art and Music, and Health and Physical Education. Two kinds of

questions were stated to get at the nature of the interests of the

participating students. (See Appendix 'a' for the two kinds of

questions.) In each curricular area the student was given an
opportunity to give other expressions to any additional feelings
he might want to make toward each subject area.

A number of visitations were made by project personnel to the
participating schools to discuss strategies of implementation of
the project with the principals, counselors, and the (twenty)
teachers involved. The folleWing items were discussed in these

meetings:

1. The objectives of tha project

2. The various components of the interest inventory

3. The two sei-- 1-o he administered (The S.R.A. Achievement

Series :ails Standardized Oral Reading.

Parag:

4, Methods to be used in the administration of the interest
inventory and the two tests mentioned above.

The students started with paragraph one of this test and went

as far as they could toward completing the twelve paragraphs. The

paragraph in which the student experienced the maximum difficulty
was considered his reading level as measured by this test.

Lengthy discussions were held on the feasibility of providing
demonstrations for teacher and student observation. These demonstra-
tions were based on the results of personal visits to the classroom
and discussions with classroom teachers, supervisors, and counselors

'in the project schools. It was concluded that "esprit de corps"

among all personnel was necessary to the development of the project.

It was decided that demonstrations should follow the curricular
pattern of the public school curriculum as organized by the
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North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. It was dis-

covered that the project schools follow the pattern of the State

Department.

The State curricular pattern includes the following: Language

Arts, Social Studies, Mathematics, Health, Physical Education, Music,

Art, Science and Vocational Education Interest. These areas are

integrated so as to place emphasis on child developw-nt rather than

subject-matter centered.

It was discovered that most teachers are subject-matter oriented

and possess little competence in child-centered emphasis which result

in a "joyless educational experience" in the classroom. Joyless

educational experiences make for dull and listless students, impractical,

unreal, meaningless, and outmoded methods and techniques as well as

tired and worn-out teachers.

Demonstration personnel were selected who well understood the

problems, knew how to perform and had the competence to build a

appetite for learning. In fact, the demonstrators introduced

techniques and methods to enrich learning activities and at the same

time motivated pupils to share in the selection of their activities

and sharpen the appetite for study and make for growth and

development.

Shaw University professors in the Department of Teacher Education

and State Department personnel, who are experts in various areas,

presented demonstrations.

Demonstrations probed deeply into the areas of their interests

to discover recent trends, new goals, new patterns, new resources, etc.

The stu y included research as discovered in current journals and

college supplementary and textual literature.

A meeting was held with classroom teachers to mark the beginning

of cooperative educational planning between project personnel and the

classroom teachers.

The subject of the first meeting was "How Can Seventh and Eighth

Grade Pupils be Motivated in Selecting Learning Activities in Various

Learning Areas?" It is felt that the same topic would prevail in

subsequent meetings.

At the beginning of the first meeting, project personnel discussed

the value of student participation in selecting their learning activi-

ties. The following points were considered in the presentation:

1. Student sharing as related to student needs
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2. Student participating as related to mental and academic

maturity

3. How pupil sharing in selecting learning activities makes

for depth it learning

4. The importance of developing a "we" attitude in learning

and living

5. How democracy in planning and programming makes for vorth-

while citizenship training.

In order for this type of learning experience to be successfu?

it was presented to the pupils themselves in the early stages of

planning and development. This gave students the opportunity to

share in the planning, perhaps at the beginning stage, which would

develop pride and worth in the project.

A Charrette type of planning experience was forthcoming. The

main purpose was to set the stage for meaningful learning experi-

ences that, hopefully, would take place during the duration of the

project and even pexilaps thereafter.

The purpose also was to help students discover other learning

experiences that were in store for then. Further, the purpose was

to seek the cooperation of students for innovative ventures.

The Charrette was.to reveal the character and relevance of

effective learning experiences and to point out how these

experiences were related to worthwhile citizenship.

The "Iwhy" of learning was to be paramount, and it should open

up vistas of learning that would widen the horizon of living and

should help students to visualize learning as a tool to build a

society conducive to productive living.

Below are points that were considered in the Char, _ng

session. These points tend to lead the thinking of stu .3 uk.J.J.JA

the walls of the classroom; even beyond the times in which they live.

In higher education the question here would be "Education for What?"

Points to be considered:

1. Should school health experiences be conducive to building

a strong body related to maximum living and life longevity?

2. What are some of the "goings on" in the community that

affect education?

3. What are some of the "goings on" in *he community that

affect the lives of students?

4. Is the learning taking place contributing to an under-

standing of these "goings on?"
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Some possible outcomes of a Charrette type of learning

experience:

1. Reasons why various areas of learning are a part of

the school curriculum. The reasons are associated

with life goals and students should discover them.

The discovery of these life goals.are not beyond

the'intellectual ability of students at the grade

level considered.

2. Identify some possib.Le irrelevant learning experi-

ences which are time-consuming associated with

previous classroom activities.

3. Students are more mature in their learning attack.

4. Point up needs, perhaps, for more Charrette type

of learning experiences.

Attempts will be made to guide this innovative project

experience so that the outcomes mentioned above will be

realized. These outcomes are necessary in the educational

process due to the following discoveries:

1. Self-discovery of educational goals makes education

more practical and meaningful.

2. Participatory learnings make for a maturity needed

for growth and development in learning.

3. Cooperative goal seeking experiences make for sharing

of individual ideas.which are needed not only in

planning ior new and untried _experiences now, but

have carryover values in the construction of a better

society of mhich students will be a part in the not

too distant future..

4. Contributions from each student are important to hi

growth. Contributions from the,most timid'are im-

portant to the development of the group. The worth,

of the individual is significant and must be shared

if progress of the group must be realized.

A pupil-teacher-consultant relationship is important to the

success of the experiment. All should get to know each other and

should work toward common goals.
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The following facts are conducive to mutual relationship

needed for progress:

1. There are no experts as such in this experimental
learning project; therefore, all concerned should
work together in the experimental process.

2. Experimental learning is a continuous process in
education due to changing times and shifting scenes
in life experiences; hence, this sr-A other similar

projects should be a part of our e'dacational fabric.

3. No one can ever be absolutely sure that present
methods are relevant to needed goals at the present.
The decision as to the best methods, meaningful
goals, etc., can best be decided through cooperative
educational planning and programming.

Project consultants were good resource personnel. Classroom

observations and visitations were necessary for cooperative plan-

ning. "Esprit de corps" was necessary for best results in dis-

covering new attacks and new skills.

For maximum results, it was important that a doctor-nurse-

patient type relationship be established. A meeting of these

three personnel areas was welcomed for all who were sharing the

same goal--the physical and mental growth the patient.

By the same token, meetings of the project consultants, teacher,

and pupils were welcomed when an understanding of these goals is

realized by all concerned.

It is felt that problem clinics were necessary to the develop-

ment of the project. These experiences were provided so that

teachers could "air" their problems. Efforts were made to assist

teachers with problems they encountered during the experiment.

The following servides were provided:

1. New and relevant material

2. Consultant help for problems growing out of the experiment.

A second application of the interest inventory and another form

,of the S.R.A. Achievemenc Series were administered at the end of the

project. The same Gray's Standardized Oral Re._iacQ.2...naraarapli Test

was admipistered during the month of March.
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A final meeting of the teachers and project consultants was

held in March.

The purpose of this meeting was to discover:

1. What new learning experiences were
discovered, if any

2. What new goals were reached.

A write up in the form of a model revealed, in print, the

results of the educational experiences of the project.
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MODULE

Innovative Modules For Teacher Education

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this module is to introduce to all education

majors the most recent innovations in teacher education. In addi-

tion, it is hoped that this module will make students more cogni-

zant of the significance of the most recent advances in the role

of the teacher, his place in today's teacher education and how he

can best be prepared to cope with the educational problems of

tomorrow and how they will affect the children of the future. As

teacher education moves into the next decade, it is apparent that

the program will continue to be restructured to include the con-

stant innovations being developed and introduced. It is hoped

that the components of this module will give teacher education

majors a greater insighl: into the roles they will play as teachers

in the world of tomorrow.

This module is divided into the following major component

parts:

1. Pre-Service Education
2. Teaching Techniques

3. The Teacher and the School Community

4. Professional Ethics
5. Internship and Clinical Experiences

6. Audio Visual Aids

Each major component module is divided into the following

components:

1. Purpose
2. Behavioral Objectives

3. Performance Criteria
4. Methods and Materials
5. Evaluation

Each pl-ofessor will give a general overview of the module, includ-
ing the objectives, the philosophy, the performances, and evalua,-

tion. Professors will include information on the most recent
innovations as they are reJated to the former. Each student will'

be presented with the challenge of utilizing the mod'ile for his

'own professional performance.

Evaluations for ea'.41 component part may vary slightly.
However, performance must comply with standards in the total

Teacher Education program. In no case is performance lower than
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seventy percent (70%) acceptable. An examination will be required

in all component parts of the module. In some instances, if the

student's performance on the written work (term papers) is below

the performance level, he will be given a second chance to do the

paper over. In all other instances if the performance is not met,

the student must take an "incomplete" and work beyond the semester

or be recycled through the course.

All juniors and seniors will be required to read the following

books:

1. Coo eration for Better Student Teachi by William A. Bennie.

2. The Role of the School in American Society., by Thoger and

Martin.

3. Working with Groups, by Walter M. Lifton.
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MODULE

INNOVATIVE MODULES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Pre-Service Education

Purpose: To assess the student's readiness, sensitiveness, and

awareness of the total teacher education performance.

Behavioral Ob ective 1

1. The student will observe a number of selected teaching

situations in the public schools, and when called upon

he must be able to relate to some of the common techni-

quee of a regular classroom teacher.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will discuss his observations with a member

of the teacher education faculty.

2. The student will arrange for an appointment with the

principal and teacher of the school to which he is

assigned.

3. The studeat will arrange for his transportation to and

from the site of his assignment.

Methods and Materials

Lectures and seminars on pre-service education

1. Introduction to teaching

2. Teacher's Handbook

3. Films

4. Magazines, books, pamphlets and printed materials

Evaluation

1. Oral and written exams on which student will be expected

to perform at a minimum of 70% or be recycled.
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Behavioral Objective 2

1. The student will negotiate at least two conferences with

public school teachers in a teaching area he chooses, and

at the end of the'econd conference, present to his major

professor in an acceptable written essay, why he wants to

enter teaching.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will arrange for the conference time, place,

and materials needed.

2. The student will keep a record of what takes place during

the conference and will follow up any commitments he mes

therein.

Methods and Materials

1. Student requested to read the textbook: Working With

Groups..

2. A notebook, pencils and a cassette set and tape.

Evaluation

1. Oral evaluation.

2. Written examination at the end of the course,

Behavioral Objective 3

1. The student will serve as a classroom teacher's aide, and

at the end of the assigned period, he will be expected to

have acquired some knowledge of the instructional

activities of the regular classroom teacher.

Performance Criteria

1. Upon receiving his assignment as a teacher aide, the stu-

dent will follow instructions given him by the classroan

teacher.

2. The student will spend a minimum of five hours during the

semester serving as a teacher aide.

3. The student will arrive and depart from his assignment at

the pre-arranged time.

4. The student will be responsible for notifying his appro-

priate college professor and school administrator when it

is necessary for him to be absent.



Methods and Materials

1. Before beginning as a teacher's aide, the student will

need the book: Aide A Guide to Help Improve the work

of Aides in the Schools.

Evaluation

1. The student will be required to complete a check list.

If incomplete, the student will be gl,ren opportunity to

complete check list.

Behavioral Oblective 4

1. The student will prepare a written paper of not less

than 1,000 words giving documentation on why he wants to

be a teacher.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will gather the information for his paper

from contact with the principal, teachers, L4tudents,

custodians, and actual experiences in the clas@room.

2. The student will use necessary reference sources fran

the library.

3. The student will submit the paper in typewritten form

double spaced.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will make a study of three research papers

on teacher education in developing his papers. The

student will read three books on teaching, including

Teaching in American Culture. Lectures on teaching and

one film on teaching.

Evaluation

L The paper will be graded pass or fail.

Behavioral Objective 5

1. The student will make a written appLaisal of his experience

as a teacher aide, and must be able to outline in detail

the duties of an aide. He must learn the techniques of

aiding teachers.
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1. The student will use as broad criteria as possible in

evaluating his experience as a teacher aide.

2. The student will specify and justify the advantages and

disadvantages (shortcomings) of his experience as a

teacher aide.

Methods and Materials

1. Introduction by the instructor

2. Selecting materials on teacher aides, leaflets, pamphlets,

books and magazines on teacher aides.

3. Films, filmstrips and slides.

Evaluation

1. The written paper and final examination.

Behavioral Ob ective 6

1. The student will engage in at least tWo micro-teaching

experiences in his teacheraide Assignment At the end

he Must,be able to AeMOnStrate hia teachingskillabefor
an audience Of college students and Professora,:ind pbblic

school teachers and students.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will make arrangements for this experience in

micro-teaching with an Audio-visual aid specialist from the

college and the appropriate school official.

Methods and Materials

The most recent techn.Lques and materials will be used in learn-

ing how to perform micro-teaching experiences.

1. Read the book Realities of Teaching_Explaratiass With

Video Tape.

2. Magazine articles on micro-teaching.

3. Methods of Audio Visual Aides (booklet)

4. Demonstrations

5. Lectures
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Evaluation

1. Weekly written examinations plus a final examination. A
student failing more than three weekly exams will be
recycled until he passes. The final grade will be deter-

mined by an evaluation of all the student's assignments
including the final examination.

Behavioral Objective 7

1. The student will do a case study of one student in the
classroom in which he is working. This will be done under

the direction and with the cooperation of the teacher

under which he is working. He will be requested to out-
line his duties for service to the student based on items

the case study.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will select a pupil for the case study in
conference with, and with the consent of his classroom

teacher.

2. The student will treat the information gathered for the
case study confidentially.

3. The student will use prescribed case study forms (same as
was prepared in the methods class and Educational
Psychology classes.)

Methods and Materials

1. The student will use the most recent materials and techniques
on case studies.

Evaluation

1. A successful classroom demonstration as a teacher aide

will be presented. A conference on the demonstration will

be followed.

2. An acceptable written case study. Significant aspects of

the case study service experiences will be presented to the
class.

Behavioral Obiective 8

1. The student will have a conference with at least one
principal or supervisor, after which he will state orally
and in writing the administrative and supervisory input of
the conference.
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Performance Criteria

1. The student will make arrangenents for a conference at an

appropriate time with the administrator.

2. The student will submit a typewritten paper on the results

of the conference.

Methods and Materials

1. Introduction

2. Cassette and Cassette 'tape

3. Lectures

4. Methods of interviewing

Evaluation

1. Student must he able to demonstrate orally and in writing

his'ability to give feedback from conferences with admin-

istrators. gwritten examination will be given.

Behavioral Ob ective 9

1, The Stddent will-visit one urban school and one rural school,

and when presenting simple subject matter', he must be able to

discuss the major comOonents'Of a good teaching situation in

each school setting, (urban and rutal).

Performance Criteria

1. The student will select the schools for:his visits and obser-

vations with die apptoval of his advisor or major professor.

2. The:student will make, arrangements in writing through his

advisor to visit the Schools.

3. The student will arrange foi transportation to and from the

school. The student will seek the assistance of his advisor

in arranging for his transportation.

Methods and Materials

1. Materials from two. books will be used in the component of a

good teaching:situation; The Teadher and SChool Organization

Sand The Teacher and the Public School S stem.

Evaluation

1. Written final examinations, and one term paper.
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Behavioral Objective 10

1. The student will preview and report on one film dealing

with the role of the teacher; also he must read and re-

port on one book, after which he must demonstrate in

class the influence of the film and book upon his desire

to become a teacher.

Performance Criteria
;

1. The student will preview and report on the film, "A Child

Goes Forth."

2. The student will set up and operate all audio-visual

equipment.

3. The student will restate orally to the class the powers of

the role of the teacher

Methods and aaterials

1. The student will utilize the projector and screen in showing

the fiim, "A Child Goes Forth."

2. The student will read an assigned reference on becoming a

public school teacher.

Evaluation

1. The student will be evaluated on the basis of his competency

and skill in handling the required assignments.

2. The student will participate in an oral appraisal of his

irleas concerning a successful school teacher, and will be

rated "pass" or "fail."

3. The student will be evaluated by personal observation by

his major professor or advisor, and written assignments.

4. An instrument will be devised to assess student's overall

attitude toward the role of the teacher.

5. A written evaluation will be required of all students on

which they must answer a minimum of 70% of the questions.

A student scoring lower than 70% of the questions will be

recycled.
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TEACHING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Purpose: To provide innovative methods and techniques which will

enrich the teaching and learning experiences.

Behavioral Objective 1

1. The studentwill read assigned r -rials dealing with the

most reeent teaching methods and ,echniques and, when pre-

sented the subject matter, he must be able to critically

discuss orally and in writing some of the modern methods

and materials.

Performance Crit.pria

Each student will be given a bibliography and list of materials

on methods and techniques necessary for completion of the course.

The student is required to read the followlng:

1. This Is Teaching, by Haskew and McLenaca

2. Better Teachina, Alcorns

3. Introduction to Teaching, by Pdters, Burnett and Farwell

4. Taxon= of Education Ob ectives, by Bloom

5. State Department of Public Instruction, Teething in North

Carolina.

6. A set of assigned lesson plans

7. A set of state adopted textbooks

8. A set of teachers manuals

9. Teaching Social Studies

10. Strategies for Roading in the Elementary Schoal

11. The Teacher's Handbook

12. One film on teaching

13. Two magazine articles on methods of teaching.
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Methods and Materials

1. The student will use current information such as articles

and researCh on the innovative teaching methods and techniques.

2. The student will use textbooks, including identified references

on behavioral objectives.

3. The student will use library books dealing with prc,essional

education.

4. The materials listed under "Performance Criteria" 7e

acceptable for methods and materials.

Evaluation

1. The student will be graded "pass" or "fail."

2. Term paper

3. Two exams during the semester

4. Final examination

5. Final evaluation will be based on term paper, term grades,

demonstrations and final examination.

Behavioral Objective 2

1. The student will acquaint himself with various types of

lesson plans, and demonstrate their use in actual teaching

situations. The student will prepare lesson plans under

the supervision of his major professor and method teachers.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will prepare course outlines or syllabi for a

subject matter or discipline of his choice.

2. The student will do research in at least one subject matter

discipline in his major, under the supervision of his major

professor, advisor, or method teacher.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will study copies of assigned lesson plans.

The student will acquaint himself with resources containing

course outlines, syllabi, and methods of preparing .course

outlines and syllabi.

2. The student will use books which contain lesson plans and

method!, for preparing lesson plans..
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Evaluation

1. The student will be evaluated on the written assignment and

recitation in class. Student must repeat the performance

until he succeeds in making an acceptable lesson plan.

Behavioral Objective 3

1. The student will become familiar with a public school
register, a cumulative folder, a health card, and any other

pertinent records related to the duties of the public

school teacher.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will visit an assigned public school principal's

office to study his filing system and secure a copy of each

of the above-mentioned records.

Methods and Materials

1. The'student will study materials that deal with interpreting

personal, social and academic data.

Evaluation

1. Evaluation will be bailed on oral and written examinations.

Behavioral Ob ective.4,-

1. .At designated intervals, the student will: do.demonstration

lessons OnaSpedifitgradelevel. ,.T.hestudentmust.be able

to select anddemonatrate materials in all the sUbject dis

ciplines taught at thespecific grade level.

Performance Criteria

1. The stuetent will present the plan for his demonstration
lesson to the major professor or advisor prior to the day

of the demonstration.

2. The student will select.and assemble necessary materials
and information for his demonstration.
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Methods and Materials

1. Set of state adopted textbooks

2. Set of teachers manuals and guide books

3. Set of lesson plans and objectives

4. Visual aid materials and equipment

5. Charts and bulletin board materials

Evaluation

1. Observations and examinations

Behavioral Ob'ective 5

1. The student will become familiar with authorities in his

subject matter discipline. When given sample lessons in

specific subject areas, student must be able to list at

least five references and quote authorities for each area.

Perf.cmance Criteria

1. The student will become familiar with books and publica-

tions in his subject matter discipline.

2. The student will become familiar with recent supervisory

and administrative practices, and be able to apply them to

at least three classroom or teaching situations.

. Become familiar with at least five references it major

discipline.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will use textbooks and library resources on

authorities in his major discipline. (5)

2. Magazines films and book reviews.

Evaluation

1. A mid-term and final examination.
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Behavioral Objective 6

1. The student will prepare bulletin boards and other media

displays in Irj,3 subject matter discipline. Wher given

sample materials, student must be able to select appropriate

methods and decisions concerning their instructional use,

Performance Criteria

1. The student will gather materials appropriate for the

subject matter he will teach.

2. The student will prepare bulletin boards for two separate

classes.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will use books on bulletin boards, bulletin

board supplies, and other necessary materials.

Evaluation

1. The major professor or advisor will evaluate.the student

throughout the course. At the end'of the course if the

student has not_completed all of the,performance criteria

indicated,'he will be recyCled.

2. The student will write an appraisal of the course for the

purpose of aiding in the evaluative process.

THE TEACHER AND THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

Behavioral Objective 1

1. The student will study:antededentHan&relatediliterature On

the echool community, and the role Of the schOon:com-

munity deVelopment. :At the.end of the SeineaterheshOUld.-

have a Peer, Understandt4 of the role of the schOol in

coMMUnity deVelopMent:.- Whin-giVen:the nedeSeary-SUbject

matter he will be able to organize a funCtional school

program, which includes parents in the communitY.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will'be required to read five books and at least

Iive research articles on the role of the school in com-

munity development.
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2. The student will attend five seminars dealing with the

role of the school in community development.

3. The student will present a proposal for informing parents

on the educational program of the school.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will need five books and five research articles

dealing with the role of the school in community development.

The student should subscribe to one or more major educational

magazines that deal with current educational issues.

2. The student should also have access to one daily newspaper

and one weekly newspaper.

3. The student will secure a notebook, a daily log book,

writing paper, pencils, pen, ink, etc.

Evaluation

1. The experience will be graded "pass" or "fail." A mid-term

and a final examination will be given.

Behavioral Objective 2

1. The student wil/ participate in an educational clinic in a

school-community related institution.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will contac.t his major professor in applying

for placement in an educational clinic.

2. The student will contact leackIrs in community education

clinics to participate in the program.

3. The student will participate in an educational seminar

following his clinical experience.

Methods and Materials

1. Introduction to:educational clinics by the instructor.

2. The most recent materials on educational clinical experiences

as related to the cammunity.

3. Audio-visual materials, micro-teaching.

Evaluation

1. A research paper on the school ity will be required.

2. Final examination.
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PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

Behavioral Ob ective 1

1. The student will demonstrate in written and oral discussion

his understanding of professional ethics and their applica-

tion in the tea:thing field.

Performance Criteria

1. Student will read the "Code of Ethics" in the most recent

N.E.A. Handbook.

2. The student will write a seven-page typewritten paper deal-

ing with the application of at least three of the prin-

ciples.in the N.E.A. Code of Ethics to a selected problem

or issue in teaching or education.

3. Student will participate
(individual.or group) in discus-

sing a current problem in teaching in the light of profes-

SiOnG1 ethics he sees most relevant and productive.

Behavioral Objective 2

1. :In a nuMber of real-aife,situations,
planned by the instruc-

tor,students will demonstrate their knoWledge sm4 cotpetency

of profesSiOnal ethits throUgh the practice'Of ethiCal

standards.

Performance Criteria

1. Student will write a four-page reaction or criticism critique

on one selected case presented and dealt with by the N.E.A.

Professional Ethics Commission.

2. Student will obtain from at least two school systems a copy

of their professional ethics, standards, and practices.

3. The student will participate in a seminar on professional

ethics.

Methods and Materials

1. N.E.A. Handbook (Professional Ethics Section, latest edition)

2. Individual codes of ethics from representative school systems.

3. Film from ,N.E.A., Washington, D. C. re: Professional Ethics

and Standards

4. Cases dealt with and cpinions presented by N.F,A. Ethics
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Evaluation

1. A mid-term and a final examination

2. A term paper oa professional ethics

INTERNSHIP AND CLINICAL EXPERIENCES

Purpose: To provide laboratory experiences in teaching for prospec-

tive teachers.

Behavioral Objective 1

1. The student will acquaint himself with the Student Teaching

Handbook at the beginning of the semester in which he will

do his internship.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will be given a copy of The Student Teaching

Handbook and when requested to do so, give highlights

from each of the sections discussed.

. The student:will acqUaintiiimself With all the-policies

apd regulations COntained in The Student Teaching Handbook.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will be supplied a copy of The Student Teachilla

Handbook.

EValudtion

1. 4i4rtera and final exacanatien _

Behavioral'ObjeCtive

1. The stUdent will confer,With the superVisor of student

teaching, and.when requested, be able to distils's some

comaon PracticeS discUssed in the HandboOk.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will have scheduled individual conferences with

the supervisor of student teaching prior to his student

teaching experience.

Methods and Materials

1. The Student Teaching Handbook.
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Evaluation

1, Mid-term and final examination.

Behavioral Obiective 3

1. The student will attend all seminars connected with his

student-teaching program.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will bring to the seminar his copy of The

Student Teaching Handbook, the handbook of the public

school system, a register, sample lesson plans, and other

school publications.

Methods and Materials

1. Same as listed above.

Evaluation

1. Oral and written examination, including a final.

Behavioral Objective 4

1. The student will acquaint himself with the policies of a

local administrative unit (unit in which he is to do his

internship), and when requested to do so, present some of

the negative and positive features of the system.

Performance Criteria

1. The supervisor of student teaching will secure copies of

the policies of the local administrative unit to be given

to the student teacher.

2. The student will carefully study the policies and regula-

tions pertaining to the school in which he is to do his

internship.

Methods and Mzterials

1. Interviews between professor and internees.

2. Student teaching forms, handbooks and materials gathered

from local school units.

Evaluation

1. Oral and written examinations.
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Behavioral Objective 5

1. The student will properly report to the assigned school for

his internship.

Performance Criteria

1. The student will report to the school in which he has been

assigned on the designated date and at the designated time.

2. The student will contact the appropriate personnel upon

reporting to the school.

3. The student will be responsible for making arrangements for

room and board and/or transportation to and from school.

Methods and Materials

1. Forms furnished by college and local school unit.

Behavioral Objective 6

1. The student will have an orientation conference with the

school administrator, cooperating teacher, and supervisor,

after which he will list in chronological order his duties

for the first week of his student teaching experiente.'

Performance Criteria

1. The student will report to the cooperating teacher for his

observation period and subsequent teaching assignment.

Methods and Materials

1. The student will receive from the cooperating teacher a

set of North Carolina State adopted textbooks in the

student's particular subject discipline, manuals and guides.

2. Standard forms to be filled out by the cooperating teacher,

and materials furnished by college and local schools. Latest

books and pamphlets.

Evaluation

1. Conferences and oral examination.

Behavioral Ob'ective 7

1. For eight (8) weeks, the student will perform under the

direction of his cooperating teacher. The student will re-

port to the supervisor of student teaching on the campus of

the University at three scheduled tines during the student

teaching period. At the end of the student teaching period,

the student will be expected to perform as a first year

teacher.
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Performance Criteria

1. The student will report for seminars at designated inter-

vals for the purpose of exchanging ideas and discussing

problems encountered in student teaching.

Methods and Materials

1. A set of State adopted textbooks and teacher's manuals.

2. Writing paper, notebook, pen and pencils.

3. Register and roll book.

Evaluation

1. An evaluation sheet from the cooperating teacher, plus

the evaluation from observations of the supervisor will

be used.

2. 'The student will attend an, evaluation post-seminar as a

part of the evaluation process

3. If the student fails on more than thirty percent of the

items on the evaluation sheet, he will be recycled through

the student teaching program.

4. The student will be required to give a report on State

certification. The report will be given in the seminar

mentioned above.

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

Behavioral Objective 1

1. Students must be able to operate designated equipment.

When given sample subject matter, students must be able

to select proper media for effective presentation. Students

must learn the 'why" of.media in teaching.

Performance Criteria

Each student will be assigned a card listing the projects of

the course. Projects listed on student cards cover this

equipment:

1. Filmstrip Projector: Student must select filmstrip, show

and comment.
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2. Overhead Projector: Produce

4ubject. Demonstrate.

Sixteen MM. Movie Projector:

discuss.

5 transparencies on approved

Introduce, show fiIm and

4. Eight MM. Camera and Projector: Produce 50 feet on

approved subject and show.

5. Tape Recorder: Reel, Cartridge and Cassette. Produce

5 minutes on each.

6. Copy machine: Ditto, Thermofax and Copier. Make 10, 1 and

1 and use in class.

7. Autotutors: Use, analyze and discuss.

8. Opaque Projector: Select a sample, demonstrate in a

class situation.

9. Video Tape Recorder: Prepare, produce and show 5 minutes.

Methods and Materials

The latest application and operation of audio-visual equipment

in education textbook will be used.

Twenty-minute lectures on the following:

1. Introduction, Pre-test, Systems Analysis.

2. Selection of Media

3. Non Projected Materials

4. Projections
5. Individual Instruction. Programmed Instruction

6. Films

7. Cost of Teaching. Cost of Learning

8. Learning Resources Center

9. "Micro" Everything

10. Exam Preparation

Evaluation

1. Each project will be gradd as "pass" or "fail." Three

trials are allowed per project.

2. A mid-term and final exam will be administered.
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SIDIMARY

A Proposed Comprehensive Program for the Training of

Elementary Teachers at Shaw University grew out of a two-year

study of models from ten other institutions engaged in develop-

ing plans for performance-based education. Part I was con-

cerned with the summary of the models, a hard look at our pre-

sent elementary teacher education program, and an in-depth

study of three models most applicable and relevant to our

teacher education program. We were concerned primarily with

the many changes taking place in elementary education throughout

the nation, especially in the pre-service and in-service areas.

Our primary concern was in developing an elementary teacher

education program geared to performance-based teaching and

competencies, and micro-teaching and multi-media aspects of

teacher education. We planned to develop our program along

the lines of many of the innovative concepts of the nine models.

Our study of these innovations led to the second part of

our project--"An Innovative Project to Motivate Seventh and

Eighth Graders in Selecting their Learning Activities." Here we

were concerned with two pilot schools in which a complete elemen-

tary setting existed. This setting was organized around teachers,

pupils, and administrative personnel from the office of Wake

County Superintendent of Schools. This part of the model involved

working with 100 students and 20 teachers in organizing a program

whereby seventh and eighth graders could select their own learning

activities. Experienced consultants in the various disciplines

provided demonstrations for the students and teachers who were

participating in t.'e project. These demonstrations were carried

out in the public school classrooms and served as a means to

motivate the students in selecting their own learning activities.

To further enhance the significance of the project, a series of

tests were given to stimulate the seventh and eighth graders in

selecting their own learning activities. The S.R.A. Achievement

Series Test was administered at the beginning of the project and

again near the end of the project to measure the interest and

scope of students' learning activities. The Gray's Standardized

Oral Reading Paragraph Test was also administered at the beginning

and at the end of the project. A compilation of the results of

these tests will be included as a part of the final project.
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A PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR THE

TRAINING OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS AT

SHAW UNIVERSITY - PART I

The teacher education faculty of Shaw University in its

study of the nine models conducted an in depth reivew of three

models, namely, Florida State University, University of

Massachusetts and University of Georgia.

Chapter one of this model is a detailed summary of the

contents of these models as related to the teacher education

program of Shaw University. The following are summary briefs

which represent highlights of the study.

A. Sound Philosophical Basis for,Eiementary Teacher

Education at a Developing Institution

Teacher education programs must meet the needs of

teachers who will be working in a new environment. The

philosophy of flexibility and planning for Change is

one of the most important criteria which should serve

as a basis for redeveloping elementary teacher education

programs

The teacher education department must accept a

stronger commitment to provide in-service teacher

education.

The concept of careful and early screening of

applicants for teacher education is emerging as one

means of securing staff that is more competent and more

strongly committed to the teaching profession.

B. Developing and Utilizirs Performance Criteria in Teacher

Education

Performance criteria or behavioral objectives

essentially defined operationally what behavior, skills,

and knowledge are expected of teacher trainees, the con-

dition under which the objective should be sought, and

the method by which the behavior can be evaluated. The

utilization of performance criteria rather than the

prescribed hours of a specified course allow for more

flexibili* in developing future teachers.

Performance criteria for the cognitive domain

primarily require that courses be analyzed for specific
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and meritable knowledges which are desired. Learning

performance should be the major criterion in judging
a teacher treinee's success in a course.

One of the basic goals of the teacher education
program is the development of the technical skills of

teaching, most of which consists of specific behavior

acts. If skills and behaviors which teachers perform
often in the classroom can be identified, different
training procedures and techniques can be developed in
order to produce proficiency in their use. The use

of micro-teaching in the training of prospective

teachers is suggested.

C. Human Relations Skills

Human relations is defined as behaviors exhibited
in relation to self and other individuals and in rela-

tion to groups.

Teacher education programs should be committed to

types of human behavior considered desirable for elemen-

tary school teachers such as: warmth, critical thinking,

openness, and consciousness of cultural differences.

A teacher education program should develop teachers
that will meet the human criteria of warmth of human
understanding, rigorous thinking, control of their own

behavior, and a constant pattern of growth.

D. Relationship_Between Teacher Education and Teaching.

Competencies

The goal of competency in the subject matter, pre-
sentation, and professional decision making areas serves
as the guiding basis of thcl new teacher education program.

These competencies are interdependent and cumulative, as

are the skills and knowledge necessary to produce them.

E. Pro'ecred Changes Influencing Teacher Education for

Elementary Teachers.

Changes are predicted by studying trends in society.
Some predictions for education should be considered in
the development of a teacher education program.
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CONCLUSION

A. A Sound Philo hical Basis for Element.lry Teacher Education

1. Teacher education programs, to be effective, must meet the

needs of students in a changing society.

2. Commitment is essential for the development and promotion

of a good teacher education program.

3. Screening is absolutely necessary for the selection of

staff fnr the teacher education department and the selection

of students as participants in the program if an effective

progIcam is to be realized.

B. Developing and Utilizing_perfopunce_Criteria in Teacher

Education

One of the prime concerns in setting up an effective teacher

education program is the development of course behavioral

objectives.

Another prime concern in petting up an effective teacher

education program is the, development of course performance

criteria. It seems that the components of performance criteria

as measurements to determine graduation are superior to the

course hour credit system.

A system that will involve the development of the technical

skills of teaching seems to be essential for good teacher

performance.

C. Human Relations Skills

Good human relations skills are vital to teacher competency.

Experiences that will involVe rigorous thinking and self control

are vital to,a good teacher education program.

D. Relatioj4p Between Teacher Education and Teaching Competencies

It seems that competency is a vital part of performance

criteria. To be effective the characteristics of competency must

be developmental, cumulative and interdisciplinary.

E. Projected ChaLlps Influencing'Teacher
Education for EleMentary

'Teachers

A good teacher education program is effected by the study of

the trends of society.
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Rr.,-;OMMENDATION AND LMPLEMENTATION

The fallmw_ag recommendations and implementations are presented

for the teanrmz educatiou department of Shaw University:

A. So. Philosophical Basis for ElPrautary.leasher Education

at a "1,eveloplag_Inlititution

Recom. mdation

1. Malt the teacher education department of Shaw University
a thorough study of expectations and demands of

19mmanus segments of our society for the purposes of

emmoulthment and expansion.

Implewettation

The te,zher education department will publish, indicatimg

the Eat...lowing:

a. The demands of the State Department of Education.

b. The demands of the society.

c. The demands of Shaw University Education Department.

d. A vehicle for student input..
e. A emnsequential arrangement of course content from the

freshman year through the senior year.

Recommendation

2. That the teacher education department commit itself to

thedevelopment and promotion of an adequate program of

education that will meet the needs of students.

3. That the education department seek to obtain an adequate

staff through the proceEs of screening.

ImplEmentation

a. The teaching staff will together organize a working
philosophy that is in tune with the needs of students.

b. That a seminar for students be set up to acquaint all
teacher education students with the philosophy of man
and other bits of information in this report.

B. Developing and Utilizin Performance Criteria in Teacher

Recommemaation

That behavioral objectives and performance criteria be
set up Llr each course in the teacher education department.

That Vh performance crite5:ia be so structured that students
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will understand how to maneuver. Further, that students

will not be permitted to advance until they have accom-

plished each performance criterion. That upon the com-

pletion of the performance criteria he will be given

credit for the course. Further, that the measurement

of credit be awarded according to the number of perform-

ance criteria to be accomplished. Also that a review

board, composed of the teacher education staff and selected

students who have completed at least one half of his

course requirements, will interview each student entering

the teacher education department as a prerequisite towards

his graduation. The Review Board will determine his

credits based on the accomplishment of each performance

criterion.

A booklet or pamphlet be published with the sequential

arrangement of courses be stipulated according to require-

ments of the Teacher Education Department.

That a balance sheet composed of a sequential arrange-

ment of subjects required and elected be organized by the

Teacher Education Department.

At the registration, beginning with the freshman term,

the balance sheet will be used by the student and his

advisor through his graduation.

C. Human Relations Skills

Recommendation

That behavioral objectives and performance criteria

sequence be organized for courses that involveluman rela-

tions skills, that procedures suggested in (B) be utilized

here.

D. Relationshi Between Teacher Education and Teaching Cometency

Recommendation

That the teacher education department in its study and

implementation of behavioral objectives and performance

criteria be concerned about phases of eadh discipline that

will complement the content structure of each course.

Im lementation

The teacher education department will set up conferences

with instructors in General Studies to determine phases in

each discipline that will strengthen the behavior objective

sequential arrangement in professional courses.
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E. Projected ChanAes Influencing Teacher Education for

Recommendation

That the.teacher education department study means by

which students can get thoroughly acquainted with

political, social, and economic trends in our society.

Further, that the department study means by which students

can get thoroughly acquainted with an evaluation of educa-

tional philosophy as wellas contempOrary thought in

education.

Im 1ementation

The teacher education department will promote seminars

in educational, social, economic, and pelitical trends.

Further, that the seminars agenda includes educational

philosophy as it applies to'educational planning.

That the teacher education department set up be-

havioral objectives and performance criteria for seminars

suggested in this implementation.

That the Review Board suggested above take these

behavioral objectives and performance criteria into account

as they interview students for qualification of credits.
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INNOVATIVE PROJECT TO MOTIVATE SEVENTH AND

EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS IN SELECTING
THEIR OWN LEARNING ACTIVITIES

This innovative project was designed as an experimental pro-

gram in pupil-teacher relationships in planning and sharing in

their own educational pursuits.

The designing of this experiment was based on the assumption

that pupils in the seventh and eighth grades can be an asset in

educational planning and programming in which they are involved.

Preplanning sessions involved the Teacher Education personnel

of Shaw University and personnel.in the Central Office of the Wake

County School Administrative Unit, and principals and counselors

from the two pilot schools.

The preplanning program included the selection of students

and teachers that would be involved in the project. Twenty

teachers and one hundred students were selected. The number was

equally divided between two schools, namely, the Millbrook Middle

School and the Garner Junior High School, Wake County, North

Carolina.

A survey was conducted among the teachers for the purpose

of understanding the program and procedures of the working force.

The survey included the educational philosophy, procedures and

practices utilized by teachers who were selected for the project.

The questionnaire also revealed a variety of plans and

objectives in the two schools.

The survey revealed a strong program of education in both

schools. Evidences revealed an excellent in-service program con-

ducted by the Wake County Administrative Unit and the administrative

and supervisory personnel of both schools.

It should be mentioned that the survey indicated that teachers

acquired strong philosophies of education which guided them in their

planning and educational development. The study revealed daily

lesson planning on the part of the teachers, deep concern for

efficiency and an awareness of relevancy in education.

The testing services res-ealed significant growth in learning

during the interim. In fact, the tests revealed phenomenal.growth

in reading and subject matter content.
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The inventory instrument administered to students revealed

the subject matter interests of students. It reflected teaching

methods and techniques that were both favorable and unfavorable

to students, with the "favorable" way out front.

The demonstrations presented by the teacher education depart-

ment of Shaw University, personnel from the State Department of

Public Instruction, and personnel from the Wake County Administra-

tive Unit provided unique and meaningful teaching-learning pro-

grams that served as guidelines for a continued development of

program and planning.

The Charrette provided for the students in both schools was a

"high spot" in project development. It provided opportunity for

both written and verbal expression concerning the likes and dis-

likes in education. Students were given an opportunity to perform

role playing, as teachers which gave them the chance to experience

teaching and learning from the other side of the desk.

The Charrette was evaluated by the students. The evaluation

revealed that the goals of the Charrette were realized. Students

expressed their enjoyment and the request for other Charrette

experiences. They presented valuable issues in education for the

agenda.

CONCLUSION

It seems evident that students in the seventh and eighth grades

at the two schools in this project are fully capable of assisting

in planning their own learning activities. Due to motivational

forces, not only were they capable, but evidences show that they

were willing and anxious to participate in planning their own program

activities.

As to the qualifications of the teachers in the project, evidence

pointed up the fact that they are well prepared for their tasks.

Evidence also showed that these teachers keep up very well with the

current trends in education, and it alEo showed a good working rela-

tionship among teachers, counselors, and supervisors.

According to the significant growth pattern as registered on

both the S.R.A. Achf.evement and the Gray's Paragraph Reading Test

series, it seems evident that a rich and innovative program in educa-

tion must have been administered during the interim.
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It seems that students are capable of expressing their likes

and dislikes in educational activities.

It seems that the use of specialists in education are neces-

sary to provide unique and meaningful teaching-learning programs

to serve as guidelines for a continued development of program and

planning.

That charrette type experiences are valuable to serve as

vehicles of expression for students.

That student evaluation is necessary and important in teaching-

learning situations.

RECONMENDATIONS

After realizing conclusive statements drawn from a summary of

experiences that involve the innovative project in which seventh

and eighth graders shared in planning their own educational

activities, the educational staff of Shaw University would like to

make the following recommendations to the administration and staff

of the two schools in this report:

a. That in planning for the overall educational program which

includes school policies, etc., that students be permitted

to share their ideas and opinions.

b. In curriculum planning and construction that students be

permitted to share their ideas and opinions.

c. In lesson planning that scudents be permitted to share

their ideas and opinions.

d. Due to the comprehensive curricula of the S.R.A. Achieve-

ment test series and because of its remedial factors and

teaching suggestions, it is highly recommended that the

administration and staff of the schools consider its use.

e. According to the phenomenal results of the Gray's ParagIph

RerAing test, the teacher education staff wishes to recom-

mend its use as a quick screening device for teaching and

learning.

'f. Due to the fact that demonstrations of various types ziro-

vide high types of learning experiences which giveimpetus

'to routine teaching and learning, the teacher education

staff recommends mote demonstrations in which students and

teachers can participate together.
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g. Since it seems that growth in education is more assured

when criticism is permitted, the staff of the teacher

euucation department recommends more charrette type of

experiences in which students will be permitted to role

play. It is recommended further that follow-up exercises

be permitted for the purpose of strengthening the educa-

tional program for the two schools.

IMPLEMENTATTON

Here are some suggestions for implementation: the teacher

education staff of Shaw University does not assume that the follow-

ing suggestions are already in process.

a. 1. Faculty-student planning committees

2. End-of-the-year faculty-student evaluation committee

3. Faculty-student committee presentation to P.T.A.

b. Since the school curriculum includes all the learning

activities under direction of the school, there are cer-

tain learning activities in which students are adept at

planning. Extra class activities such as:

1. Intra-mural activities

2. Clubs and organizations

3. Assemblies

c. The unit approach to teaching provides excellent oppor-

tunities for pupil-teacher planning, especially for such

areas as: social studies, health, and science. The

following steps may be considered:

Step 1 - The Approach or Introduction

This step may involve the showing of a film, a series

of slides, a teacher or student made movie role, a story, a

field experience, etc.

Step 2 - The Planning

In this step students and teachers raise significant

questions and make significant statements which comprise a

plan for group action. Groups are organized around large

areas of questions and statements raised.
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Step 3 - Research and Work

In this step individual students and groups do re-

search for the questions and statements raised in step

two. Projects and activities are suggested by students

and teachers.

Sten 4 - Presentation and Report

Students in this step present individual and group

reports. Reports and projects are evaluated by students

and teachers. Plans for further study are also made.

Step 5 - Culmination

The unit may be culminated in the form of exhibits,

assembly programs or in any other way suggested by

students.

Other suggestions for the unit approach to teaching:

1. Unit titles should precede the unit.

2. The use of textbooks, supplementary books, library

books, current material, news media, community, state

and national resources should be utilized.

3. Human resources such as: librarians, counselors,

supervisors, community leaders, community agencies and

state agencies should be utilized.

4. The social studies provides the best area for the unit

approach to teaching due to its high correlative values.

See a review of remedial and follow-up programs of the S.R.A.

Test Series elsewhere in this report.

The Gray's Paragraph Reading Test can best be used in seventh

and eighth grade reading programs in the elementary school and in

English classes in the high school. The Gray's Paragraph Reading

Test may be used to screen those students who need lower level read-

ing material. Progress in reading can be better assured by selecti.ng

textbooks, supplementary books, and library books based on the

reading level of students.

Refer to demonstrations suggestions found elsewhere in this

report.

Refer to charrette experience found elsewhere in this report.
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HIERARCHY FOR DEVELOPING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

In developing a hierarchy of content suitable for achieving

behavioral goals, it might be well to consider some advantages

of behavioral objectives as taken from various studies. They are

as follows:

1. Improves the instructional process in any classroom

organization.

2. Leads to greater individualization of instruction.

3. Helps program individual students through certain

experiences in light of their objectives and needs.

4. Leads to the development of a learner-based curri-

culum, learner-based teaching methodologies, skillful

diagnosis and prescription, and open-end curricula--all

contribute to continuous progressive education.

5. In classes where pupils are grouped on the basis of

maturation, interests or level.of sophistication, the

teacher can use behavioral objectives to guide these

groups as well as through progressive sequences of

facts, concepts, and skill acquisitions.

6. An important aspect of both heterogeneous and spe-

cially grouped classes is pupil-teacher planning, in

which pupil and teacher together formulate behavioral

objecttves.

7. Ideally, educational objectives result from and should

represent the synthesis of those ideas most conducive

to the best possible development of the individual and

to the improvenent of society.

8. Behavioral objectives should be in terms of what the

learner is to be able to do as a result of instruction,

starting with the learner and b. J needs to modify his

behavior.

Why We Care About Objectives

An objective is an intent communicated by a statement des-

cribing a proposed change in a learner--a statement of what the

learner is to be like when he has successfully completed a learn-

ing experience. It is a description of a pattern of behavior
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(performance we want the learner to be able to demonstrate) The

statement of objectives of a training program must denote

measurable attributes observable in the graduate of the program

or, otherwise it is impossible to determine whether or not the

program is meeting the objectives.

An additional advantage of clearly defined objectives is that

the student is provided the means to evaluate his own programs at

any placn along the route of instruction and is able to organize

his efforts into relevant activities. With clear objectives in

view, the student knows which activities on his part are relevant

to his success, and it is no longer necessary for him to "psych

out" the instructor.

S UMNIARY

I. An instructional objective describes an intended outcome

rather than a description or summary of content.

2. .0ne characteristic of a usefully.stated objective is that it

is stated in behavioral, or performance, terms that describe

what the learner will be DOING when demonstrating his achieve-

ment of the objective.

3. The statement of objectives for an entire program of instruc-

tion will consist of several specific statements.

4. The objective that is most usefully stated is one that best

communicates the instructional intent of the person selecting

the objective.

In a historical approach to,cducational objectives, mention was

made of the importance of acquiring an evolutionary philosophical

concept in education as a background for developing.meaningful.be-

havioral objectives. Educational philosophies were selected from

the pages of past history of educational objectives which stressed

individualized approach to education.

Educational objectives were developed for the Major areas of the

elementary school curriculum These objectives were presented as

samples to be studied by students in the teacher education department.
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CONCLUSION

It seems that a thorough study of how to organize behavioral

objectives should be considered in planning and developing a

teacher edul.s.ation department. It is also important to study

educational philosophy as it is applied to educational development

in the United States.

It seems feasible at a given tine in teacher education develop-

ment that prospective teachers should be provided with experience

of setting up educational objectives for elementary education

areas they will be teaching later.

RECOMMENDATION

The suggestion concerning setting up educational objectives

is stated elsewhere in this report.

The course in educational philosophy should be changed to a

seminar in educational philosophy.

It is recommended that prospective teachers should be given

the opportunity to 1earn how to set up educational objectives for

the area in which they will be teaching.
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INNOVATIVE MODULE FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

It seems that according to the program as set up by the

teacher ecation staff of Shaw University in its considera-

tion for innovative modules, a performance-based program is

feasible.

Behavioral objectives and performance criteria were set

up for audio-visual aids, pre-service education, teaching

methods and teChniques, the teacher in the school community,

professional ethics and internship and clinical experiences.

The module included behavioral objectives, performance

criteria, materials and media, evaluation, and recommenda-

tions for each area stated above.

CONCLUSION

It seems that a course organized by stating behavioral

objectives and performance criteria is more definite and

directive. It provides opportunities for the anticipation

of needed materials and supplies. 'It also sets the stage

for more meaningful evaluation.

RECOMMENDATION

That all the professirmal courses in the teacher educa-

tion department provide ,-2formance-based criteria.
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A LOOK AT THE SCHOOL PROGRAM

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER

HEALTH

1. Do you have a health text for your class? Yes No

2. Check the use you make of the textbook during the health period.

All of the time Most of the time Very little

No use

3. Is health correlated with other subject matter areas? Yes

No . If yes, please list the subject matter areas

4; Has your class done any health projects this year? Yes No .

If Yes, please list them

5. Does your class make use of health agencies? Yes No . If

Yes; please indicate

6. Has your class participated in any projects related to health

hazards, social diseases, communicable diseases, or narcotic educa-

tion? Yes No If Yes, please indicate

7. Do you have health supplementary materials such as books, pamphlets,

etc,.available in your classroom? Yes No Library? Yes

hoW. do-you-nake-t7Ae of,them?"'

8. How,do-your.classes-make:use.of-the:.school.nurse?
omit referrals)

The school doctor
The local health agencies

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Do you have a Physical Education classroom? Yes No . If no,

how and where do you conduct the classroom phase of your physical

education program?
If lo,. do you consider this an asset or a liability? Comment.

2. Do you share your gym. class period with anotlier teacher? Yes

No .
If no, is this an asset or a liability?
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3. Please check the following physical education experiences your

class participates in at any time during a given period, like

a month, two weeks, or whatever your planned periods are, if any.

a. Calisthenics
b. Rhythms
c. Creative Dancing

d. Games
e. Games of high participation

(example: baseball - limited
number)
Games of low participation
(example: dodge ball, unlimited
participation)

f. If games of high participation,
are they organized so that all
can participate? Yes No
If yes, how

4. Is there any time during the class when all students participate

in a running or jumping exercise? Yes No

5. Do you utilize the out-of-doors on most good weather days? Yes

No

6. Is your P.E. period composed of mere basketball playing? Yes

No . If no, what other type of P.E. activities do you plan for

your class?

7. Describe your planning: teacher planning pupil-teacher plan-

ning pupil planning (check one).

8. Are you certified 1-1 P.E.? Yes No ..... If so, do you feel com-

petent with your assignment? 'Yes No . Any suggestions

ART

1. Do you correlate. Art with other subject areas? Yes No . If Yes

'Which?

2. If no, briefly describe your art program

3. Do you subscribe to the philosophy that every teacher can be an art

teacher in the elementary departtent? Yes No . . If yes, tell

how briefly

4. If no, what type of art program do you think should be provided?

5. Do you think that the Art teacher or art supervisor should teach all

the art? Yes No

6. If you are a teacher here, have you participated in an art workshop?

Yes No This year last year. three years ago

Before three years ago
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7. If your answer to number 3 is yes, do you think art workshops are

necessary? yes no . If yes, tell why?

LANGUAGE ARTS

1. Reading Methods: Do you utilize the whole class methods or the

group method in teaching basic reading? Whole class method

Group method (check one) If group method, how do you deter-

mine the group
What titles do you have for each group?

2. If you utilize the group method tell briefly what you do with other

groups whila.teaching one.

3. If you are utilizing this method, do you need further help? Yes

No. f yes, state-specific problem areas

4. Do you have enough basic textbooks? Yes No

5. How many basic series do you use? Please list them

6. Do you utilize the end of the book tests? Yes No . If yes,

state briefly how you use them.

7. Do you understand the basic-skills of reading as utilized by the

series you are using? Yes No

8. Do you-disagree with,the series as to the use of basic skills?

Yes No' . If yes, please note the Skills you prefer over and

above-orinstead-of-the-author!s.

;, Do you tiive.,,a supplementary reading program? Yes No . If

Yes, describe it briefly.

10. Do you have enough supplementary books for your program? Yes No

11. Do you make use of the library in your reading program? Yes No

If yes, state briefly how.

12. Do you make use of any test data in your reading program? Yes No .

If yes, describe program briefly.
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13. Do you make use of various experiences in your reading program?

Yes No . If yes, tell how briefly.

14. Rave you made a study of any reading plan other than the basic

reading program of the company series you are now using? Yes

No . If yes, please describe it briefly

15. Do you have access to books on the following subjects? Reading

material for boys? Yes No . Reading material for

girls? Yes No . Related to understanding black

people? Yes No . Other ethnic groups? Yes No .

If yes, please indicate the ethnic group

16. Do you have non-readers in your class group? Yes No .. If

yes-state-briefly how you deal with them in reading experiences.

MUSIC

1. Do yol correlate music with other subject areas? Yes

If yes, which?

2. If no -briefly-describe-your music program

3. Do you subscribe to the philosophy that every teacher can be a

music.teacher in the elementary.department? Yes No

If yes, tell.how briefly"

4. If no, .what-type-of-music program do you think should.be pro-

. vided?

5. Do you think that the music-teacher or music supervisor should

teach all the music? YeS NO

6. If you are a teacher here, have you participated in the .usic

workshop? Yes No This year Last year Three years_ _
ago Before three years ago ._

7. If your answer to number 3 is yes, do you think music workshops
are.necessary?--Yes: No . If yes, tell why?
,, ...... .
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SMALL GROUP ACTION

Problems in Education as Seen by Junior High School Students

Problem 1--Joyless qphool Moments

Some students complain that there are many dull moments in

school. Schools are not joyful according to the opinion of some

students. They are happy when the time comes to leave school.

If you are conscious of this situation or if you have heard

students express these opinions, what do you think are some of the

causes? Ltst these causes. List some suggestions for improvement.

"Problet 2--Social Studies Learning

In our schools today, Social Studies are taught in two different

ways: 1. Memorising dates and accumulating facts. 2. While learn-

tag-facts, activities are provided that will help students to learn

hoT;7 to live with others and how to live in the society in which they

find themselves.

Which one do you prefer for students? Why?

....... . ..... _

Problet'3-Classroom"Management

-Imagine that you are a teacher. Describe the claseroom you would

haVe. What would be your attituck toward fast and slow learners?

'Problem 4--Demonstrations

Several outside teachers have been.in your school this year

to demOnstrate some teaching techniques in an effort to try out some

new ways of teadhing and learning. ,They are anxious to know what you

think of some of these demonstrations.

Make a group report on reactions to these demonstrations.

1.8g
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STANDARDIZED ORAL READING PARAGRAPHS

Name Age Today

APPENDIX C

Years Months

Race Sex Grade

City State Date

School Teacher

Directions to Teacher

Each child should be tested apart from the others in a room

by himself. Give him an unused folder. Take another folder and
fill in the above blanks before beginning the reading. As the
child reads, record his efforts, using the marks presented on the
class record sheet, and following the directions printed there as
accurately as possible.
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1

A boy had a dog.
The dog ran into the woods.
The boy ran after the dog.

He wanted the dog to ge home.

But the dog would not go home.

The little boy said,
"I cannot go home without my dog."

Then the boy began to cry.

2

Once there was a little pig.
He lived with his mother in a pen.
One day he saw his four feet.
"Mother," he said, "what can I do with my feet?"

His mother said, "You can run with them."

So the little pig ran i-ound and round the pen.

3

Once there was a cat and a mouse. They lived in

the same howe. The cat bit off the mouse's tail.

"Pray puss," said the mouse, "give me my long tail

again."

4

Once there lived a king and a queen in a large palace.

But the king and queen were not happy. There were no

little.children in the house or garden. One day they

found a poor little boy and girl at their door. They

tock them-into the beautiful palace and made them

their own. The king and queen were then happy.

5

One of.the most interesting birds which ever lived iu

my bird-room was a blue-jay named Jackie. He was full

of business from morning till night, scarcely ever

still. Ile had been stolen from a nest long before he

could fly, and he had 'been reared in a house long be-

fore he had been given to me as a pet.
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6

The part of farming enjoyed most by a boy is the
making of maple sugar. It is better than black-
berrying and almost as good as fishing. One reason
why a boy likes this work is that someone else does
most of it. It is a sort of work in which he can
appear to be very industrious and yet do but little.

7

It was one of those wonderful evenings such as are
found only in this magnificent region. The sun
had sunk behind the mountains, but'it was still
light. The pretty twilight glow embraced a third
of the sky, and against its brilliancy stood the dull
white masses of the mountains in evident contrast.

8

The crown and glory of a useful life is character.
It is the noblest possession of man. It forms a
rank in itself, an estate in the 'general good will,
dignifying every station and exalting every position
in society. It exercises a greater power than wealth,
and is a valuable means of securing honor.

9

He was approximately six feet tall and his body was
well proportioned. His complexion inclined to be
florid; his eyes were blue and remarkably far apart.
A profusion of hair covered the forehead. He was
scrupulously neat in his appEarance; and, although
he habitually left his tent, he was well dret3ed.

10

Responding to the impulse of habit Josephus spoke as
of old. The others listened attentively but in grim
and contemptuous silence. He spoke at length, con-
tinuously, persistently, and ingratiatingly. Finally
exhausted through loss of strength, he hesitated. As
always happens in such exigencies he wa- lost.
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11

The att-:action of the American prairies as well

as of the alluvial deposits of Egypt have been

overcolne by the azure skies of Italy and the

antiquities of Roman architecture. My delight

in the antique and my fondness for architectural

and archaeological studies verges onto a

fanaticism.

12

The hypotheses concerning physical phenomena for-

mulated by the early philosophers proved to be

inconsistent and in general not universally appli-

cable. Before relatively accurate principles could

be established, physicists, mar.hematicians, and

statisticians had to combine forces and work

arduously.
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INTEREST INVENTORY

Directions: This inventory has seven subject areas. Some are

to be answered by a simple "yes" or "no." Others

are to be answered by an opinion response ("I like

it, I like it very much, I do not like it or It

makes no difference.") Please read each question

and place a check mark (101) in the appropriate

column. It is not necessary for you to sign your

name.

SEE TABLES I THROUGH VIa, PAGES 44 THROUGH 53.
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WRITTEN EXPRESSION

We would like to have your opinion about some of your school

experiences. Please read the following statements and check the

one under each statement that seems to describe you. Read the

statements and check only one under each statement. Put your

best thinking into it. Wait until everyone has finished before
turning your paper in. Do not sisn your name.

1. Every time I try to improve my school work something or some-
one stops me.

( ) This is uot true for me
( ) This is cften true for me
( ) Sometimes this happens, but not very often

( ) I'm not sure that I understand this question

2. In thinking about what will happen when I grow up,

( ) I'm sure things will turn out well for me
( ) I wonder if I'll be able to succeed
( ) I'm almost sure I don't have a chance to succeed when

grow up
( ) I seldom think about what it will be like when I grow up.

. The thing which I do in school that I am most proud of is:

( ) Being neat and.prompt in my work'
( ) ,Helping the.teacher in the classroom
C ) .Getting.good grades on my -.:eport card

) Being well liked by all the students
(. ) Nothing that I do in ,school makes me Proud

4. During the'last two or three years, it seems to me that:

C ) 'School is much more directly related to life outside of
school

C ). :SchoOl has little-relationship to life outside of school

( ) Much of what I hear in school is contradictory to what I
see and hear outside of school.
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5. During the past school year, did you ever stay away from school

just because you didn't want to come?

( ) No

( ) Yes, for 1 or 2 days

( ) Yes, for 3 to 6 days

( ) Yes, for 7 to 15 days

( ) Yes, for 16 days or more

6. Does your teacher understand children?

( ) Almost all the time
( ) Sonetimes
( ) Almost none of the time
( ) Never

7. When things go wrong at school, I usually:

( ) Think that the teacher is treating me unfairly

( ) Try to see why things went wrong and work harder to
correct them

( ) Wish that I were much younger and didn't have to go to

school
( ) Wish that I were much older and didn't have to go to

school
( ) wish that I could get away some place and cry

8. Which one of the following best describes the way you feel when
the teacher doesn't like what you have done:

( ) I try to find out what the teacher wants so I can do that
( ) I stop trying to please the teacher
( ) I know I cculd do better except that I often don't feel wel
( ) I don't care what the teacher thinks

9. How often do you and your parents talk about your school work?

( ) Just about every day
( ) Once or twice a week
( ) Once or twice a month
( ) Never, or hardly ever

10. During the past ye or two, has your mother or father visited
school during the time that school was in session?

( ) Yes, my mother or father have visited at least once in
the past two years

( ) My mother or father have visited school but not during
class time

C ) I don't remember that my mother or father have visi'
school at any time during the past two years.
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11. Which of the following statements do you think is most nearly

true?

) Adults always do what they say they will do

) Adults usu.lay. do what they say they will do

) Adults sometimes do not do what they say they will do

) Adults very often do not do what they say they will do
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What relationship have you observed-between-your.students and

the various academic subjects since the project started?

2. Did you see any of the demonstrations performed in your school?

If so, did the demonstrations help you in your daily planning?

If they did, how?

3. Have you given any special demonstrations?
If so, in what area were these demonstrations given?

What follow-up procedures were used?
What were the results?

4. Do you use Behavioral Objectives in your planning?

If you do, in what subject areas?
If you do not, what is your reason for not using them?

If you do not use Behavioral Objectives in your planning, which

of the following do you use?

General Objectives
Specific Objectives
Aims
Goals
N,.ither
Others (list)

5. What values have you received from this project?

6. List any suggestions you may have for improving the project.
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7. Do you approve of the teacher-pupil planning concept?

Do you use the teacher-pupil planning concept?

If 19,p, in what subject areas?

8. Do you think that students should be permitted to aid in the

selection of their own learning experiences?

9. Do you make attempts to individualize your classroom instruc-

tion? If so, in what subject areas?

WhiCh of the following method(s) do you use in your planning?

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Semester
Annually

199
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